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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

This study addresses the question of tariff objectives, and their 

relationship to the tariff, of Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company 

Limited1 within a framework of optimal resource allocation. The tariff 

is the price list for the different regulated services provided by the 

Company and the tariff objectives are the goals and principles2  which 

provide the rationale for the tariff. 

The study develops a decision-making framework for the regulatory 

process in Nova Scotia which will provide an explicit rationalization of 

the allocation of resources being made to the telephone system and which 

will provide an ongoing assessment of the system's performance. This 

decision-making framework has three major components: a goal specification 

process, a tariff determination process and a monitoring process. 

Particularly at the present time, the Province of Nova Scotia must 

be concerned with achieving an efficient allocation of its scarce resources. 

The resource allocation which will be  made th  telephone service will be 

influenced by the goals of the tariff and the tariff which results from 

those goals. The specification of goals is thus of prime importance. 

The tariff, because it influences the demands made on the tele-

pohone system and the Company's ability to satisfy those demands, will be 

Referred to hereinafter as the Company. The tariff objectives and the 
tariff itself are developed by the Company and are,approved by the Board 
of Commissioners of Public Utilities ot Nova Scotia, hereinafter referred 
to as the Board. 

2 
This report uses the word goal to mean "the result or adhievement toward 
whidh effort is being directed" and the mord principle to mean "an 
accepted or professed rule of action or conduct". 
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(ii)  

a primary instrument for achieving desired size and quality of sérvice • 

goals. The tariff determination is thus crucial to goal adhievement. 

Once the goals and the tariff are determined, the degree of goal 

achievement and the performance of the Company in attempting to secure 

goal  achievement are equally important; hence the need for a monitoring 

process. 

Chapters 1 and 2 are an historical analysis of how tariff objectives 

and the tariff have been determined in the past. The purpose of this is 

not to determine whether the telephone system, and the 'regulation of that 

sysban, has been adequate in the past; rather the prupose of  the analysis • 

is to develop a decision making frcutework for future decisions.. This 

. is set out in Chapters  3. and 4. 

The.Current Tariff Objectives , 

Historically, the Company has developed a list of tariff objectives 

which are deemed to represent the goals and principles which the tariff • 

 is designed to serve. At each rate hearing, these objectives are pre-

sented to the Board as the basis.for the tariff being proposed. The 

latest Company statement Of tariff objectives, produced for the rate 

hearing begun in Septebber 1975 listed the following objectives: .• 

1. to provide maximum availability of telephone service of an 
appropriate standard at reasonable rates, . 

2. t6 provide an adequate. and fair rate of return to the Company, 

3. to encourage system growth, 

4 ,  to encourage maximmeconomical developmentof better grades 
of service, 

5. to encourage long-term use of service, 



6. to apportion some part of costs.against . particularStibscribers, 

• 7. to proVide for economic operation, 

8. to provide for simplicity of administration. 

The key philosophy behind the interpretation of the objectives  is 

the Company view that the telephone system is.a single integrated net- . 

work. Various categories of service and users are identified for pricing 

purposes, but the basic philosophy behind  the objectivesand hence the  

level and structure of rates is  the total  systeM-concept. This system 

•wide concept of service leads to a system wide concept of pricing whidh 

results in individual prices that are intended to reflect the overall 

value of the.  system to agy individnal.customer  and  relative differences 

in the value of.  service to different customers. The overriding Company,. 

objective is to maximize the total value of the system. 	• 

- Over time, the Board in its•written disions  has.endorsed the • 

objectives advanced by the Company  and, bas,  with a - few exceptions, 

approved the Company's tariff proposals whidh were accepted,as following' 

from  the objectives. 	 • 

The Objectives in Practice  

The analysis of Chapter 2 examines the Company's objectives in terms 

of the role which they are designed to fulfill.; their ability to perform 

that role, and their relationship-with the tariff whidh has actually 

emerged over time. - 

The analysis of the role of the objectives suggests that, in theory, 

they should represent the goals -that the telephone system in Nova Scotia 

is expected to achieve. Some of the objectives suchas "economic operation", 
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(iv) 

"simplicity of administration", "long term use of service" and "maximum 

economical development of better grades of service" are, however, shown 

to be principles of rate making, rather than tariff goals. Principles 

are an intermediate part of the tariff process whidh can facilitate the 

translation of goals into the tariff whidh is the primary instrument for • 

goal adhievement, But in the case of those Company objectives which are • 

principles,  the  goals whidh lie behind them are not aIways made explicit. . 

The analysis shows that the relative importance of various principles with • 

respect to system goals cannot be determined from the list of . objectives 

itself. 	 • 

Some of the Company's  objectives, in theory, can be seen as goals 

of the system. However, the objectives are aMbiguous, either because . 

of the way they are stated, or because, in their formulation, there  has 

 been little explicit input from either government or consumers. As goals 

for the telephone system, the objectives imply an ordering of•society's 

priorities as tothe allocation of scarce resources. The legal monopoly 

status of the Comoany implies a responsibility for the conduct of its • 

operation whidh May not always be required of a firm operating in a COI07.  

petitive environment. It is thus relevant to re-examine whether  the goals  

- do fit society's priorities for resource allocation'. 

Beyond this, those objedLives which can be interpreted as goals have, 

in practice, become principles. For example,.the objective of "maximum . 

availability of service, of an appropriate standard at reasonable rates" 

has been translated in practice into the value of service • principle and 

the goal of "encouraging system growth". iS viewed as a corollary of 



"maximum availability of service" Hence it is concluded that in practice 

the Company's tariff objectives do not represent a set of goals for the 

telephone system. 

• Since the objectives do not represent goals, the relationship of thé 

objectives with the tariff becomes affibiguous. It is shown in Chapter 2 

that there is more than one set of objectives which can be made consistent' 

with the-same tariff and more than one tariff whidh can be made consistent 

with the stated objectives. There is thus no unique relationship between' 

the objectives  and, the  tariff. The conclusion,  that there is no unique - 

relationship means that the present objectives are not functionally useful 

• . as determ4nants . ofthe:tariff. 

• None of the above analysis is intended to imply that . the system has 

been functioning inadequately; without a clear statement of the goals •-• 

being served, and the data necessary to evaluate those goals,,sudh a - 

judgement is impossible. Further, it may well be that the need for • 

explidit.goal formulation has not been necessary pp to this time.. But it 

will be necessary for the future. 

The Need•for Goal Specification  

Before any meaningful analysis can be done on thé effects of the 

tariff, there must be a clear statement of the goals of the telephone 

system. The main focus of suCh goal specification revolves around the , 

need for a rational tariff to adhieve an efficient allocation of scarce 

resources and as a means of compensating the Company for the servicesit 

is providing. 

The optimum size of the system and its, various  parts  must be evaluated 
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in terms of net social benefit.
3 

An expansion of any part of the telephone 

system should bé justified in tenus of its net social benefit as compared 

to other competing uses for scarce resources within the telephone system 

and . ideally outside the telephone system. 

The Goal Specification ProcesS-  

. 	The role of the Board in goal specification should bethat of 

interpreting whatever guidelines had been stated by government and to other-

wise.within its legislative mandate, establish the system's goals,- and the 

priorities following from those goals. It is recommended that there.be  

established special policy hearings, distinct from rate hearings to. 

a) define goals for the areas left to the discretion of the 
Board within its legislative mandate, 

b) more specifically define whatever goals may have been 
defined by government at a broad level,. 

c) allow for Company and Public input on the desirability 
and implications of the goals and-alternative goal 
proposals and, 

'd) access the implications of the goals 

The policy hearings 74ould assist in the formulation of:the goals and plans 

• 	• for their implementation. 

Part of the goal specification process should include consultation 

between Nova Scotia and other parts of Canada. The telephone system in 

Nova Scotia.is not a self-contained entity; it must interact with the 

3 
A detailed discussion of the considerations involved in determining the 
net social benefit of an expansion of the telephonesystem'and hence of 
determining the optimum size of the system is set out in Chapter 3. 
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telephone system elsewhere in Canada and the world. Thus there is a two 

way flow between policy decisions made in other jurisdictions and- policy 

decisions . made in Nova Scdtia. 

The Board, in its role in the goal specification process, would have 

particular responsibility for evaluating the impact of goals and for 	. 

assessing their realism. A large part of sudh ah evaluation could be 

accomplished by construction of a detailed, working simulation model of 

the telephone systanwhidn would describe the demand functions,•cost 

functions, and technology of the system, as well as the financial position 

of the Company. 	 . 

'The Tariff Determination'Process 

• Once the goals have been firmly established, the tariff would. • .• 

become the primary instrument for accomplishing goal adhievement. -  The 

specific level at whidh prices are set-will détermine the system's ability • 

> to meet its size and quality of service objectives.. - 

• At the time that the telephone industry in Nova Scotia was in its 

infancyi,  and for  many years following  a •  goal of aChieving universal 	• , 

accessibility to the system may not have been misplaced. And as a corollary 

to sudh a goal, a tariff designed to induce more rapid expansion of the 

network, and that emphasized the total system concept of the network, may 

have been more desirable than a tariff whidh assigned the full incremental 

cost  of anexpansion to the direct recipient of that expansion. But at 

a time, as.is the case at present, when universal access has largely been 

adhieved, it is not clear that the social benefit,'or total system benefit, 
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of improved service does aiffer significantly from the benefit of the 

private subscriber who is the immediate recipient of the improved - • 

service. Therefore, it is recommended that more consideration be given 

to the cost-of-service principle and that value of service not be 

treated as the basic pricing philosophy, as it is at present. 

Certain social goals, if they are to be met, and/or thé presence 

of externalities in telephone service may require prices in certain - 

parts of the system to be less than the cost of the indivIdual service 

being provided. It is not suggested that value of service be ignored 

but that cost of service be paid wore attention. • 

-Further, if the goals are to.be met, there must be an assessment . 

of their financing since total system costs must still be recovered in 

the aggregate.' Alternative methods of achieving sùbsidization of parts 

of the system-might be considered. If the system is to be self-financing, 

then there will have to be internal sùbàidization of pome users and some 

services by otirls in order to neet certain goals. The incidence and 

magnitude of such internal subsidies must be explicitly rationalized in • 

• terms of the goals. 

Usage-sensitive pricing, i.e., dharging according to the use actually 

made of the telephone network, would be one way  of.  introducing prices 

.that give more consideration to the cost-of-service, and also provide a . 

reasonable measure of the value of service actually received. The 

implications of introducing more usage sensitive pricing is one of the 

areas recommended for further study. 
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The determination of a fair rate of return to the Company is an . 

important component Of the tariff setting process because it is the 

means of insuring continuing provision of service by the Company. It 

should be viewed, however, in the context of goal achievement. One of 

the principle functions of the rate of return should be to promote 

efficiency of resource use }DIY the Company. 

The Monitoring  Process 

Once the goals have been specified and the tariff set; it will be 

necessary for the Board to  monitor  the system in order to assess the 

degree . of goal achievement, the continuing realism of the goals, and 

alternative priorities which may be emerging. To exercise this-function 

fully, the Board will need cost separation statidtics, a)more complete 

understanding of the existence and extent of externalities in the sysbam, 

and the simulation rodel referred to earlier. The simulation model,  in  

particular, will  be of considerable benefit to the monitoring process as 

well as the goal specification process. 

An Overview of the Proposed Process  

Chapters 3 and 4 describe a process for regulating the telephone• . 

industry in Nova Scotia that involves three components: goal specification, 

tariff determination, and monitoring. The role of the government, the 

Board, the Company and consumers has been partially outlined above and is 

more specifically detailed in Chapter. 3. 

.The aim of the proposed decision-making framework is to provide a 

rationale for determination of system size, quality of service, the rate 

of return of the Company and the level and structure of rates. The purpose 
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is to achieve an efficient allocation of scarce resources on a 

rationalized basis. 	 • 

There is no presuiLtption in any of the analysis that the system has 

been performing inadequately up to this  tire. Past experience is analyzed 

only to highlight the desirable decision-making framework for future 	. . 

regulation. It is not intended to imply inappropriate regulation in the 

past. Without explicit knowledge of the goals of the system up to this .  , 

time, and data with which to evaluate themt 'such a judgment cannot be made.. 

For the future it is necessary to very clearly indicate what the goals 

are and to evaluate the future performance of the regulatory process in 

terms Of those goals and their achievement.' 	, 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Tarif f  Objectives, of  Yaritim• -Telegraph:  and  Telephone 
'Corurany 	 . and the  Board.  

The objectives of the tariff of M T & T have been enunciated on a 

number of occasions by the Company and have been endorsed on each of those . 

occasions by the Board of Cœmissioners of Public Utilities. The most recent 

statement of those objectives was presented at the 1975 general rate 

• 
 hearings.
1   In its presentation to the Board, the Company listed its tariff 

objectives as follows: 

1. To provide the maxiimum availability of telephone  service of 
an appropriate standard at reasonable rates. 

2. To secure an ademate and fair rate of return to the 
Company from its regulated activities. 

. 3. To encourage system growth. 

- 4. To encourage the maximum economical develoPment of 	. 
better grades of service. 

. 	5. Tb encourage long term use of service. 
• 

6. To apportion some part of costs against particular 
• subscribers. 

7. To provide for economic operation. 

8. To provide for simplicity of administration. 

In this chapter, each of these objectives will be analyzed froni the 

point of view of. the Company and the Board. The Board's View of the • 

objectives will be examined as it has emerged over time through mritten 

decisions on rate applications. 	• 

1 
Memorandum on Tariff objectives, Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Co. Ltd., 
September, 1975 (màmeograph). 



Review of the  Conpany Position  

In order to understand hour the Company interprets the eight specific 

tariff objectives, it is important to first understand the Company's view 

of the telephone systeld. The Company sees the system as one completely 

integrated network. As an overriding objective, then ., the Company attempts 

to maximize the 'value of service of the network, subject to their financial 

ability to do so. 

The tariff recommended to the Board by the Company is designed to . 

generate revenues sufficient to recover the total costs of the system plus 

a fair rate of return. Prices of individul services are not determined  on  

the basis of the costs of providing those services for two reasons. '•First i • 

to do souould be a contradiction of the total system concept which the Com-

pany advocates, and second, the. Company does not believe that the Costs of 

providing various services can be determined accurately.• Prices for basic 

telephone service are determined on the basis of relative . differences in the 

value of basic telephone service•to different classes of users. The major . 

emphasis is on the total system value and thus a tariff which will insure 

recovery of total system costs. 

As contained in the 1975 statement of objectives, the objective of 

"providing the maximum availability of telephone service of an appropriate 

standard at reasonable rates" translates to the twin  concepts of. (1) syStem 

2 
Although this objective-is not ..-expliditly stated  as one of the -tariff  ob- 
jectives, it,was emphasized in the course of numerous - interviews-held.with 
Company officials• that the value of service concept formed the basis of 
the first objective, 

2 



wide service and system wide pricing. System wide service is the concept 

of telephone service as à single, completely integrated service. System 

.wide pricing derives from the ColLuJany's concept of systemwide service, ' 

whidh means that the pricing policy does not recognize specific costs of 

any particular class of service. This does not mean that the rate•making 

process ignores costs, but - rather that Costs in the aggregate must be 

recovered,.while at the same Hue,  relative  costs of similar services should 

be recognized. 

Systemwide service and system wide pricing are alternative  descript-

ions of  .a. pricing philoSophy which - has been known for a number of years as 

'value of service pricing. Value of service pricing means that.charges .  

for telephone service are based on same notion of the value of that Servide • 

to'the customer in question. This has'led to a rate structure where the. . 

flat rate charge for basic service is higher in an urban centre than in 

a rural area,  the 	rate for single line business service is. higher 

than single partY private residence service and the chàrge per main station 

increases as the number  of • subscribers in the toll free calling area increases. 

This pricing practice is based on the philosophy that a phone becomes more 

valuable to its possessor.the greater are the fluffier of potential calls 

whidh can be rade at no additional  charge.  As •an eXample, a resident- of 

Halifax can.call 20 or more different pizza houses with no additional - 

. charge,  whereas a resident of Wolfville can call.only.3 or 4 and a resident 

. of Middle Musquodoboit may have none which .  he can call. This is a slightly 

frivolous example, but it does effibady the essence of the Value  of. service 

pricing philosophy as used by the Company to justify, dharging for basic 



telephone service according to the number of phones in a particular 

exchange area.
3 

. Value of service pricing leads directly into the second objective, 

to "provide an adequate and fair rate of return to the Company". In 

reaching a determination of an adequate and fair rate of return, the Board 

first examines the composition of the rate base;
4 

it then considers what. 

the allowable rate of retàrn on that rate base should be so as to moke it 

approximately consistent with other existing market opportunities. On 

that basis, and with the Company's operating costs and the need for revenue 

to support future expansion and rodernization, the Board makes a determi-

nation of the overall revenue requirements of the Company. Thus the value 

of service pricing concept leads to a price structure whereby prices on ,• 

specific services are adjusted so that the total costs of providing 

telephone service, including a Board determined rate of returni can be 

recovered from total revenues. 

The remaining six objectives are also, in most cases, viewed by the 

Company as directly related to the Company's interpretation of its' 

service objective. The objective "to encourage system growth" is, to the 

Company, a re-expression of that part of the objective ,which leads to an 

3 
The preceeding discussion emphasizes the philosophy behind the rate 
structure outlined. The Company, with that philosophY as a starting point, 
looks at a variety of other information to arrive at the particular prices 
dharged and such things as the way in whiCh exchange rate groupings and 
exdhange rate areas are defined., 

4 
. "Rate Base" refers to that portion of the Company's capital .  assets (plus 
provision for working capital and materials and supplies) on which the. 
Company is entitled to earn the "fair rate of return" set by the Board. 

4 



encouragement of maximum availablilitv of telephone service. If maximum 

'availability of service is accepted as an objective, in the view of the  

Company it then f011ows as : a corollary of that objective that the system 

should be encouraged to grow as fast as possible since this will further . 

 increase the availability of service. 

The objective "to encourage Maxim.= economical development of better' 

grades of service" is also linked by the Company to the service objective. 

. For example, it means that in the densely populated or urban areas a 

significant proportion of snbscribers should be serviced by individual 

lines.  This  is viewedas a necessity in a densely populated area in. 

- order to secure a greater nuMber of snbscribers and to avoid  major corn-

plaints  by a subscribing public whidh would otherwise be servicedloy 

multi-party lines.. Hence the Company uses a rate.schedule whidh is designed 

to induce people to tàke individual .  line service in the urban areas. 

• 	Àfurther.way of fostering the development' of individual line service 

in those places where it can be economically provided, and thus providing 

.better 'grades of service, is the Company's policy of expanding its  base 

rate  area boundaries to include areas which adquire urban characteristics. 

Once such peripheral areas become attached to the already existing urban 

core, the demand for individual line service will rise. 	. 

.The purpose of providing maximum availability of service is to 

enhance the value of the total telephone system. Similarly, encouraging 

maximum economical development of better grades of  service also serves to . 

enhance the total system value. 



The objective "to encourage long term Use of service" is deemed 

by the Conoanv to be necessary to prevent subscribers who are users of 

suph services as large switehboard installations from imposing an undue 

burden on the total . subscriber body. If largeinstallations, which. are 

expensive to install and represent a sizeable capital commitment on the 

part of the Company, are replaced too frequently, the Company mould incur 

losses which mould then have to be recovered from the general subscriber 

body. In order to Prevent this, the Company has proposed, and the Board 

accepted, that the tariff require long term contracts for such instal-

lations. 

The sixth objective is "to apportion same part of costs against. 

particular subscribers". TVPically, this objective ,deals with items 

which are of _a special character. 

One of the rajor functions of prices, established by'this objective 

is to deter demand for certain services, rather.than to fully recover 

the incremental cost from those making the demands. A . further function, 

in line with -the first objective, is to recognize the relative costs of 

similar services. For example, there are some  subscribers who have. . 

frequent reauirements to  nove  telephones, Change telephones and have 

other work done. The Company's position is that these stibscribers • - 

should not be Allowed to shift part of these special costs to those 

snbscribers whose service requirements are low or stable; hence there are 

special charges macles for changes in existing service. The Company 'also 

levies special construction charges against stibscribers whci request 

particular service which is uneconomical for the Company to provide at • 

existing charges. As an example, a special charge mould apply to rural 

^ 6 



users who request individual line service where distance makes it 

uneconomical for the Company to provide such a service at regular 

- rates. In all of these cases, a,major functiOn of the price is to 

deter demand for sudh services, rather than to fully recover the 

incremental cost from those making the demands. 

The Company also puts special prices on luxury items such as 

speaker phones, coloured sets, contempra sets,• toudh tone sets, etc., 

• which impose additional costs but do not significantly enhance the basic 

value of service. On these items, it is important to note that the 

Company does not charge a price solely to recover the extra costs which 

may result, but rather, in many cases, prices the item higher than the 

direct costs incurred. The difference between the prices of these items 

and the costs of these items is used to reduce the prices of service 

to the general subscriber body. The Company's position is that this 

practice is not a contravention of its value of service pricing philosophy 

because these luxury items are not related to the provision of basic 

telephone service and they do not significantly affect the value of 

service of the basic telephone system. In this case, also, there is 

often a deterrent element to the price. The Company is concerned that 

new equip_Lent not make existing equipment prematurely obsolete. Hence 

they charge more for certain equipment items such as, for example, 

coloured handsets, to deter the demand. 

By the objective "to provide  for  economic operation", the Company 

means that the rate schedule should enable the Company to take full 

advantage of managerial and technical improvements in the provision of 

telephone sercice at the most economical cost. For example, one of the 



results of this objective would be that base rate areas need not be • . 

related to the location of a switching centre, thus allowing the switCh-

ing office to be placed in the most economical location. The switéh-

ing centre, in terms of the definition of a base rate area, should 

logically be sited at the centre of population; however, this might 

. not be the best location in terms of cost of land and other relevant 

considerations. I:lence, in the interest of efficient economic operation, • 

the Company may locate its switéhing office in one place, utthout 

necessarily using that location to define the boundaries of the base 

rate area for purPoses of rate determination. 

Finally, the Company has the objective of %implicity ofadministra-

tion". This means that, stbject to . any'oonstraints whidh the above 

objectives may impose, the tariff schedule should be as simple as possible 

so as to be readily intelligible to both customers and company employees. 

• Review-of Board Decisions
5 

Much of the above discussion is derived from the Company's latest 

memorandum on tariff objectives which was presented.at the 1975 general 

rate hearings. The objectives are not, however, in-apy way new to the 

Company. The exact same objectives appeared in the Company's application 

in 1965 for a general rate revision. Those in turn, With very little 

change, are the same rate objectives which are contained in the Company's 

application in 1952. .In the 1974 general rate hearing, the Company 

5 In calling this secLion, Review of Board Decisions, it should be noted 
that since the Board typically references Company statements in its . 
decisions, this section will also serve to further amplify the views 
of the Company as they have been stated over time. 	• 



suggested that the value of service pricing philosophy dated badk to at' 

least l91 8.
6 

In general, the Board of Commissioners of Public  Utilities 

has concurred with the Codtpany both on the objectives and on their 

interpretation. The following is, a series of excerpts from Board decisions 

since 1918, whidn indicate the .Board's opinion, for the time in question, 

on the various tariff  items  selected. Only general tariff revision cases 

are looked at. 

• . 

The 1918 Rate Hearing  

In the general rate hearing of 1918, the Board noted the following - 

on  charges  for installation and removal of a telephone: 

It seems fair to require the stibscriber for whom the - 

installation or removal is made to pay for it instead . 

of making others do so. For instance a subscriber 

may after having a station installed continue in the • . 

same premises for many years while another stibscriber 

• may have his station removed year after year, 
• undolibtedly he is obtaining a great deal more service 

• and entailing mudh more expense upon the Company than 

the Stibscriber who oopuoies the same premises for 	. 

• many years, therefore he and he alone should pay for ' 

sudh additional services and defray the added cost.of 

- 'operation whidh he thrcws upon the Company. 7  

The Board's position with respect to service for business user S in the 

Halifax exchange area was clearly in favour of message rates.rather than  

flat rates: 

6 
The basis of this position was a report delivered to the Board of 

Commissioners of Public Utilities of .Nova Scotia in 1918 by a 

consulting firm from Boston, the D. B. and W. B. Jackson  Company. 

7 
Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities, period 

ending December 31, 1919, Halifax, Nova Scotia, page 93. 



The unfairness of making the small user pay as much as the 
large user seemed to require no argument, the equity of the 
principle of making a subscriber pay for just the service 
he receives, nothing more nothing less, cannot, at least 
in these days of high costs and persistant calls for - 
economy, be auestioned. 8 ' 

The Board went on to add: 

Another tning whidh the Board hopes to accomplish is to put 
• telephone users on an even basis so far as payment for 

service rendered by the telephone is concerned. 9  . 

This statement suggests that customers who are making equivalent 

demands on the telePhone system should pay on the same basis and that • 

customers who are making different demands on the system should pay on 

a differentiated basis. 

The 1952 Rate Hearing 

In the 1952 decision by  the Board of Commissioners of Public 

Utilities on the Company's a=lication for revisions to the general , 

tariff, there is a fairly lencthv discussion by the Board of the • 

Company's tariff objectives. It i8 worth quoting •at some length from 

that decision: 

The principle followed in rate making is that the cost of 
service increases Proportionately with an increase in•the 
number of stations and correspondingly  the value of exchange 

. telephone service to any subscriber varies directly with  
the number of slibscribers he is able to-reach from his 
telephone. Other considerations have their influence on what 
the service is worth and what it costs but the important 
and easily determined factor is the value of the service .as 
determined by the subscribers. 10 . 

8 Ibid., p.97. 

9 
Ibid, p.99. 

10 	' Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public  Utilities, year ending 
December 31, 1952, Halifax, Nova Scotia, p. 138. 



The long and well established principle of rate making is 
that.teleohone rates are made on a system wide basis. The 
.contrary was argued by Mr. Bethune who submitted in regard 
to  exchange rates in the city of Halifax that Halifax 
would be carrying the burden of other parts of the system 
and the promosed schedule of rates carrying costs whidh 
should be aPplied to tolls or other exdhanges. It is 
obvious however that as the size of exdhange increases, 
increasing and more costly facilities must be provided 
to supply the exPanding service, and this is true of the 
city of Halifax or anv other exdhange. 11 

•  The Board went on to state that Halifax could not be treated as a 

separate unit for 'fixing rates, but rather that the Province as a whole 

Should be treated as a unit in fixing rates. The Board quoted a 

decision of the Indiana Pliblic Utilities Commission of 1948 12  whidh. 

stated "exdhange and toll services are not separate and distinct under-

takings. Each supplements and adds to the usefulness and value of the 

other and both are but parts of an integrated business operated as a. 

whole". The Board further discussed the rate schedule and quoted a 

nuMber of principles or objectives with respect to the rate schedules 

Presented at the hearing by Mr. A.M. MadKay, General Manager of MT & T. 

Those objectives were: 

1. Charges•for telephone service must produce in the aggregate , 
sufficient revenue to meet all the costs of the service and. 

 to pay a fair return to the people Who have invested their 
money in the business and to leave a reasonable amount for 
surplus as a margin of safety. 

11 Ibid, p.136. 

12 (1948) 72 P.U.R. (N.. S.) 212. 



2. They must insure an adequate development that has to be 
such as to encourage the use of the service both in the 
business and residence classifications to meet adequately 
the customers' requirements and to provide complete con7 
venient and satisfactory service. The more people or 
business that may be readhed by telephone the more valuable 
the service becames. 

3. The rates must be sufficient to make possible a high quality . 
of service to the users. 

4. Thev must,provide an equitable'distribution of charges among 
customers. A mell  bal   anced  relationship must obtain between 
the different classes of service offered so that they  will • 
be in proportion to the relative values of the service. 

5. Thev =st permit the maximum satisfaction of individual 
recuireelents consistent with the needs of the genPral body 
of telephone users. They must assure a reasonable stability 
of revenues. 

6. In a determination of rates for the entire Company there are 
many factors which bave a bearing on a properly balanced 

• schedule. In a determination of rates for particular . • 
communities the cost of furnishing service as mell as its 
value is  important.  7-leigher charges are necessary in the 
larger communities because the cost.of furnishing services 
is hi,e7her. Since there are more telephones in the larger 
places the equipment required for.switching calls is more 
elaborate. This results • in a greater average investment 
per line in cities than. in the smaller communities as well 
as greater expense in operating equipment and keeping it • 
in order. Since equipment and operating costs are greater 
for each telephone in the city it naturally follows that 
the rates must be higher. Experience has taught us that • 
the number of telephones available to a customer without 
the pavment of a toll charge is a good measure both of the 
trend and relative cost to give service and of the value 
of service to our customers. . Therefore, various localities. 
in the Company's territory have been grouped together 
according to the nuMber of stations in the local service 
area and the rate schedules are designed to distribute the 
rates among the various groups in accordance with the cost 
and value of the service. 13  

13 
Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public  Utilities, year ending 
December 31, 1952, Halifax, Nova Scotia, p.140. It is relevanteto add  that  
the Company in the course of an interview in 1976, noted that portions of 
Mr. MacKay's comments referring to cost, in his objective 6, are no longer 
felt to be valid. 



- The Board:further comented: 

The Board concurs in this statement of the basic principles 
or objectives of a prorlv designed sdhedule of telephone 
rates and has examined the proposed sdhedule in the light of 
these p-inciples. 14 

On this IDsis,  the Board  approved the Corapany proposed system of 

groups and exdhanges, free mileage areas for exchanges in eadh of the 

various groups, Provision of continuous service in alI exdhanges, the 

abolition of anv difference or distinction between rates for service 

in exàhanges which are manually operated versus those whidh are automatic, 

the dropping of measUred rate exchange service in any exdhange less than 

•5,000 stations, the principle of higher rates to business telephones 

- than to residence telephones and a nurriber of changes in individual 

exchange services.
15 

Commenting on exchange rates generally, the Board noted: 

As has already been pointed out, the (exchange rates) are 
of necessity in large ireasure the result of the experience 
and judgents of officials of the Company. These officials 
in designing thé proposed exdhange rates have indicated in 
evidence their belief that the business and residence snip-
scribers in the various exChanges throughout the whole 
system will be paying reasonable and fair rates that are 
in balance one with the other and that the total exdhange 
revenue will be in relation to toll  revenue.-6  

The 1965 Rate Hering 

. The Company next made application for a general revision of its 

 tariff sdhedule in DedeMber 1965, with the Board rendering its decision 

• in 1966. The 1965 application is of particular interest because it 

14Ibid., p.140 

15Ibid. 	. 

16 Ibid., p.146 



included the Company 's modernization and service improvement program. 

This was a pronosed 10 year program which included plans for complete 

conversion to a dial system, complete absorption of all remaining 

rural telephone mitoanies, reduction of the number of parties on rural 

lines to a maximum of 10 with a goal of 6 to 7, enlargement  of free  

mileage areas where service is provided at flat rates without additional 

mileage charges, establishment of more extended area service between .• 

adjacent exchanges, and provision of direct distance dialing in exéhanges 

where feasible.
l7 

Sudh a program obviously was to invOIve very large 

capital expenditures over the pronosed 10 year periodleyond the regular . 

growth requirements of the CompanV and it was for this reason that the 

program was brought before the Board. 

In looking at principles of rate making in the 1966 decision,.the 

'Board stated: 	 • 

•The long established general principles of telephone utility 
rate making were again reviewed at the hearing as was the case 
in the 1952 hearing and the Board confirms its approval of new 
schedule of rates designed by the applicant and now proposed 
for approval.  The Board  refers to the observations .and comment 
made by it in its 1952 decision with respect to these principles 
and confirma  then. 18  

The 1965 application included several changes in the specific tariff 

which were major departures from earlier tariffs. •ilowever, these changes 

were all seen as being quite consistent with the earlier - objecLiVes of 

the tariff which were accepted prior to 1965 and reaffirmed in the 1965 

• • 17 
- Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities for the 

year ending December 31, 1966, Halifax, Nova Scotia, p: 57 - 

18 
 Ibid.,  p.67. 



application. This point was made by Mr. Fred Waller, an official of the 

Company, in the evidence which he presented'to the Board: 

A considerable revanving of the,existing tariff is recommended. 
- The changes made in it can be explained against the tariff as 

they are used to obtain the service objectives with the maximum 
• economy so that the best of telephone service can be provided 

at the Minimum cost to the telephone using pliblic. 19  

The application of the Company prOposed extensive revision or re,— 

grouping of exdhange classifications. One basic change  involved reducing 

the nuMber of exchange groups fram ten to eight. An independent witness 

secured by the Board from the Manitoba Telephone Company, Mr. H. J. Harris, 

made the following comment on this change: 

The new schedule presented, covering proposed exchange rates, 
reduces the number of rate groups from the previous 10 to 8. 
This appears realistic particularly from the standpoint of 
stability of rates ... the industry generally endeavours to 
avoid frequent rate changes. The lit of 8 rate groups is 
generally in effect in Canada and it does serve to minimize 
the frequency of rate adjustments. 2° 

The Company also pronosed changes with respect to the availability 

of two party, four narty and multi-party business service within certain 

exchange areas and recommended changes in the system of assigning mileage 

charges for extension of service involving rural multi-party lines. A 

further important recommendation was that non-optional measured rate 

business service be replaced with the options of flat or measured rates 

in the larger exChanges, the result of.whiCh was to put nearly all 

business service in larger exdhanges on a flat rate basis.
21 

19 
Ibid.,  p.69 

20 
Ibid., p.71 

21 Optional measured rate business service remained available in, the larger 
exChanges, but since 1965 has not been encouraged by the Company. 



In 1952 the CaLciany had recommended the retention of non-optional 

message rate service on the grounds that it was inequitable for a 

business sUbscriber with limited telephone usage to pay the . same as a 

subscriber with a high volume telephone usage. Also, the 1952 Company 

Position was that it was admtnistratively difficult to handle flat and 

reasured rate business services together. The volume of business calls 

in larger exchanges warranted the cost of measuring the service and  such 

a system assessed rates on the basis of usage. 

The Company gave several reasons in support of the dropping of 

non-optional neasured rate service .  First, the Company  maintained that 

non-optional measured service was no longer needed as an inducement to the 

small businessman to - sUbscribe to telephone service since there was -

sufficient inducement tO small businessmen without such a pricing system. 

Second, measured service che=ed the slibscriber only on outgoing service. 

The Company's position was that telephone service was basically a two way 

Service with incoming service being as valuable to the customer as out- 

 going service. Changing social and economic circumstances had made the 

value of incoming calls -  increasingly more important than they had been. 

previously. A system of charging which overlooked incoming calls meant 

that these calls were not used in developing the ,  rate even though they - 

reflected a very high degree of the value that the service was providing. 

An expert from the British ColuMbia Telephone Company called by the Company . 

 testified that: 

A good tariff should encourage maximum use of the serVice by 
the customer. In this regard .I would say that the provision . 
of a flat rate business service offering is definitely intended 



to encourage the objective whereas the opposite effect occurs 
when the cost of- service is related to usage as under the 
present business message offering in the higher rate group ... 
in this-day and age any tariff which bases the cost to the 
consumer according to usage is naturally going to effect usage 
and this is not good for the telephone comuunity at large. 2' 

Third, the Board's expert, Mr. Harris, when questioned on his views 

of flat rate versus  measured service for business use, made the point that 

measured service is more expensive for the Company to provide than non-

measured service: 

Measured service costs more to provide. You have to provide 
meters, read reters, provide cost for. billing. It is against 
the principles for average rating. 23  

After considering the Company's presentation, the Board approved the 

proposed dropping of non-optional measured rate service. 

• The Company's 1965 application, for the first time, introduced the 

concept of system services as a philosophy for charging for key systems, . 

private branch exchange systems and similar services. Previously, the 

rates for these specialized  services  had been based upon the number of 

features, attachments and type of equipment involved; thus, each individual 

system ordered by a customer was individually priced depending on the options 

chosen The new proposai called for systems service rate to be expreSsed 

as a rate per trunk termination per central office line, or other type of 

line termination on the system, and per telephone. In addition, the 

22 
Ibid., p.75 

23 
Ibid., p.75. It is relevant to note that the introduction of common . 
control equipment had made the cost of providing measured service . 
relative to the cost of measuring the cost much lower than it had 
been in 1952. 
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proposal recognized that certain customers have a greater communication 

requirement than others; thus certain systPms would carry a rate for . 

additional interco=unication lines. In commenting on the proposal, the 

Board noted: 

thder the proposed method of rating there is not the Same 
degree of relationship between the rate and the type or , 
quality of plant actually installed on the premises of an 
individual customer but there is recognition that system 
service has become an important and distinguishable service 
and that within this class of service user it is appropriate . 
that to a considerable degrco rating be related to lines and 

. telephones to reflect the value of service concept. 24  

The Board 's conclusion on the ComPany's proposàl for a package service 

Pricing policy was as follows: 

The revis P-1 system of rating and the revised rates will 
• result in ac'icinistrative.and economic benefits to the , • 
applicant, a realistic revenue return to the applicant, 
and a rate structure tnat is appropriate and reasonàble. 25  

With a fffl minor  changes the Board approved the overall application of 

the Company to become  effective  .Mav 1, 1966. 	• 

The 1969 Rate Hearing 

The  Company next made application for a general tariff revision in 

1969. There were no changes in general tariff objectives nor were there . 

 any  changes  with the basic tariff structure emerging from those principles 

at that  titre.  2:\s stated by Mr. F. 11. Waller, an official of the Company, 

in evidence presented before the Board: 

• In total concept we are proposing no change in the desiyn of 
the proposed tariff from that used in the design of the 

24 
Ibid., p.87 

25 
Ibid. , .88 »I , 
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present tariff. A system wide concept of service and rating 
was used and it simply means that the Company still considers 
its tariff as a single rate payable for the complete service 
provided and in such a concept it is to be recognized that 
exchange service is not different from toll service and that 
exChange customers are not different from toll customers. 
The designing of a telephone tariff is a project of determin-
ing the most economical conditions under whiàh appropriate 
service can be provided to the total stibscriber body and 
apportion the total cost of that service among the sdoscribers 
in sudh a manner as to recover the cost and meet the objectives 
that were outlined at the beginning. 26 

The Board accepted this statement by Mr. Waller and, with a few minor 

changes, approved the amended rate schedule introduced by the Company. 

The 1974 Rate Hearing  

The Company next sought a revision of its general tariff in 1974. 

The Board at the outset of its decision on the 1974 hearing, made the 

following observation: 

Although the emphasis had been on consideration of the 
financial need as expressed by the applicant, the Board 
also has heard evidence and submissions related to the 
methods and approaches implemented by the applicant in 
its rate making process and has conderned itself with 
the ever present princiPle that rates for services must 
be equitable and not unjustly discriminatory and that 
the rates for different classes of services must bear an 
equitable relationshiP. 27  

With respect to the tariff itself, the decision goes on to note the 

following: 

The applicant's rate philosophy has not dhanged and according 
to Mr. Waller the objective is the same as all other major 

26 Transcript.of 1969 Rate Hearing, (Mimeograph), p.271 

7 Decision of the Board of CouLassioners of Public  Utilities in the Matter 
of the Public Utilities Act and in the Matter of an Application of 
Maritime Tel & Tel Ltd. for Approval of Certain Revisions to its General 
Tariff, 1974. (mimaograph, pp. 7 & . 8). 	 • 



telephone companies, namely to implement the twin concept of 
system wide pricing and system wide service in developing the 
new tariff for telephone service. These concepts have been 
explained and adosted in recent applications made to the 
Board and will again be accepted. Under these concepts the 
service cannot be fragmented into exchange, long distance, 
business, residence and other services, and the categories of 
service are useful only for price relationship purposes. 
System wide pricing does not reflect specific costs of any 
particular class of service ... the value of service overrides 
relative costs and it is impossible to determine with an 
acceptable deçree of accuracy the cost of an individual .  
service ... it is his [Plr. Waller's] view that systemwide 
pricing or value of service pricing is the base upon which • 
telephone service in Nova Scotia has been provided at least 
since 1919 and is probably the largest contributing factor in 
the continuing effort to achieve our public service objective 
of maxi=a availability of service to an appropriate standard 
at the lowest total cost to the stibscriber body consistent 
with the financial integrity of the Company and fair and 
equitable treatment of employees. 28 

The changes in the tariff WhiCh the Company proposed in the 1974 

application included an amendrent to the definition . of "exchange service" 

from "telephone commnication within an eXchange area" to "a dlass of 

telephone service providing for the transmission of-voice Message between 

telephones in the same exdnange area"; a complementary change was also 

proposed to cover the definition of long distance service.
29 
 This request 

for redefiniton of exchange service was rejected by the Board. The 

Company did not propose any  changes in the classification or grouping  of. 

exchange areas or in the regulations governing the ,  reclassification of 

exchanges. Increases in the tariff for basic service were made so as , 

to maintain.the sam-e relationship between local and toll revenues as were . 

in effect under the existing tariff. 

28 Ibid., pp. 25 & 26 

29 
 Ibid., p. 27 



With respect to residence exchange service, the Company proposed a 

flat'increase of ninety-five cents for each grade of service in each rate 

group. This meant that the Percentage increase for the smaller exchange 

groups was significantly larger than for the largest rate groups. The 

Company's justification for this change was that the services in all 

exdhange groups had become very similar to those in the largest urban 

exdhange'grouns, and further that the improvement in the quality and the 

value of the services now available to all exdhanges required an acceptance 

by the sUbscribers in the smaller exchange groups'of a greater share of 

30 
rate responsibility. 

The 1974 decision also records opposition to the Company's proposed 

rate changes  by the Consumer's Association of Canada, Nova Scotia Branch, 

whidh undertook an intervention in the hearing.
31 

The position of the Consumer's Association was that 
• 

... the value of service approach can and does result  in 
 inequities to consumers in the  allocation of cost of various 

services, that more emphasis and consideration - should be 
given to the pricing of various services so that they reflect 
the true cost to the consumer, that the pricing of some 
services at nominal or zero value tends to encourage and 
stimulate unnecessary consumption which must be supported by 
all Consumers, that a sUbscriber requesting a particular 
service should be required to bear the real or true cost of 
that service, no more and no less, that the value of service • 
approaCh does not enable the sUbscriber to make a rational 
choice as to the amount of or type of service he Should 

. purchase, and that flat rates are discriminatory because 
they do not vary with use. 32  • 

30 
Ibid.,  pp.  29-30 , 

31 Ibid., pp. 34-35 

32 
Ibid., p.34 



The intervention was also critical of a nuffiber of rating practices 

of the  Company, such as the installation of residence extension telephones 

at no service charge, the free directory assistance service, the existing 

regulation on exclusion of foreign attachments, donations to charity - and 

inStitutional advertising, local service discounts and charges on overdue 

accounts, the proposed absolute increase of ninety-five cents as being 

more burdensome to residential stibscribers in small exchanges,  the  higher . 

rate payable bv subscrihers of luxury and similar services that may be. . 

higher than costs, the low  rates  Payable by mobile radio equipment customers 

that may be less than cost, the cross stibsidy rate making processes, and . 

• 
 possible favoring of sùbscribers under the value of service concept.
33  

EVen though the Board reaffirmed  its  support ofthe.Company's .  

objectives and philosophy through its decision, the Board did request 

the Company to prepare a nui±er of background  papers or studies.before 

. it next appeared for a rate aoplication. Included in this list of papers, 

was a request for a statement on the.tariff objectives. . 

The 1975 Rate Hearing 	• 

. In September of 1975, the Company again made application for a •. 

general revision to its tariff. By this time the Company had completed 

34 
the studiàs ordered in the 1974 decision. 

The basic reason given by the Company for returning to the Board, 

for a rate increase within such a short period of time following its 

last application in 1974, was that it was not receiving sufficient 

Ibid. , Pp 3à 35 

•34 
Some of these studies will be referred to in more detail ,  in later 
chapters. 

33 
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revenues to allow it to earn the rate of return on rate base whidh had 

been approved by the Board. The reasons for this decline in rate of 

return was stated as being the accelerating rate of inflation, whidh was 

underestimated by the Company in 1974, and over runs in capital expen-

ditures, the estimates of 1974 being similarly underestimated. In ad-

dition to these factors was the continUing need to provide for further 

growth of the teleohone network and the need to continue to carry out 

the Coi 	pany's planned program of service improvements. 35 

The Company proposed increases of $1.50 per month for one and 

two party residential service and $.25 to $1.25 per month for four party 

and multi-party lines. Business service was increased between $.95 

and $5.00 per month, there were to be increased  charges for service . 

requests and other miscellaneous equipment, there was to be an increase- 

in long distance rates, and there was to be the introduction of service 

. Charges for directory assistance and overdue accounts:
36 

The Company's statement on its rating philosophy and its tariff 

objectives was essentially unchanged from previous years. Mr. Cecil Hawkins, 

an official of the Company, stated that it was very probable that future 

tariffs would reflect an objective of reducing the dollar difference 

between the rates in the highest and the lowest exchange groupings; the 

Decision of the Board of Coeuissioners of Public  Utilities in.the  Natter  
• of Public Utilities Act and in the Matter of an Application of Maritime 
Tel & Tel Ltd. for Approval of Certain Revisions to its General Tariff, 
1975, (mimeograph), p.9 

36 	. 
Ibid., pp. 52-53, 55-62 



Coutoany'ssition was that the value of service being received by the 

37 

Mr. Hawkins also :=L.I.L)hasized the Company's position that particular slab,- 

scribers who imPosed specific costs on the system which  were  not 

specifically related to the provision of basic telephone service should 

be made to bear.an increasing proportion of such costs. ThuS the Com-

pany was proposing increases in service charges, the introduction of' 

late paynent charges, and charges for directory assistance service. 38 

The Company also proposed the elimination of group one exchanges ..  

In th? (minion of the Board, all of these propOsals represented 

changes that were significant enough to warrant individual attention' 

and comment by the Board. In-its decisions on these various matters • • • • 

the Board did not approve  the  Proposed elimination of the existing 

group one exdhange. It also did not approve the proposed interest on , • 

overdue accounts provision but rather directed the Company to further 

• review the matter and make a supplementary report on whether interest 

charges or penalty procedures were the best way to proceed with the problem 

of overdue accounts. 

The Board did approve the proposed directory assistance charge  with 

certain amendments and further approved all the proposed rate increases 

with the exception of the items just mentioned. .The Board directed the 

applicant to make a further review and study of,its advance payments, . 

deposits, and disconnection of service tariff provisions, to ,undertake a 

various sized exchanges was becoming more equal across thé province.' 

37 
Ibid., p.45 

38 
Ibid., p.45 



complete revision of the tariff rules, regulations, definitions, 

descriptions and similar content so as to 'eliminate  duplications and 

interpretation problems, to• convert to a nethod of classifying exchange 

areas based  un a system of counting only main stations or total  

telephone nuMbers rather than the total number of telephones prior to 

the time of the next application for approval of general rate revisions, 

and to retain indePendent experts to Undertake a variety of studies 

dealing with the productivity and efficiency of the Company. • 

The Company was also directed to file with the Board a variety of 

studies relating to an outline of the proposed construction program over 

the next five veers, the interpretation of"telephone message service", 

a report on guidelines to deal with future Extended .Area Service ee 

applications and related natters, an analysis of existing- tariff ob-

jectives and possible alternatives,
39 and finally a review and justifica- 

tion of capital contributions bv stibscribers. 

39 
The 1975 decision did not unequivocably reaffirm itS adherence to the 
Company's tariff philosophy and objectives, asprior decisions, since 
1952, had done. 



CHAPIER 2  

An Analysis Of the Tariff Objectives of Maritime Telegraph and 

Telephone Company.  

Having presented in Chapter 1 the tariff objectives as perceived by 

the Company and the Board, this chapter will analyze thobe objectives in 

several ways. First, the objectives will be analyzed, both as to consistenqy 

of interpretation and consistency between the objectives themselves. Second, 

there will be an analysis of the role whidh the objectives are designed to 

fulfill and the ability of the objectives to perform that role. Third,  the 

 tariff itself will be analyzed to determine if there is only one tariff 

consistent With  the  objectives and to determine if alternative tariff 

structures are consistent>  with the same set of objectives. 

It is important to recopize from the oUtset the context in whidh the 

analysis of this dhapter is  to  be placed. The Chapter dwells heavily on an 

examination,of past Company statements and Board decisions. The purpose 

of this'is not to suggest that the performance of either the Company or the .  

Board has been questionable for the points in time at Which decisions were 

made .  Rather, the purpose of the analysis is to indicate the type of 

reasoning which should govern future decisions. Conditions change over time 

and the view being expressed here and in Chapter 3 is not whether the decisions 

and recommendations made in the past were correct for their time, but rather 

whether the process for reaching those decisions is adequate for the future. 



Definitions  

In the examination of tariff objectives, it is important to clarify 

the meaning of the teininology which will be used in this chapter and in 

the remainder of this study. The word "goal" is defined as the result • 

or,achievement tord which effort is being directed; in other words the • 

end product which is desired. The word "principle" is defined as an , • 

accepted or professed rule of action or conduct. The word "instrument" 

is defined as a mechanism of effecting some item or activity. A dictionary 

definition of "objective" might be "the result that efforts are intended to 

attain or accomplish;" in this respect, "objective" might be-considered to 

be synonymous with "goal". However, the specific list of items which thé 

Company and the Board have accepted as objectives for the tariff is in fact 

a composite of goals and principles as»these two words have just been defined. 

Hereafter,• the word objective will refer only to the Company's list of tariff 

objectives. 

A Preliminary View of Goals and Regulation in Theory  

The goals which are intended to be served by the tariff of a telephone 

company are of principal importance. ,Since.the tariff, both through specific 

rates and through the rate structure, is the primary instrument for achieving 

the goals of regulation, the goals of the tariff became the goals of the . 

regulatory process. 

There are rany possible goals which can be thought of. Three possible , 

categories of goals would be ones relating to adequate provision of service, 

ensuring of the financial integrity of the Company, and protedtion of the , 



public against unfair practices and/or prices. All of these would be supportive 

.of the major goal of regulation, from the print of view of the Board, which • 

is protection of the pliblic interest. 

Once goals have-been specified, the tariff becomes one of the primary 

instruments by which those goals can be achieved. If. it is a goal to • 

protect the public fram unnecessarily high prices, then the absolute level of 

prices must be minimized. It at the same time, the Company iS to receive 

an adequate return on invested capital, then prices must be set sufficiently • 

high so that revenues recover the Company's-costs as well as provide a 

margin of profit fOr.  a fair rate of return to stockholders. If there is a 

social goal, for example, to develop rural telephone  usage,  then the price 

mechanism can be used to achieve the goal by charging lower rates to rural 

telephone users than to other subscirbers. 

The price system is by• no means the only instrument available for 

achieving these goals. 'Although there are other instruments which can and 

should bé used, the tariff or price structure is the primary instrument for 

.the achievement of goals. 

The link betw-cen goals and instruments becomes the principles by - 

which the rate Structure  • s determined.. The process can be defined as a . 

series of progressive and interdependent steps towards a goal. Initially 

there •is a specification of goals. These are translated into principles . 

which dictate rules of action or conduct on the part of the various parties 

concerned. The principles,•in turn, give rise to the creation of the 

instrument, , i.e., the tarif f. By this process the goals are ultimately .. 

• attained. •  



Conceptually, goals might be envisaged as being specified by govern-

ment, consumers and indus try,  all of which have made inputs. The regulatory 

agency's task would be to insure that the goals are achieved. The regulatory 

agency would, in order to insure goal achievement, put in place a process 

which might involve a number of components, such as monitoring of the 

industry, hearing of consumer complaints, interaction with government to 

determine changes in social policy, and a variety of other inputs. From 

this process would flow certain principles to be used in the construction 

of the tariff; the irif f  ould be one of the products of the process and 

the instrument for the attainment of goals. 

A Preliminary View of Goals and Regulation in Practice  

Actual practice in the Nova Scotia jurisdiction is different from the - 

process just presented. The list of approved taiiff objectives is initially 

specified by the Company and as will be seen encompasses both goals and 

principles. An analysis  of the  written record indicates that  the Company 

suggests the objectives and the Board considers and, if appropriate, approves 

them. 

The Board has, since 1952, accepted the Company's objectives, with the 

single exception of the most recent decision of 1975. In this decision, 

the Board for the first time did not uncategorically accept the Cowpany's 

list of tariff objectives but rather instructed the Coupany to prepare a 

background pacer on the tariff objectives and possible alternatives. At 

the same  titre, however, the Board did not initiate any changes of its own 

in the objectives nor was the price structure which resulted from those 

objectives altered. 



public The consuming is able to appear and make representations at 

1 

any rate hearing. In recent years, there have been very few formal consumer 

interventions. rrnrough complaints and demands for service there is a 

more informal inPut Process from the consuming public. Government has 

formally indicated certin goals for telephone service through the Public 

Utilities Act. The government does not formally appear at rate hearings. 

• In any event, with or without such inputs, the Company has the initial 

task of identifying the objectives which the tariff is designed to meet. 

These  are  then presented to the Board for approval in the context of a 

partionlar rate structure \&ich is being proposed. Thus, it is also the • 

Company which creates the flc,Ç.7 from objectives to instrument, and the 

Board in practice, if not in t'neo.r. , has not been inclined to stibstantially 

alter the proposed rate structure. 

If goals are improperly specified, because of lack of input from other, 

sectors, the constituency of telephone users may not be adequately served.. 

Moreover, improper specification of goals may result in an instrument, i.e., 

the tariff, that cannot be logically derived from those goals. Thus the 

tariff  ma  Y become a.  very imperfect-instrument for goal achievement. The 

"true" goals of the system may not be achieved because either the goals 

As shown in Appendix A, the Public Utilities Act is not explicit with 
respect to goals. The Public  Utilities Act and/Or other legislative acts 
or Orders-in-Council can be the vehicles for government to make goals 
explicit.- 



are improperly specified and/or there is no unique relationship'between the 

goals and the tariff structure designed to achieve those goals. The whole 

process may no longer serve its intended purpose.  

The specific objectives of the Company represent a mixture of goals 

and'principles, as those two terms have been defihed. Further, where the 

objectives are in fact principles, there is typiCally no clear statement 

of the goals on which the principles are based. Nor is there any indication 

of the intended relatiOnship between the principleS and the goals which . • 

have been specified. By not clearly specifying the goals, and by not care-

fully establiShing  the.  relationship between the principles and thoàe goals, 

the determination of priorities within the list of Company objectives becomes 

an' impossible  task. -The objectives that the Company has listed tend to 

supplant the goals on which there shdiald he  concentration;  they begin to 

be construed as ends of a process, rather than as intermediate parts of - 

a process designed to achieve goals. .1n order.to  clarify this point, it • 

is necessary to analyze each of the objectives of the Company. - 

The Objectives of the Comcany  

The Company' s first objective is stated to be."to provide the 

maximum availability of telephone service of an appropriate . standard at 

reasonable rates". This statement would be nominally viewed as being a 

goal; there are, however, a number of problems in accepting it as a goal-

for the telephone industry in Nova Scotia. 

It is not clear by what process this goal has been established. This 

'goal implies a very large commirent  of the Province's resources to such • . 

an effort. It is not clear that in formulating this goal there has been 

consideration of the overall allocation of society's_resources. 2 

2 
This is a question which will be addressed more fully in Chapter 3. 



Beyond the general guestion of origin of this goal, there are two . 

related problems arising out of the two constraints noted in the goal 

specification.. The first problem is that of telephàne service of an 

appropriate standard; a standard which is not clearly specified. Con-

ceivably, an appropriate standard may be defined in many ways; . thus it 

becomes difficult to determine if the goal is being realised. 

The second problem arises with respect to reasonable rates. Here-. 

too, a number of definitions of reasonable rates could conceptually be 

identified. One Possible definition could be rates that are commenslirate 

with the cost of providing the service. Another definition could be rates 

which induce the maximum expansion of the system (additional slibscribers 

and/or improved quality of service). It is not obvious that, in setting the 

goal of the maximum availability of service stibject to reasonable rates, 

those rates should be the ones which induce the maximum  expansion,  of thesystem. 

Rather they might be set so as to constrain . the growth of the system and with-

in that constraint provide maximum availability of service. Thus, the 

goal  is ambiguous. 	 • . 

Further, this goal is translated in practice into a principle, since 

the Company defines this goal in terms of the twin objectives of system 

wide service and system wade pricing. The systemwide concept of service 

represents the Company's view that the telephOne system is an integral 

whole and cannot be separated into various . categories of exchange, long . 

distance, business, residende and other classes of service. Systemwide 

pricing implies that the Company attempts to price its various classes 

of service on a basis which is,  designed to reflect the overall value of 

the System to any individual customer... Between  the  parts of the system, 



1 

prices are designed to reflect relative differences in the value  of 	, 

service to different Customers. In other words, thé goal of maximum 

availabilitv of telenhone service of an appropriate standard at reasonable 

rates ultimatelV becomes the principle of value of service pricing. • • 

This.is not to imply that value of service pricing is not a 

desirable principle; the point being stressed is that it is a principle 

and not a goal. By concentrating on the principle rather...than the goal, . 

it is not clear that a maximum  availability of telephone service will re-

sult. More pexticularly, it is not clear that an opLimum  availability of 

telephone service will result. 

BY translating a goal into a principle in this fashion and then con-

centrating on that- principle, there are two potential dangers. First, 

that there is inadequate explicit consideration of how well the prindiple 

is adhieving the goal; this is especially true given,that the goal is very 

aaibiguously defined. Second, by concentrating on the principle, attention 

.is diverted from the goal itself and thus evaluation of the system may 

focus only on the principle and not on the goal. 

The second objective of the Company is "to secure an adequate and 

. fair rate of return". This objective might also be vieWed as  .a goal. 

However, there are some potential difficulties since in practice it may 

become a principle. 

The 'regulatory process allows the Company the opportunity to attain 

a certain percentage rate of return on some specified rate base. At this 

point, the question of rate base determination is not at issue. The main 

issue is that since the Board permits an allowable rate of return  on ,total 

rate base, it does.not, except in the nost general way, make the Company 
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responsible for each of its investment decisions. -1\11 Company expenditures 

in excess of $5,000 rust be approved by the Board, but this review doeS 

not involve a detailed examination of the costs and benefits of the . 

expenditure. The Company's position is that it is inappropriate to con-

centrate on individual investment decisions; the system must  be seen as a 

complete unit and additions to the system must be viewed in the context of 

the value which they add to that cou:ylete system. The CoMpany's view is 

that value must be considered not only fruulthe vantage point of the immediate 

subscribers on whose behalf the new investment is undertaken but -also from 

the point of view of all other subscribers in the systemwho now have a - 

greater calling capability. 

Without questioning that Position at this point, the fact remains 

that given such a position, it is possible to evaluate the system as a' 

whole only in a very general wav. It is not possible to evaluate whether 

the Coupany warrants a return of a specified amount on the total investment 

which they have undertaken or on all of the parts of that total invesbment. 

The Board, in establishing a fair rate of return for the Company, 

allows an average rate of return on the Company's total operation.. One of: 

the implications of this is . that because it is an average there will 

necessarily be items with above average returnS  and items with below average' 

returns. When the Company invests in a project which earns bv itself 

more than the average allowed return, the Company  would - then be in a position 

to make a different investment which is of below average return in order for 

• the overall average to be naintained at its appropriate level. 



The Camcanv's position is that it does not unàertake  an investirent . 

unless it is of value to the svÉtem as a whole;. this position, however, 

provides no guidance as to the optimal size of the telephone system. By 

translating  the goalof a fair rate of return into a principle which " • 

allows the CuuLany an average return on all of its capital investment, - 

the potential is lost •for evaluating both the efficiency of the system". 

and the optimal size of the system. 

The Company's third objective is "to encourage system growth". In 

a sense, this objective can be viewed as the dynamic statement of the first 

objective, which in turn can be viewed as a static goal. -  The first ob-

jective, maximum availability  of service  at reasonable rates and of an 

appropriate standard, does not necessarily imply rapid system growth 

whereas the third objective does. A fundamental question iS, - therefore, 

whether demand should always be met, slibject to the•Comany's financial 

ability to do so. 

In praCtice, this goal has tended to become a principle;-Company 

and Board policy has encouraged system growth over time. This is not.to  • 

imply that the Board has not paid attention to individual expenditures 

and their effect on the entire system. What is meant is that there  bas • 

been no consideration of the trade-offs between expanding the telephone -• 

system and other social goals which the economy may have,.nor has there 	. 

been explicit consideration, by reference to cost-benefit data, of the value 

of expansion. of one part of the systeM versus another. In this larger context 

of allocation of scarbe resources the willingness and/or ,àbility of consumers 

to pay for expansion rray  Le a very imperfect test of its need and value. 
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The Company has three major categories into which it groups its • 

 construction program expenditures. These are growth, modernization and 

 movement and replacement. In the years 1972, 1973 and 1974 the Company 

committed 53%, 65% and 58% of its total construction expenditure to its 	-. 

growth objective. It has forecast that in the years 1975, 1976 and 1977 

that it will commit 63%, 70% and 74% of its estimated construction ex- 

pend  turcs  to the growth objective.
3 

These figures show that a large pro-

portion of total construction expenditures are to be invested in meeting 

the growth objective, yet from the broader perspective of reàource allocation, 

it does not appear that sufficient consideration  bas  been given to the 

Questions of whether there are finite - limits Which should be placed on the 

total size of the telephone system or limits which should be placed on any 

of the various parts of the sç-steM. 

The Company's fourth obiective is "to encourage the maximum 

economical development of better grades of service". This objedtive 

raises the problem of defining economical development which in turn relates . 

to the potential problems that arise from the second objedtive, that of .. 

.a fair  rate of return to the Company on its investments. Further, the first 

objective is concerned with maximum availability of service of "an appropriate 

standard"; the fourth objective is concerned with "better grades of service". 

The relationship between an appropriate standard of service and better grades 

of service is ambiguous. 

It is clear that the Nova Scotia telephone system is not a self- . 

contained entity  but must interact with other telephone systems in other 

parts of Canada and with the rest . of the world. To the extent that all 

3 
Mamorandan on Construction Program, prepared by I.E.H. Buvar, Vice-President 
of Planning, M T & T, presented to the Board of Commissioners of Public . 

 Utilities of Nova Scotia, SepteMber 1975, pp. 7 - &-14. 
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telephone cuanies in Canada increasingly offer better grades of service 

as does the Companv, the entire telephone system in Canada will feed  on 

 itself, influenced further by improved service elsewhere in the'world. - 

The question remains, then, as.to  the limits on better grades of 'service 

in Nova Scotia. 

Within the framework developed.earlier, encouragement of better • 

grades of service is a principle; what is not clear is the goal that is 

being achieved. Better grades of service should not,be an end in itself; 

presumably  it is desirable for other reasons and those reasons should be 

made apparent. If the Company were operating in a competitive environment, • 

that is, if there were more than one telephone  service in Nova Scotia, • 

:there would be a basis for evaluating the need for introducing better grades 

of service.  Tb illustrate, if one company were to introduce better grades 

of service thereby making significant market gains at the expense of other 

telephone companies, then it would become mandatory for the other companies 

to also upgrade their service in order to effectively Compete. The pur-

chase of higher quality service by consumers, when given a choice and with 

prices that reflected any cost differences involved, would •likewise be 

› • indicative of their preferences. 

The fact is, however, that the Company does not operate in a 

competitive environment; it operates in a legally sanctioned monopoly 

environment; Thus there is no obvious answer to the question of the need for 

introdbeing improvements in the quality of telephone service. From the 

Company's perspective, the improvements may be rational, particularly since 

the Company is given the opportunity to earn a fair rate of return on its 

total investments, but from society's point of view, ,they may not be. 



• The fifth obiective of the Company is "to encourage long term use • 

of service". Again, such a statement is not a goal in and of itself 

long term use of service is valuable only if it contributes to the achievement 

of • goals  which have been otherwise specified. As an example, if items such 

as large switchboard installations which are very expensive to install and 

.represent a sizeile capital commitment on the part of the Company are 

replaced too frezuently, then the Company would be incurring losses which 

would then have to be recovered from all sübscribers. The Company's position 

is that this objective is in the public interest. It is not clear, however, 

why those subscribers who wish changes in their service should not bear the 

full burden .which this imposes on the Company. If sUbscribers were  willing 

to pay .the full cost of the new system, this would be indicative-  that the 

utility of the new . system to the slibscriber was worth the price. if it is 

not worth their while when they are being asked to pay the full cost, then 

the question must be raised as to the basis for shifting part of the cost 

to the rest of the system. 

The reason the Company prefers long term use of equipment is to avoid 	. 

either of these situations: but one problem with this is that there is potential 

conflict with the objective of economical development of better grades of 

service, if long term use of service allows for the possibility of keeping 

equipment in place potentially long after it has become technologically 

obsolete. This possible conflict is not surprising since these Company 

objectives are principles. Because the goals from:which these principles • . 

are drawn are not specified it is not clear when or under what conditions 

• one principle takes priority over another. 



• The Campanv's sixth objective is "to apportion some part of cost 

against particular sàbscribers". The Company employs this objective in two 

different situations. First, it is used in those cases involving demands 

on the system by subscribers who impose particular costs on the system that 

do not enhance the value of the total system." As examples, in the rate " 

hearing of 1975, the Company requested the Board to authorize directory 

assistance charges and charges on overdue accounts. The service charges 

of thé Company,• which have been in place for a very  long tin, are another 

example. Partial justification for these charges is that•the stibscribers 

. who impose the costs should be made to bear them. Perhaps more importantly,' 

these charges presumably act as a deterrent, thereby preventing some slib-

scribers from imposing additional costs on the system. ,The charges may 

not always recover all costs, but set at a high enough level, they will 

deter snbscribers from making unnecessary demands on the system. 

Second, the Ccirpany uses this objeCtive to justify special prices 	- 

on a variety of items which might be termed luxury items, such as speaker 

phones, coloured sets and contra sets. These items do not,impose 

additional costs on the system to the same extent as some of the items . 

previously noted,  but in the view of the Company, they do not enhance the " 

basic value of service in any significant fashion. On many of these specialty 

- items the Company has tàken the position that it will  charge more than the. 

cost of the items; the extra revenues then reduce the burden of other costs 

on the general subscriber body. 
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This immediately poses certain problems. If one of the goals of the 

regulatory process is that customers are to be treated in an equitable 

fashion, and that rates are not to be unjustly discriminatory,  the justi-

fication for .charging a price that is greater than the cost of the special . 

 equipment becones Questionable. SUbscribers who desire luxury items are 

stibsidizing the services of other subscribers. This inequity cannot be 

justified by the fact that people are prepared to pay for these items at 

the rate that the . Ctmpany.is  charging. It is compounded because the price 

may prove prohibitive to scne subscribers who might otherwise purchase 

the specialty items. 

versely affected. 

The position of the Coa that these items do not enhance the 

basic value of telephone service in any significant fashion is only partly 

correct. It is true that installation of a basic telephone set does create 

eXternalities or spillovers for the system; a new sàbscriber potentially • 

confers a benefit on the system in that other stibscribers ncwhave the 

potential of calling that additional sUbscriber and of getting calls in 

return. But the value of the system is a function of both individual and 

collective consumption of telephone services. Because individual con-

sumption can influence the value of the system, it is not clear what 

implications the Company's pricing policy on specialty items bas on the 

total value of the system. 

. The Company's seventh objective is "to provide for ecOnomic 

If this is 'interpreted to mean that full advantage should be taken of 

opportunities to provide service at the most economical cost, this is a 

The overall value of the system is potentially ad- 

operation". 



reasonable objective, and there is no necessary conflict between it and . 

any of the other objectives. But as subh, this objective is a principle 

and not a goal. Quite clearly, rates should be set so as  to  achieve - 

specific goals, not principles. There is no indication as -to the relative .  

importance of econcuic operation with respect to the other objectives of 

the Company or in its contribution to the rate structure. There is thus 

, a potential for conflict. 

The Company's eighth and final objective, "to provide for simplicity . 

of administration", is stibject to the same problem. This is. also a 	. 

principle, and what is not clear is when it takes precedence over or 

becomes stibservient to other Company objectives. This is a question which 

• is not answered explicitly in the tariff. 

This analysis of the Company's objectives leads to the conclusion 

that they are tariff principles rather than tariff goals. ,Some objectives - 

right, in the abstract, be taken as goals, but in practice they all appear to• 

function as principles ..  This inplies that there is not a unique relation-

ship between the Company's tariff objectives and the tariffitself.. It,iS 

this issue which will now be discussed. 

The Tariff Objectives and The Tariff  

• There are two principal questions to be asked with respect to the • 

tariff as it  bas  been derived fran the objectives.' The first is whether 

the Company's t)ririff objectives are consistent with more than one tariff, 

that is, can the same objectives generate different tariffs and second, , 

can the same tariff be consistent with a different set of-objectives. If 

there is a negative answer to both of these questions, then the Company's 



objectives can generate only one tariff and that tariff must be consistent 

with only that set of objectives: thus the tariff must be uniquely derived 

frmn the objectives. Alternatively, if the answer is affirmative to 	- 

either of the above questions, then it can be condluded that the tariff 

does not flow uniquely from the objectives. . 

It is can be estalished that :there is a unique relationship between 

tariff principles and the tariff, then ihterms of goal achievement'for 

the telephone industry, the results which are generated by the tariff will 

determine if goal achievement has been realized. If goal achievement is . 

not being realized, then the problem,lies in either of two directions.. 

First, the tariff prihciples ray be improperly specified and/or second, the 

tariff itselfmay be an imperfect instrument for achieving the goals. 

However,• if there is no unique  relationship, this does not imply that the 

goals are not being achieved; rather, if the goals are not being achieved, - 

considerable difficulty is created in determining the reason Why. It 

becomes difficult to distinguish between the effect of improperly specified 

principles and imperfect instrument.
4 

Over the last twenty-five years, there has been a significant number 

of changes in the tariff while at the same time, the objectives themselves 

have remained essentially unchanged. Illustrative of this is the Company's 

position on message-rate versus flat-rate servibe for business sUbscribers.
5 

The Company's position in 1952 was that message rate service was the only 

proper method of charging business stibscribers. It is not denied that 

4 
This case for a unique relationship between the Company objectives and 
the tariff - results from the view that the objectives are tariff principles, 
rather than goals. As such the objectives-  are intermediate parts of the 
process. Without a unique relationship between the objectives and the 

 tariff, non-achievement of goals may be due either to problems with the 
objectives or problems with the tariff. 

5 For a fuller discussion of this issue see Chapter 1, pp. 15-17. 
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circumstances had changed over tire, but it must be remeffibered that the 

objectives were the serre, and both uricing options were seen at their . 

respective points in time asbeing logically derived from a value of 

service pricing philosophy. 

In the 1975 rate hearing, the Co4ony. proposed the introduction of a 

directory assistance charge and a charge on overdue accounts. • The former 

was approved with some areendments by the Board while the latter was 

tPrruporarily deferred pending further consideration by the Company of 

alternative ways of assessing such a charge.. Prior to 1975,  the  Company's 

position did not require charges, while after this . date it did; at the • 

same time the tariff objectives had not changed in any fashion. .1n other' 

words, the charges were considered to be quite consistent with the tnriff 

objectives, while earlier, the absence of charges was also conSidered to 

be quite consistent with the triff objectives. Thus, again there is no . 

unique relationship. between  the  tariff objectives and thé resulting tariff 

structure. Changing circumstances had led the Company to . believe that the 

. new charges were warranted but the nominal objectives had not changed. 

In 1965, a Corpanv recorrendation that the number of . exchange groups 

be reduced from ten to eight was approved by the Board. The .number• of 

exchange groups are, at a conceptual level, justified on the basis Of the 

value of service principle, the simplicity of administration principle, - 

and possibly, others. .The Corpany's position in 1965, and later, is that 

because of growth in the Provincial telephone system, the value of service 

distinctions between various exchange groups has declined. The greater 

interaction of the total system, and hence the greater interaction Of a 



subscriber in any one exchange group with all other exchange groups, has 

meant that the value of a telephone to any individual subscriber has 

over time become more approximate to the value of the system as a whole. 

Within the context of the Company's ten-year improvement program, the access • 

to the total system on the Dart of Nova Scotia customers has been made'much 

•more uniform. Thus there is no necessary inconsistency in the Company's 

position either in 1965 or subsequently that the number of exchange groups 

be reduced. 

The point, however, is that there is nothing unique in any given 

number of exchange groups. The Company undoubtedly had  what it felt to be 

very good reasons for the number of exchange groups .proposed and the size 

limit for each of them. But the list of objectives does not provide such 

a rationale. Consistent with a value of service pricing philosophy there • 

could be as many different exchange groups and concomitant rates as there are 

customers. For example, the Company might attempt to determine the value 

of service to each subscriber and charge accordingly. Of course, this would 

come into immediate conflict with the principle of simplicity of administration. 

The tariff.objectives provide no guidance as to when or in what degree one 

objective takes precedence over another when the objectives conflict with 

rather than complement one another. 

The rate differential established between different exchange groups' 

for the same type of service is similarly not unique. Clearly, the market' 

will impose some maximum limit on what price can be charged in any given 

exchange group. However, it would appear that the acutal differential 

between the various exchange groups is determined in part by the Company's 



total revenue requirement, and in part'by some notion of the elasticity of 

demand in the various rate.groupings.and other information such as calling 

patterns and degree of usage. But again, the objectives themselves could be 

made consistent with an almost infinite number of different price differentials 

betWeen exchange groups. . 	. 

The same analysis is applicable-  to charges for special equipment,• 	, • 

service charges and the differential rate between residential and business 

subscribers. Subject• to some knowledge of the demand elasticities with 

respect to these particular services, an estimation could be made of the 

range of prices- which could he charged.while. the revenue position of the , • 

Company remained unchanged.- It is not necessary to repeat the analysis, 

however, since . it has been esthlished that there is  ire  - than one tariff 

. which is consistent with the same set of objectives.- Similarly, it  can • • 

be demonstrated that there are ciifferent objectives which could be made 

consistent with the present tariff. 
. 	. 

Cost'of Service Versus  Value of Service  

It is not known at the - present time what pricing structure would re-

sult if phone services-were priced on a cost of service  principle rather - 

•than a value of service principle. The Company's position is that it is 

theoretically and technically impossible to do the cost separation studies - 

that would be - necessary to establish the basis for complete cost Of service 

•pricing. However, in 1975 the Company produced,a cost study at the direction 

of the Board in which the cost of providing,service within five different' 

exchange areas was examined. The five exchange areas chosen  were  a re-

presentative cross section of different sized exchange areas.  •One'of the ' 



irportant conclusions reached by the Company was the following: 

"The provision of exchange plant facility reaches 
its highest per unit cost in the small exchange with 
rural characteristics and lessens in per unit cost 
in towns of a compact nature, such as Amherst. There 
is however, an indication that per unit costs tend to 
increase in larger cities where more than one central 
office is requtred resulting in interoffice trunking 
and switching."' 

Assuming that the implications of this study can be generalized across 

the system, large urban centers such as Halifax would have a higher rate 

than smaller exchange areaswith high density characteristics. It can be 

implied from the study that a group eight exchange area should have a 

higher charge for telephone service than an intermediate group exchange 

area. However, there is not enough information in the study to indicate 

how large the differential should be. 

On the basis of the Company's value of service philosophy, there is 

currently a higher charge for a group eight area than for intermediate 

gnoups; based on the Company's sample cost study, the result could have 

been the same using a cost of service approach. This is not to imply that 

a cost of service philosophy would not generate a significant number of 

differences in the tariff; rather, it suggests that the same relative 

alignment between some groups could emerge from either philosophy. As 

illustrated in this example, the value of service might well be found to 

be proportional to the cost of service. 

Even though it is no longer in wide use for local service, message rate 

service is illustrative of the same point. It is usage sensitive, and therefore 

can be used as a reasure of the cost which a customer is imposing.  on the 

6 Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company Ltd., Cost of Service Study, 
prepared for the Board of Commissioners of Public  Utilities of Nova Scotia 
1975, page 8: 
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pystem just as well as it can be used as an indicator for the value of 

service which a customer is extracting from the system. Although there 

might be differences in the specific level of charges imposed, the type 

of rate structure is quite consistent with either a cost of service or a 

value of service philosophy. 

As has been shown, there is no unique relationship between the 

existing tariff objectives and the tariff. The objectives are consistent 

with a number of different tariff structures and/or specific tariff charges. 

Similarly, the tariff structure could be consistent with other quite dis-

tinct tariff objectives. Ccupounding an already ambiguous situation is the 

fact that neither the tariff objectives nor the tariff provides a deter-

minate solution when objectives conflict one with another. 

All the Company's objectives either in concept and/or in practice 

are principles of rate making. Principles have no meaning in and of them-

selves; their neaning is derived entirely from the goals which the system 

has specified for itself or which have been specified for it by others. 

The principles assist in achieving the ends of regulation. They are not 

ends in and of themselves. The question which remains is that of the ends, 

or goals, which the system in Nova Scotia has established for itself, either 

explicitly or implicitly. 

Goals of the System in Practice  

At the beginning of this chapter, three general categories of goals were 

given which could be considered for the system. These were adequate.provision 

of service, ensuring of the financial integrity of the Company, and protection 

of the public against unfair practices and/Or prices. 
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Adequate Provision of Service  

A regulated utility will provide service in the amount and quality 

required only as long as it is adequately compensated. Adequate compensation 

would be that amount necessary to insure the provision of both present and 

future service. Thus a triff on telephone service should generate enough 

revenue to insure the continuing provision of telephone service at an optimal 

level through time. Tb the extent that the tariff objectives in Nova Scotia 

give no clear indication that ma,dmum availability of service as constrained 

by other objectives•  results in optimum system size, it cannot be determined 

if such an optimum size goal is considered. The Board, however, is clearly 

concerned with ensuring the continuing provision of service. 

The other aspect of adequate provision of service concerns the fostering 

of what may be called social goals. These represent goals which are decided 

upon for both social and economic reasons, rather than economic reasons alone. 

TWo examples of social goals in Nova Scotia, at the moment, would be the 

promotion of rural telephone development and promotion of EXtended Area 

Service. They represent situations where it has been decided that there is 

a social benefit to the Province and/or the constituency of telephone sub-

scribers which warrants certain expenditures, such as connecting Company 

takeovers, lower flat rates for basic service in small rural exchanges than 

larger urban exchanges, or new plant and equipment to allow for implementation 

of EAS. But when there is such positive promotion of certain parts of the 

• system, the possibility is raised that those parts of the system will not 

directly generate revenues to cover the cost of the expenditures implied 

by the goal. This does not mean that the goals are unwarranted; but it does 



mean that there may have to be internal subsidization of parts of the system 

if the goals are to be met. 

Abetter appreciation of how social goals and internal subsidizatim 	II 

are involved in the tariff in Nova Scotia can be obtained by examining 

the pricing policy of certain specialty items, the provisioning of Extended 

Area Service, and rural versus urban expansion. 

The Company provides a variety of services which are listed in the 

tariff as "miscallaneous equiprrolei. Miscallaneous equipment includes such 	II 

items as coloured handsets, touch tone sets, extra long cords, and other 

similar equipment. These items are priced on the basis of tnriff objective 

six: "the apportionment of some r.art of cost against particular subscribers". 

Since special equipment items are essentially independent of the basic tele-

phone network, the demand for these items leaving the cost of, and demand for, 

the basic network unchanged, thev can be characterized as essentially luxury 

items. It is also possible to very specifically identify their cost. 

The first occasion for the Board to consider rates on touch tone sets 

was in 1968 when it approved interim rates of $2.00 for residence service, 

$2.50 for business service and $1.50 per line, plus a per station charge, . 	II 

for system service. In its application, the Company stated that the rates 

proposed would yield a gross revenue return On investment well above that 

on overall investment and thus there "should not be a burden to the general 

8 
body of telephone subscribers". The Company noted that the higher rate 

for the touch tone versus the dial set "would deter market development"..
9 

7 
Report of the Board of Corrmissioners of Public Utilities, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, year ending December 31, 1968, pp. 5-13. 

8 
Ibid.,  p.11. 

9 
Ibid., p.11. 
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Because the service was related to modernization, no specific attempt was 

made to relate the incremental cost of providing the service to the rates 

proposed. 

In these statements by the Company, several interesting points were 

made. First, the Company was specifically acknowledging that the rates 

being proposed would yield above average returns. In 1969, appearing again 

for confirmation of the interim rates approved in 1968, this was made even 

more explicit: 

This witness' forecast for the future is that by the 
end of 1969 the Company will have 1,182 new stations 
or 825 .new lines for a total in service of 2608 lines 
and 2789 touch tones sets. Based on an estimated 
investment of $217,092.00 and revenue of $67,172.00 
the rate of return will amount to 30.9% and this 
witness justifies the return on the grounds that the 
service is basically a luxury service comparable to 
Ericofon and Princess telephones and is required by 
the Company in order to produce a total Company 
average in the vicinity of 22% in view of the very 
inadequate rates of return on connecting Company 
takeovers and dial conversion in many instances. 10  

In other words, with Board approval, the Company was using the revenue 

from touch tone sets and similar items to subsidize other parts of the 

system. 

Second, the Company's application emphasized the improved quality of 

service, or modernization, offered by the item. This was used as a 

rationale for not relating the incremental cost of the service to its 

price. 

Third, the Company emphasized the need for using relatively higher 

prices to limit demand since for technical reasons not all exchanges could 

10 Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public  Utilities, year ,ending 
December 31, 1969, Halifax, Nova Scotia, p.95. 



use touch tone sets, but more particularly, so that present dial sets in use 

would not be made prematurely obsolete. The Company apparently did not 

consider instituting a special service charge that would be sufficient to 

cover all costs inclucling a charge for obsolescence against present customers 

requesting a change to the new equipment (versus new customers making a first 

choice of type of set). 

In 1969, the Company also sought confirmation of interim rates that 

had been set on Mobile Exchange Service. It acknowledged that "the rate 

of return [is] too marginal and that when a third channel is added to 

improve the quality of service, serious consideration should be given to 

making some change in the rate".
11 
 The Company further stated that: 

For the time being the Company recoumends that the 
$42.00 rate be continued. In justification for the 
recomuendation, the witness told the Board that the 
$42.00 rate is about as high as any other company 
is charging for equivalent service and that such 
service could be provided by someone other than the 
Coupany although in the opinion of the witness, the 
provision of this type Of service is a responsibility 
of the Company and it was undesirable to commence 
giving the service at a rate which would deter 
development. 12 

The Company was making two important points. First, it acknowledged the 

marginal nature of the investment and second, it justified the investment, 

marginal as it was, on the basis of meeting competiÉion. The Company was, 

in effect, recommending a principle of allowing subsidization of competi-

tive services by revenues derived from monopoly services (since the overall 

revenue requirements of the firm would have to be met). The Company's 

11 
Ibid.

, 
p. 102. 

12 
Ibid., p. 102. 



position implied a principle of competition irrespective of the costs of 

providing the service. 
13 

Extended Are  Service (ES)  has been available in Nova Scotia since 

1956.
14 Basically, Extended Area Service is the provision of toll free 

calling between exchange areas that would otherwise be subject to toll 

charges. Any proposal for implementing an FAS plan  must be approved by 

the Board, and further, the Board requires, at least nominally, a canvass 

of affected subscribers to-determine their wishes with respect to adoption 

of the plan. 

In the 1970 decision on a proposed EAS plan between Halifax and Ketch 

Harbour, the Board listed the following criteria for judging an ES ' 

application: 

1. The Exchanges are adjacent to one another with major 
centres or communities within reasonable distance. 

2. A substantial volume of toll calling has been 
experienced between the exchanges. 

3. A community of intPrest exists between the communities 
involved. 

4. A large majority of the subscribers have voted in 
favor of extended area service. 

5. The cost of establishing the service is reasonable.
15 

13 In 1975 1  the Company changed the pricing of mobile exchange service from a 
flat rate charge to a type of measured rate charge where the user pays an 
increasing price per minute for the first three minutes (15 for minute 1, 
2e for minute 2 and 25 minute 3 and each minute thereafter). This charge 
was made to deter the length of calls and thus increase the access of mobile 
users to the system. 

14 The EAS plan between Halifax and Bedford was the first application for EAS 
in Nova Scotia. See Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public Utiliites, 
1956, p. 195. There had been similar linking of exchanges prior to 1956 but 
these were not referred to as EAS plans and there was, prior to 1956, no 
formal EAS policy. 

15 
Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public UlJzlities, yeffl- ending 
EeCember  31, 1970, p.141. 
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In 1974, the Board considered an EAS plan to link the exchanges of 

Head of St. Yàrgaret's  Bay and French Village with the City of Halifax 

for toll-free calling Purposes. The case was considered after complaint 

by a group of subscribers in these exchanges over an earlier refusal to 

implement an EAS plan. In its decision, in which the Company was ordered 

to canvass subscribers to determine their preferences, the Board noted 

with respect to the above criteria: 

The Board bns not prescribed a rule that EAS plans 
may or must be implenented between such exchanges 
or so-c1led second fringe areas. The implementation 
of any of these plans must be related to public 
interest, the benefits to be derived therefrom, and 
the cost of providing such service. 16 

In other words,, the five criteria, while serving as guidelines, were-

not considered by the Board to be hard,and•fast rules. Ultimately, 

after the stibscriber canvass had shown a majority of the voting customers 

in the St. Margaret's Bay and French Village exchange were in favor of BAS, 

the Company was required to implenent the .plan.
17 

• 

The Company had consistently opposed offering an BAS  plan to these 

exchanges, mainly for reasons of cost. The Company produced figures 

which showed that to provide  BAS  to St. Margaret's Bay and French Village 

from Halifax would incur first year losses of $81,404 and projections that 

over the life of the plant to be installed for this purpose, annual losses 

would never go below $60,000. 18  

16 • 
Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities; In the Matter'ôf'the  
Complaint of Alan Parish 	Deceffiber 11, 1974, p. 12. 

17 
Decision of the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities, February 19, 
1975. The total number of votes received was 55.8% of eligible voters 
and of those voting, 84.3% were in favor. Thus 47.0% of eligible voters 
were in favor of the plan, 8.8% were opposed, and 44.2% did not vote or 
expressed no opinion. 

18 
In the Matter of the Complaint of . Alan Parish ét. al ., op.cit. 



The Company was also concerned because the exchanges in question were 

not adjacent to the Halifax exchange but were what are called "second 

fringe" areas, i.e., there were other exchanges in between. The Company 

feared that approval of such an HAS plan would lead to like demands by 

other second fringe areas and thus campound the losses. 

In approving the introduction of the proposed plan the Board was thus 

implicitly approving the following: àubsidization of the subscribers of 

St. Yàrgaret's Bay and French Village by the rest of the system (the 

losses would have to be recovered fram somewhere); subsidization between 

subscribers within the two exchanges (implementation of the plan would 

lead to regrouping and hence higher flat-rate charges for all customers 

whether they were in favour of the plan or not); and minimization of the 

importance of the cost factors involved. 

The Board made its decision on the basis that EAS for St. Margaret's 

Bay and French Village was in the public interest. The public interest in 

this case would appear to have been defined as the interest of the 47.0% 

of the subscribers in St. Margaret's Bay and French Village who voted in 

favor of the plan.
19 

No opinion was sought fram subscribers in the total 

system who would have to make up the losses incurred from implementation 

of the plan. noreover, subscribers in the two areas were not asked if 

they would take the plan at rates which would be high enough to cover the 

costs involved in providing the service. 

19 See footnote 17. 



In 1918, the Board had the following to say on the rates for rural 

and urban telephone sUbscribers: 

In order to encourage telephonic development in the samll 
rural exchange districts of a character which enables 
intercommunication with the larger cities, it is necessary 
to give service in these communities which (including a 
fair return on the investment required to give the service) 
costs more than service requisite to the rural needs alone, 
and any deficiency in revenues which thereby results in 
the smaller exchanges must be made up in favor of the 
smaller exchanges is, however, justified. On account of 
the association of the smaller rural exchanges with the 
large city exchanges by means of the toll circuits, it is 
necessary to supply a more rapid and consequently more 
expensive service in the rural exchanges alone. From the 
standpoint cf the welfare of the telephone public as a 
whole it is to the advantage of the telephone users in 
the larger cities and towns to have the rural districts 
developed as fully as Possible, and this development must 
be of such a character that the speeds and accurate telephone 
connections to which the city subscriber is accustomed 
may be established with the rural territory, and the rural 
lines and equipment must be adapted for such service. The , 
larger cities should therefore contain in their rates a 
sufficient amount to cover the additional cost which the 
subscribers in these cities impose on the Company's service 
in the smaller exchanges, and which is not required by the 
inhabitants of those suallet exchanges. 20 

In the 1975 hearings, Mt. S. Robertson, the President of the Company 

stated the following: 

For example you can't say that the cost for providing service 
since I have mentioned Ecum Secum Lin -3  Boum  Secum is $1,000.00. 
That is the cost in Ecum Secum for ptcviding service for . 
all of Nova Scotia. Now we do in sôme sense make that sort 
of balkanization  but.  that is in a sense improper and.that - 
we believe that those expenditures even though the revenue 
in Boum  Securt obviously wouldn't carry those expenditures. 
We don't think that it should anyWay because those facilities' 
provide service for everybody in the Province who communicates 
with or is communicated to fram people in Ecum Sec-um. 21 

20 
Report of the Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities, year ending 
December 31, 1918, p.20. This statement is taken from the Jackson 
Report of 1917, op.cit. 

21 
Transcript of 1975 Rate Hearing, p.77. 



Between 1918 and 1975 then, the Company, and the Board, felt that it 

was in the interest of Nova Scotia to have a well developed rural telephone 

network. Accordingly the price of basic telephone service in rural 

communities has been set below the price in larger urban areas. Further, 

revenues from other parts of the system have ben  used to cover any in-

sufficiency of revenues with respect to costs in the rural areas. Not all 

of these examples relating to internal subsidization properly fit the definition 

of a social goal given previously. In many cases the suspected presence of 

internal.subsidies appears to be related instead to ability to pay. The 

charges assessed for specialized eqiuputentuculd prœide one example of this, 

as might the differential between the flat rate for basic business service 

versus the flat rate for basic residential service. Ability to pay is, 

however, not explicitly noted by the Company or the Board as the rationale 

for such features of the price structure. It is clear, however, that the 

tariff is being used to foster certain social goals, such as rural telephone 

development and ES.  

Financial Integrity of the Company  

One of the primary reasons for discussing the financial integrity of 

the Company is that, unless the Company is earning an adequate, or fair, rate 

of return, the provision of adequate service goals may be compromised. 

Having established a fair rate of return as a goal, however, there is 

more than one purpose that it can serve. In addition to helping to insure a

•  continuing provision of service, the allowed rate of return may also be used 

as an instrument for promoting efficiency of operation on the part of the..  

Company.
22 

For a more detailed discussion of this point see James Bonbright, 
Principles of Public Utility Rates (Columbia University Press, New York, 
1961), pp. 53 and 54. 

22 
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In a competitive environment, prices can be seen as playing two roles • 

 in regulating the production of goods or services by the firm. First, the 

role of bringing revenues in line with cost, where costs are defined to 

include a fair rate of return to the producer, and second, the role of creating 

incentives for efficient operation by forcing the reduction of production 

costs in order to maximize profits, and perhaps even for survival in the 

market. 

The first of these functions appears to be met in the aggregate for 

the Company through Board action. Total revenue requirements of the system 

are determined on estimates of cost plus a fair rate of return to the Company; 

this may be, however, a very irmerfect substitute for the traditional role 

of prices in a competitive emriraLutient. In Nova Scotia, as in most other 

jurisdictions, concentration is entirely on the total system, on aggregate 

revenues and costs, and not on increments to the system. In a perfectly 

competitive environment, price would automatically bring costs and revenues 

in line on individual components as well as in total. 

The fact that there is no competition in the telephone industry . 

Nova Scotia implies that there may be little incentive for the Company to 

achieve such efficiency. There is, however,  some  incentive built into the 

system. The Board allows a maximum rate of return, but it does not guarantee 

this rate of return. The Coupany bears the loss if it fails to generate the 

allowed level of earnings; it is not able to recover a loss from future rate. 

increases, although it can prevent a recurrence of the loss through future 

rate increases. 



It is also possible for a regulatory commission to create an incentive 

by rewarding a ocupany for efficiencies through a higher rate of return; 

thus the more efficient, the higher might be the allowed rate of return. 

Alternatively, should the firm prove itself highly inefficient, it would be 

penalized by having its allowed rate of return lowered. Although quite 

possible in practice, this approach does not appear to have been a factor in 

the determination of the rate of return for the Company. This conclusion 

results from an analysis of the,written record of the Board's  décisions.  

The rate of return goal as applied to the Company works in practice 

as a principle; rather than being used primarily as a •  mechanism -to induce 

efficiency, it is used as a device for maintaining the capital attractive-

ness of the Company. At each tariff hearing, considerable emphasis has 

been placed on the ability of the Company to fund its activities through 

normal capital markets. In its presentation to the Board, the Company has 

emphasized the need to determine the overall revenue requirements first 

and to determine the structure of rates last; overall revenue requirements 

are emphasized while the structure of rates is deemphasized. Although this 

approach does serve the capital attraction function, there are several 

comments that need to be made. 

First, it is quite possible for entirely different tariff structures 

to lead to the same overall revenue but at the same time create quite 

distinct systems. Second, in the determination of a rate of return necessary 

to maintain the capital attractiveness of the firm, there is a tendency to 

set the rate of return at a  minimum.  But there may be other very good and 

compelling reasons why the rate should be higher than such a minimum. 



In a perfectly =Tretitive environment, a price system performs two 

essential functions with respect to the consumer. First, it acts as a 

device for restricting demand; thus, the price system rations the goods 

and services that are avilable. Second, the price system gives the 

consumer the freedom to nake his choices subject to being able to pay 

the going price. It is important to note that a price system does not 

guarantee the provision of a service or product to every person in society. 

In the long run only those consumers willing and able to pay a price at 

least sufficient to couvensate the producer for all costs, including a rate 

of return, would receive the service. 

The rate of return goal is not necessarily inconsistent with maximum 

development of the system, but if the prices being charged for additions 

to the system are not sufficient to cover all costs incurred by the additions, 

then the goal may becaere subverted. To whatever extent maximum development 

of the system has been taken to be desirable in Nova Scotia and to the ex-

tent that the Company uses its tariff and other devices, such as advertising, 

to promote an abundant use philosophy, it is concluded that it is not a goal 

of • the telephone system in Nova Scotia to use prices in general, as a device 

for restructing demand.
23 

This conclusion is further reinforced because 

individual cost of service is not explicitly considered in the determination 

of all prices. 

23 
As has been noted previously, there are selected cases, sudh as the special 
construction charges levied on certain rural users, or the newly instituted 
directory assistance charge, where there is -an attempt to restrict demand 
by using the price as a deterrent. 



Protection of the Public 

The Public Utilities Act notes that rates, tolls, charges or 

schedules should not be "unjust, unreasonablG, insufficient or unjustly 

discriminatory or lare  not] to be preferential or otherwise in violation 

24 
of any of the provisions of this Act". Accordingly, the Board has set 

constraints on the behaviour of the Company in terms of guidelines which 

establish those actions or activities in which the Company is not per-

mitted to engage. 

Because there is a great deal of ambiguity surrounding the phrases 

"unjust", "unreasonable", "insufficient" or "unjustly discriminatory" 

telephone charges, it becomes difficult to know to what extent this part of 

the public interest goal is beingmet. in practice, one way in which it 

bas  been interpreted is that there should be no sudden departures from 

established rates and/or fram alignment of various rates one to the other. 

Thus the Board has not permitted a rapid and dramatic alteration of the 

relative ratio of prices between various exchange groups. 

. 	.. Sumna:ry. 	 . 

In general, the goals of the tariff on telephone service in Nova 

Scôtia would appear to be: 	. 	 . 

1. to protect the public by placing certain constraints on the 
Company with respect to the reasonableness and equity of rates 
between different.sUbscribers; 

2. requiring telephone service to be 'self-financing operation; 

24 
Public Utilities Act of Nova Scotia, Revised Statutes of Nova Scotia, 
section 82, page 3904. 



3. insuring the Company the opportunity of earning a fair rate of 
returninejor emphasis on the capital attractiveness of 
the firm and to insure a continuing provision of service by 
the Ca-inv; 

4. charging, in a nuMber•of instances, according to the sUbscriber's 
ability to pav; and 

• 5. to foster certain social goals, 

The goals of the tariff do not appear to: 

1. restrict demand, except in special cases, or to otherwise  use  
the tariff to lead to an optimal size of the system; 

2. use the t*riff tO place limits and/or incentives on the quality 
of service being provided; or 

3. create an incentive .for efficiency within the Company. • - 

Finally, there is no 	ognition  of the redistributive function of 

the tariff. The tariff results in 'uniform rates for various'classes of . 

service which, given differences in the actual cost of providing different • 

customers with those classes of service, creates a redistribution of in-' 

coite  within the Province. However, there is no explicit.consideration 

given to this in terms of neasuring the effectof subsidization to various 

stibscribers nor in terms of assessing the social value of such sUbsidization.- 

At this point, there .are three  important issues  whiCh require further 

examination. These are (1), the determination of-adequate provision of . 

service, (2) the determination of the tariff  structure and (3) the monitoring 

function of the Board. These  issues  will be analyzed in the  following. 

Chapter. . 
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CEAPTER 3 

Upwards An Alternative Set of Objectives  

In Chapter 1 the tariff objectives of M T & T were outlined as 

interpreted by the-Company and the Board. In Chapter 2 the objectives 

were examined more closely and the conclusion wes reached that in 

theory and/or in practice tha list of tariff objectives were principles 

rather than goals. Also there was discussion of soue of the goals 

which implicitly or explicitly underlay the tariff and the tariff ob-

jectives as well as alternative goals that might have been considered. 

The principle conclusion of Chapter 2 was that the current objectives 

lack specificity, both as statements of the goals of the tariff and as 

a basis for the determination of the tariff. Chapter 3 will be con-

cerned with examining the process that is recommended for establishing 

goals and implementing them. 

The regulatory process, if it is to protect the public interest 

by promoting certain activities by the Conpany.  and Prohibiting others, 

subject to preserving the financial integrity of the Company, must 

clearly specify the goals which are to be met by the system. 

The process at the present time relies on the Company to initially 

formulate goals, principles and instruments. The Board bas, with few 

exceptions, approved thé Company's proposals. The Board  bas  not deemed' 

it necessary to direct the Company to undertake alternative actions. 

Government and consumers both have access to the Company and the Board. 



The Company has, for its part, constructed tariff objectives, 	• 

service objectives and t ,-.riffs which it feels are in the best interests 

of the development of a good telerjhone network for Nova  Scotians. 

It is not the intention of this analysis to question whether or 

not the present process 1-Is been inadequate pp to this  tune. Rather, 

the purpose of the analysis is to suggest that,  for the future, the  •. 

Board should:begin to consider alternative modes of operation. .The  im-

plications of expansion, in terms.of resource allocation, must be looked 

at. More consideration should be given to cost of service pricing in 

conjunction with value of service pricing. Value of service pricing 

should be more clearly raticrlized by attempting to measure, to the 

extent possible, how total svs-tem benefits differ, if at all, from in7- 

dividnni subscriber benefits. If internal slibsidization is to be per-

mitted, the direction and magnitude of the slibsidies should be known. 

More  detail on these and other possible changes follows. The important 

point being made. is that if there is to be adequate assurance in the  

future that the telephone system in Nova Scotia is serving the best in-

terests of thé people of the Province, the tariff goals, principles, 

and the tariff itself, must be rationalized'in ways different frorit the 

past e.  

In this context, the three issues posed at the end of Chapter 2 

will be considered with respect to the type of rationalization whidh 

should be attempted. 



The Legal Framework- 

It is useful to begin by- placing the analysis of this chapter in 

its institutional environment; thus it will be necessary to examine the 

legal relationship that exists between the Board and the Company as 

defined by the Public UtilitiesAzt. The analysis will also establish 

the ability of the Board to clirect the regulatory process in the manner 

to be recommended in this remort. 

Appendix A contains a detailed review of the rights and duties of 

the Company and the Board as defined by the Public Utilities Act. One 

of the important points made in the Appendix is that parts of the Act 

are ambiguous. Many concepts, sudh as "telephone message", are unde-

fined or are insufficiently defined. Also, the powers of the Board are 

not structured in a systematic fashion, resulting in repetition and 

ambiguity as to the relationship between the sections. The Act does 

however give wide powers to the Board. 

As examples of the Board's authority, it may order the Company 

to supply whatever information it deems necessary 
to enable it to fulfill its duties; prescribe 
record keeping methods and depreciation methods 
for the Company; examine the value, condition and 
extent of the Company's assets; make a revaluation 
of the Company's property; require approval of all 
new construction expenditures of more than $5,000 
in value; define the Company's rate base; establish 
the Company's allowed rate of return; control the 
Company's ability to abandon service; require specific 
service to be offered; compel, with power of subpoena, 
attendance of persons at hearings and production of 
desired documentation; compel whatever changes are  
necessary to ensure the furnishing of reasonably 
adequate services and facilities; cancel rates, 
schedules and contracts which are found to be un-
just, unreasonable, insufficient, unjustly discrimi-
natory or preferential; order a substitution for any 



regulation, schedule, act or service that is unjust, 
etc.; and use sudh additional implied and incidental 
powers which may be proper or necessary to carry 
out, effect, terform and execute its powers as 
given in the ct. 1  

This is not an exhaustive list, as reference to Appendix A will 

show, but it should  be cleer that the Board has wide discretionary powers. 

Given also its imn-dis=etionarv responsibilities, it is apparent that 

the Board has the authority to exercise substantial control over the 

activities of the Company, subject to the preservation of the financial 

integrity of the Company. .Anv conclusions, in this regard, must how-

ever be qualified since there has to date been no substantial judicial 

interpretation of this Act. 

In practice, the Board does not always use all of the powers at 

its disposal. It would appear that the Board is of the opinion that 

•the extensive legal authoritv granted to it by the Act is to be used 

in dealing with extraordinarv situations and thus is intended as con-

tingency powers. The Act, however, does not make this distinction.
2 

Presently, the Company-makes proposals on tariffs to the Board, 

which the Board  may  then accent or reject. The Board has, in some 

•instances, substituted its own judgment as to the course of action the 

Company should follow. These instances occurred in the most recent 

1974 and 1975 rate hearings, and in sorte of the very old hearings, 

those that took place up to 1920. It should, however, not be assumed 

See Appendix A 
2 
One of the rules of construction for interpretation of statutes which 
is quoted in Appendix A, states that the rule of construction is to 
intend the Legislature to have neant what they have actually expressed. 
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that the Board  1 s  not substitutd its judgment for the Campany's be-

cause of how it may interpret the Act. The major reason for the Board 

approving most Conpany applications is that the Board, in its judgment, 

has found the Company's princioles and resulting tariff acceptable. ' 

Adequate Provision of Service 

In determining what is an adequate provision of telephone service, 

the real  questions being asked are first, "what is the optimal resource 

allocation that should be made to the telephone system in the agregate?" 

and second, %hat is the optimal resource allocation that should be made 

to the various parts of the system 'Within that aggregate?". 

• 	The resource allocation that should be made to the telephone system 

is constrained by the availability of resources. Given a limited amount 

of inputs or resources, there will always be a difference between what 

society can produce and what society would like to consume. If there 

is not enough resources to simultaneously satisfy all wants, then trade 

offs must be made. Such trade-offs should be made so as to maximize the 

welfare of Nova Sootians, within the resource constraint. Giving up 

some of one good in favor of more of another, imparts a benefit fram the 

increased consumption of the one good and a cost from the decreased con-

sumption of the other. Both • the benefit and the cost of the change must 

be known if a rational decision on the desirability of the change is to 

be made. There must be concern not only with what is gained but also 

with what is lost, or given up. 



It is undoubtedly true, with perhaps a fed exceptions, that 

expansions to the telephone system increase the value of the telephone 

system. Vben the Company uses the concept of system wide service, they •  

are correct in maintaining that not only is total system value  enhanced 

but that also, the increased value is spread throughout the system. 

Eut in making this point, the Company has still not addressed the two 

essential issues involved. These are: 

a) Is the additional commitment of resources to the telephone system 

being used within the telephone system in that area where the 

greatest net social benefit will be achieved? and 

Is the additional commitment of resources to the telephone system 

realizing a greater net benefit than if those resources were com-- 

mitted to another sector of the economy? 

In order to provide answers to these questions a number of factors 

- would have to be looked at. 

An assessment of the benefits of expanding the size of the telephone 

system would have to be made. In making this assessment, social benefits 

as well as private benefits would have to be considered. Unlike most 

goods and services produced in the economy, telephone service involves 

the presence of externalities or spillovers. This means simply that 

there may be benefits from an expansion of telephone service beyond the 

benefit to the Company or the benefit to the immédiate subscriber being 

given service. For example, a viable provincial communications network, 

linked with a national and international network, may be an integral 

part of the infrastructure necessary to promote economic development. 



Also, the satisfaction or utility that one subscriber derives from 

telephone service increases as others join the telephone system and 

the potential utility for new subscribers will be influenced by the 

existing size of the system. These effects follow from the fact that 

as the system expands, eadh subscriber in the system acquires a greater 

potential calling capability than previously, thereby increasing  the 

 potential value of the system to the individual. As another example, 

there are also externalities present in the placing of calls because 

incoming calls confer a benefit in the sane way that outgoing calls do. 

In general, all other thi=s being equal, the presence of such positive 

externalities would be an tncentive for expansion of the system be-

yond where  it  might otherwise be. 

Before any precise determination can be made of the implications 

of externalities  on the size of the system, the externalities would 

have to be identified . and measured as precisely as possible. A rule of 

thumb, such as the present L)1..actice of counting the number of telephones 

may be a very imperfect measure of the externalities. Externalities are 

not easy to measure and no attid.ot is being made here to minimize this 

difficulty. Eut the difficulty of measurement does not alter the desira-

bility of measurement and there is much that can be done by way of•

gaining a more precise understanding of the externalities and how they 

operate. Currently attention is being focused on this issue in other 



3 

areas, such as the treatnent of environmental issues, energy, and trans-

portation. Communications is no less important. 3  

In addition to identifying and measuring, to whatever extent possible, 

the benefits of an expansion in the telephone system, it is also necessary 

to know the cost of suzh exnansion. Cost of service is as important as 

value of service because the ultimate aim is to know the net incremental 

benefit of an expansion of one part of the system versus another and 

versus expansions of other parts of the economy. The CTC Cost Enquir  

Study is a prime example of the interest being shown in costs in other 

jurisdictions. 

If the Board were able to determine the•  benefits of expanding the 

telephone system, even approximately, and could determine the costs of 

providing service by requiring the Company to provide it with cost 

separation statistics, the Board would be able to determine.the net 

social benefit of an expansion of one part of the system versus another. 

It could thus determine, on a rationalized basis, the priorities within 

the system. Even though similar information might not be available for 

competing projects in other parts of the economy, changes in the tele7 

phone system would be based on more complete information than is current-

ly available. 

In addition to considering the costs and benefits of expansions, 

For a further discussion of the externalities of telephone service, 
see  R.  Artie and C. ANerous, "The Telehpone System as a Public Good: 
Static and Dynamic Aspects", The Bell Journal of Economics and Manage-
ment Science, Vol. 4, Nb. 1, 1973, pp. 89-100. 

L. Squire, "Some Aspects of Optimal Pricing for Telecommunications", 
Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science, Vol. 4, No. 2, 1973, 
pp. 515-525. 

Jeffrey Pohlffs, "A Theory of Interdependent Demand for a Communications 
Service", The Bell Journal of Economics and Management Science, Vol. 6, 
No. 1, 1975, pp. 16-37. 
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• 	the:financial-implications on the Ccmpany from such expansions must also 

, be loàked at. If the srstem is reDuired to be self-financing as is the 

case at present, then the rate of return required by the Company to.. 

undertake expansion will impose a constraint on how much expansion'is 

• . 	initiated. 	• 

Mether the system is self-financing or not, the determination.of 

the Company's allowed rata of return is important both because the pro- 

• 
 

tection  of the Company's financial integrity is crucial to ensuring a 

. continuing provision of service and because the rate of return  may be  

a powerful instrument for-ensuring efficiency of operation by the Con- . 

.pany. Achieving a proper allocatian of resources to the telephone • 

system involves not only a determination of the aggregate resource. 

- 

	

	commitment but also an assurance that those resources which are committed 

are being used in the best Fanner possible. 

If the Board were prePared to use the allowed rate of return to 

• penalize-  inefficient management and operation as well as reward.efficient 

management and operation, the incentive to thé Company to use resources . 

• in the most efficient way possible would beoome greater. 	• 

• None of the above analysis on meeting the "adequate provision of 

service" goals isintended- to imply that the telephone system is at 

• • present commanding toD few•or too many resources or that the Company 

is operating inefficiently. The point is, rather, to stress the impor- 

• • 	tance of more explicitly rationalizing the size and quality.of service 

• goals on the cost-benefit Ipsis outlined and having some reans of 

obtaining improved efficiency, if it can be improved. Bigger and better 

is - not necessarily desirable. The Company's goal of maximum develop-7 
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ment of the systu implies that expansion is desirable as long as the 

financial position of the Cu-uany is protected. The analysis has 

suggested that the benefits of expansion are only one-half of the pic-

ture; more consideration rust be given to cost. 

The Tariff Structure  

The tariff structure and the absolute level of individual rates 

within the tariff have implications for the size of the individual com-

ponents of the system, which in turn has implications for the aggregate 

size of the system, the quality of service in the various parts of the 

system and internal subsidization between parts of the system. The 

level of specific rates and the specific rate structure adopted are 

central because the price system is the principal vehicle for achieving 

the optimum size and the quality of dervice goals. But just as 

importantly, the rate structure is central to the issue of internal 

subsidization. 

In Chapter 2, there was a discussion of the internal subsidization 

of rural exchange areas by other parts of the system. It is useful to 

use this example to illustrate the point just  made  above. 

The Company's principles of systemwide service and system wide 

pricing have already been discussed. Given these principles, the current 

price structure for rural versus urban exchange areas may be logical. 

However, because some of the rural exhanges are not self-financing, then 

even if the concept of system service is accepted the removal of such 



exchanges from the svstern would result in eventual profit increases to 

the Company.
4 

Quality of service right fall over the entire system, and 

it would certainly fall  to zero in the eliminated exchanges, but if rates 

in all other parts of the system are kept at the existing level, the in-

crease in profits must follow fram the fact that these maller exchanges 

are not self-supporting.at this means is that to justify the present 

rate structure, the benefit receive by the system would have to be com-

mensurate with the support being given by the system. If it is not, 

then there is no justification for the internal subsidization that is 

occurring between different classes of users of telephone service. From 

an analysis of Board decisions, hearing transcripts, and Company state-

ments, it is not clear that this question of benefits commensurate with 

costs has ever been explicitly asked; rather, it appears that a positive 

answer ,  has been implicitly assumed. 

At the time that the telephone industry in Nova Scotia, and indeed 

all of North America, was in its infancy, and perhaps for many years 

following, a goal of achieving universal accessibility to the system 

may not have been misplaced. And as a corollary to such a goal, a tariff 

designed to induze more ranid expansion of the rural network and to emr 

phasize the total system concept of the netuork may have been more de-

sirable than a 't- riÉf which assigned the full  incremental oost of an 

expansion to the direct recipient of that expanison. Even then, however, 

4 
This statement would have to be qualified by noting that not only local 
service or toll free revenues must  be looked at but also toll revenues 
created because of the existence of service in these exchanges. For 
any new additions that were not self-financing, not undertaking them 
would obviously leave profits higher. But for removals of present parts 
of the system, where certain fixed costs will be involved, as long as 
the losses involved are less than the fixed costs it will temporarily 
remain profitable to maintain the losing services. 
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• 1 

in deciding how to recover the costs,. it would have been 'useful to have '- 

compared themwith individual subscriber benefits as well'as'the total 

network's benefits. But at a time when universal access has largely 

been achieved, as is the case at present, and where expansion is in 

large part an Improvement of the quality of basic service and the addition 

of a variety of fringe items, it•is not clear that.  the  social benefit, 

or total system benefit, does differ significantly from the benefit of. 

the private stibscriber who is the immediate recipient of the service. 	• 

And irrespective of whether  the  answer to this is positive or negative, . 

a knowledge of the relative benefits and costs is -necessary to determine 

'fromwhom the costs are to be recovered. 

, • In a recent paper,
5 

Richard Posner has made the following comment: 

Taxation in common parlance refers.to the use of 
the powers of the state to extraCt money from its 
sUbjects in.order (1) to defray the cost of 
services that the politically dominant elements 
of the state wish to provide and that the market 
would not provide in the desired quantity and 
at the desired price, or (2) to transfer money 
income from one group to another, or (3) often, 
to do both. By this test regulation is in part - 
a system of taxation or  public  finance. The 
basic mechanism is the internal stibsidy. A 
firm provides a service below its real cost and 
the deficit is made up by (usually) other cus-
tamers of the finn who pay higher prices than 
they would otherwise. Were it not for the power 
of the state, acting through  the  regulatory 
agency, to control entry, the systemwould not 
be viable. A firm would not institute a losing 
service.  If  by mistake it did, it would terminate 
the service  rather than stibsidize the losses fraM 
profits in ether markets. If it foolishly per-, 
sisted,-firms not burdened with the costs of 
losing services would enter the high profit mar-
kets and their competition would drive  down.  the  

5 
R. A. Posner, "Taxation by Regulation",  Bell Journal of Economics and 
Management Science, Spring 1971, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 22-50. 
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price; deprived of the necessary supranormal 
profits, the firm would finally be compelled to 
terminate the unprofithle service. 

Internal subsidization may thus be viewed as an 
exertion of state power whose  V  purpose, like that 
of other taxes, is to compel irembers of the 
public to  V  support a service that the market mould 
provide at a reduced level, or not at all. It 
is in fact a form of excise tax, with the burden 
falling on purchasers of certain goods or services, 
and the proceeds earmarked for specific uses. 6  

This view, although expressed in different  tenus,  reiterates the 

previous points. If internal subsidies are present in the telephone 

industry in Nova Scotia,  and  the analysis in Chapter 2 has shown they 

are, then the question arises as to the basis for this "taxation". 

One approach is that such "ta-zation", on principle, can not be 

justified, and therefore cost of service pricing  must be used. But 

if the position is taken that it may be justified, then there are a 

number of considerations that  must  be looked at: 

a) Vbters typically demand some accountability from governments as to 

the benefits received for tax dollars spent. The degree of 

acoountability may at tires seem remote but, at least in theory, 

it is there. Similarly for telephone service, it is necessary to 

explicitly identify the extent of "taxation" and, as much as possible, 

the benefits being received; otherwise, there can be no accountability. 

Benefits to subscribers other than those who are the direct 

beneficiaries of a service must be accounted for. 

Benefits must be compared to the cost of the service and with the 

benefits from other alternatives competing for the same resources. 

6 Ibid., pp. 28-29. 
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d) Taxation implies the necessity for a variety of interests to have 

input into the specifications of the goals of the telephone system. 

e) There should be an evaluation of this form of taxation as compared 

to other alternatives. Clerly, whether acceptable or not, a system 

of direct government subsidization out of general tax revenues is 

an alternative. So too mould be the introduction of an explicit 

charge levied on all subscribers with the proceeds earmarked for 

the subsidized services. Both the equity and efficiency effects 

of the present system and of alternatives  must  be considered. 

f) Both the absolute and relative amounts and levels of this kind of 

taxation are relevant to the decision making process. The whole 

question of the optimal size of the telephone system and its 

various parts and of the optimal quality of service are intimately 

related to the question of rates and rate structure. The entire 

goal specification system under discussion is a necessary component 

in solving the specific issue of internal taxation and subsidies. 

One of the results of assessing the role of internal subsidies 

in the system might be to lead to a greater use of usage sensitive 

pricing in the rate structure. Usage sensitive pricing is a system 

of charging based on actual use of the telephone, where usage may be 

measured by any one, or any combination, of length of call, time of call, 

distance of call, incoming as well as outgoing calls, or type of 

message (voice versus data). Usage sensitive pricing is presently used 

for all toll calls, both intraprovincial and interprovincial. It is, 
• 

hOwever, not used at the present time for local  service  offerings. 7 

7 See the discussion in Chapter 2 on non-optional measured rate service 
versus flat rate service for business sUbscribers in larger exchanges. 
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A. nove  towards more pricing on a usage sensitive basis suggests 

itself in the present context for a number of reasons. First, such a 

pricing scheme would allcw prices to be more directly related to costs. 

Second, by charging in relation to the use actually made of the telephone, 

usage sensitive pricing would provide one possible measure of the value 

of service actually derived from the system. 8 
Third, and most important, 

usage sensitive pricing would be one way of using prices to limit the 

size of demands made on the system and thus meet the service provision 

goals that had been specified for the total system and/Or its various 

parts. Prices could be set at levels designed to encourage the desired 

volume of calling. If social goals dictated the desirability of pro-

moting the use of service in a particular area, prices could be'set be-

low costs. If size goals dictated restraining demand, this might require 

• prices for sono  services to same subscribers to be set above cost. 

Creating an incentive ta curtail or expand the volume of use of 

the system is crucial to controlling the total resource commitment made 

to the telephone network. A schedule of flat rate charges can be 

manipulated to affect the totel  number of subscribers but may be quite 

ineffective in curtailing any given subscriber's use of the system, 

since a flat rate price gives a subscriber unrestricted toll free calling 

within the base rate area. 

Usage sensitive pricing might not be appropriate for all service 

offerings and ar  subscribers. It might also be necessary to accompany 

8 
At present, the Value of service principle, by charging more the greater 
is the number of subscribers who can be called toll free, is.charging 
on the basis of potential value of service rather than actual value , 
of service. Commany data suggests, however, a possible correlation 
between potential calling capability and actual calling. 



9 

the usage sensitive price with some fixed or flat rate charge that 

would cover certain fixed costs of the Company which are not specifically 

related to usage. It would also be necessary to investigate the costs 

of measuring usage and of billing on the basis of usage. These are all 

concerns which would need to be examined. The potential benefits of 

such a pricing structure, however, suggest that studies should be made 

of the feasibility of introducing more usage sensitive pricing on a 

planned basis over time.
9 

Finally, with respect to rate structure, some comments need to be ' 

made on the role of the Company 's allowed rate of return. One concern 

in the present • context is with the potential role of the rate of return 

as a means of promoting efficiency in Company operations. To obtain 

the maximum use from the resource allocation made to the telephone system 

requires not only concern with prices but also concern with costs. Costs 

must  be identified as part of assessing the net social benefit of ex-

pansion of the telephone system as a whole or in part, but beyond this, 

emphasis  must  also be placed on ensuring that costs are being minimized. 

This latter point reqnires a means of promoting  maximum  efficiency in 

the Campany, and, as was discussed in Chapter 2 and earlier in this 

Chapter, the determination of the rate of return may be one may of doing 

this. 

Two further points need to be made with respect to rate of return 

and rate structure. First, stibject to whether or not the Company is 

In 1975, the Company proposed the introduction of a directory assistance 
charge. It was estimated at the 1975 hearings that the Company would 
realize substantial savings from such a charge, in large part because 
of the expected reduction in the use of the system. A directory assis-
tance charge is in fact a usage sensitive price for information, or 
directory, assistance, for listings already in the telephone directory. 



required to self-financing, any given rate of return determination may 

create changes in rate levels'. The Company's rate of return is in fact 

a cost which must be recovered fi_Llasubscribers if the system is self-

financing. Thus it is important to formulate precise approaches to de-

termining the Company's rate of return. 10 Second, the achievement of the 

optimal system size might reqmire a level of rates which produces a rate 

of return in excess of that allowed. In such a case the Board would have 

to consider whether the excess funds mould accrue to the Company, be 

reinvested in the system, or be returned to subscribers. If the tariff 

is to be the principle instrurent for achieving the provision of service 

goal, however, sudh a situatim should not result in a lowering of rates 

to bring the actual rate of return back down to its minimum. 

The Monitoring Function  

In this section, it is necessary to examine the implications of 

the analysis to this point in terms of the process that will bé necessary 

to carry out the type of tm_nitoring function the analysis would pre-

scribe for the Board. It 1-)q al -ready been suggested that costs and 

benefits must be determined for each  investirent  which  the Company pro-

poses. It has also been suggested that the difference between the price 

of a service and the cost of a service should be determined, and that 

there be a recognition and measurement of the redistribution of income 

as a result of subsidization and taxation which results from the current 

10 
.Alternative approaches to determining "fair rate of return" are 
discussed in Appendix C. 



tariff. Most imnortantiv, the need for explicit goal specification for •  

the system has made clear the need for a nechanisn to be developed for 

evaluating the results that the system achieves. 

Goal formillation is a necessity for there'to be objective standards 

by which to evaluate the telemhone system and the performance of the 

Company. Formulation of goals should result fran a combination of in-

puts from government, industry, and consumers. The Board would then be 

in a position to arbitrate conflicts between the various interests as 

they arise; the Board would also be able to determine what various 

segments of society considered were the priorities for the system. 

As one parb of the process of goal formulation, fairly detailed 

models of the.telephone system will need to be developed to enable the 

Board and the Company to assess the implications of alternative goals. 

Such  models will also be useful to the Board in the monitoring of goal 

achievement and of Company performance. The development of such models, 

although important, would however not Éoe a prerequisite to proceeding 

with the process for goal formulation set out in the final section of 

this Chapter. 

A number of components would be necessary in the building of a 

model. A profile of the demand characteristics of each service offered, 

a profile of the Company's cost for individual-services, a profile of 

the Company's technology and a profile of the Company's accounting 

operations including both those which are dictated by the Board and 



those which are left with the Carnany would be required.
11 

These corn-- 

ponents would then become part of a simulation model that could be 

used to analyze the resource allocation implications of an increase in 

service offerings of different places, an increase in service offerings 

of different types, the various prices that could be charged for services, 

the net benefit to the Company of providing those services, an assess-

ment of the benefit of new technology as well as an evaluation of a number 

of other factors. Each of the components above will be analyzed in order 

to see why they are necessary. 

The profile of the demand characteristics of each service offering 

is necessary in order to determine the prices that will lead to the 

desirable overall size of the system and the size of individual components. 

The demand profile.would make it possible to estimate  the  various elas-

ticities of demand with respect to price  and  income in each of the - 

separate service offerings of the Company. Based'on that information, ' 

it would be possible to.determine the effect of different prices on de-. : 

 mand whidh in turn would assist in achieving the size objective. Also, 

if one of.  the goals is that the Company . be self-financing, when parts 

of the systan are improved even though costs are not fully recoverable 

from the immediate beneficiaries, the demand profile and the.relevant.. 

elasticities would determine, where priceS can be changed so as to not ' 

11 
By profile is meant a detailed specification of the area under con- 
sideration. The demand profile would thus involve an estimation of 
the demand schedule for each service offering, broken down by class 
of user in sone cases. The cost profile would involve an estimation 
of the cost functions of each service offering, broken down in soma  
cases by class of user. Similarly, the technical profile and the 
accounting profile would do the same in those areas. 
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affect total size objectives; at the saine tin, it would be possible 

to meet the revenue requirements of the Company. 

The cost profile is similarly a necessary component to enable 

evaluation of the net benefit of each service and hence the realism 

of goals. The cost profile in conjunction with the demand profile 

would make it possible for the Board to immediately assess the Private 

benefit of any particular expansion of the system or modification to 

the system. It would also be possible to make comparisons with 

alternative priorities of the Province, if those have been enunciated, 

and would provide a basis for evaluating the cost to society of 

implementing various social goals which are not in themselves self-

financing. For example, rural  expansion  might not be self-financing 

because rural subscribers might not be prepared to pay a price for 

telephone service which was fully connensurate with the cost of 

providing the service. It mav, nonetheless, still be desirable , 

that the rural expansion take place. With a model as described here 

it would be possible to determine the specific cost of such an 

expansion. The cost profile would, in addition, provide considerably 

more detailed information on the Company's costs and thus give the • 

Board greater capability in monitoring costs and evaluating the 

efficiency of the Company. 



The tedhnical profile would  be a profile of the Company's 

technical capacity and structure. It would prOvide the means of 

evaluating new technology as it beccres available and it would also be 

of assistance in cost seParations studies. Further, it would provide 
_ 

the neans of assessing alternative technical means of achieving the same 

goals with the resulting tamability of comparing the cost and revenue • 

implications of the alternative technology. 

The accounting profile, based on the other three profiles, would 

make it possible to assess the overall financial position of the Company. 

It would also, by introducing explicit rules with respect to such items 

as allowed .depreciation rates and allowed rate of return, give the Board 

the-neans - to monitor the Company's operations independently of the Com-

pany' s own financial statements. East importantly, it would,show the 

direct implicatibns of the goals for the COmpany's financial position. 

The virtue of all of these components in the overall model would 

be to give the Board, at the goal formulation stage, the capability 

of assessing the implications of various demands made on the system. 

This would then allow for assessment of what those demands would cost, 

how they would be paid for and what they would neah with respect to the 

Company's financial integrity. It would assist the Board in its role 

of goal specification and interpretation. 

Once the  goals had been specified, a model of this . type would also 

be valuable as a monitoring device in terms of assessing how well the 

goal achievement was proceeding. It also mould show, as more information 

became available, whether the goals were still realistic. 



Finally, the model would provide the Board with the meanS of 

monitoring the abhievament of objectives by the Company and the 

efficiency of the Company. In addition, the adequacy of deprecitation 

and the adequacy of the rate of return could also be monitored. 

The Role of the Government,  the Board, .the Company.  and Consumers.. 

If the decision making process that has been set out in this 

chapter is to be implemented., there must be a clear definitionì  of the 

respective roles of each of the parties in the process. Four parties 

have been identified: government, Board, Company and consumers. Each 

of these will be looked at in turn. 

The government may specify goals for the Board by means of 

legislative direction to the Board. It is not necessary for govern-

ment to be a.Hirect participant in any Board hearings. This is the 

process at the moment, where  the government ha  s included in the Public 

Utilities Act, those goals it has chosen to specify. Telere the govern-

ment chooses to specify goals in this manner, it then becomes the 

responsibility of the Board to see to their implementation. 

The role of the Board in the future would involve a number of 

functions. Primarily, the Board's task would be to insure achievement 

of whatever goals had been set by government and to otherwise, within 

its legislative mandate establish the system's goals and priorities. 

This would then involve monitoring of goal achievement, monitoring of 

Company performance, hearing consumers' complaints, deciding on Company 

•  rate applications, assessing major Company expenditures, and undertaking 

whatever other actions might be necessary to insure goal achievement. 



In addition to rate hearings, it would also,be desirable to have 

the Board institure a new type of hearing to assist in the determination 

of goals. Such policy hearings would be of use in order for the Board 

to seek evidence  from  the Company and the public on desirable goals, 

their realism, and their implications. 

Unlike normal rate hearings, the special policy hearings would 

be non-adversArial and nore informal. The hearings would thus be of 

particular significance as a means of providing the consuming public 

with an access to the regulatorv system outside of the context of the 

potentially time consuming, costly, and adversarial framework of 

formal rate hearings. 

There have been a number of interesting experiments in Canada, 

and elsewhere, in recent years, designed to increase effective public 

participation in regulatory proceedings. For a number of years, there 

has been discussion in the E. S. on establishment of an Office of the 

Consumer Advocate, which is finally very close to approval by Congress. 

The U. K. in 1974 also proposed the establishment of a National Con-

sumer's Agency, although it is not known if any concrete action has yet 

been taken. In Canada, the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 

has, since 1973, provided funding to the Consumers' Association of Canada 

to conduct advocacy activities on behalf of consumers before regulatory 

tribunals.
12 

In the 1975 rate hearing of New Brunswick Telephone Company 

in New Brunswick, the provincial government provided funding for a lawyer 

12 More  detail on these initiatives is to be found in M. J.  Trébilcock, 
"Winners and Losers in the Modern Regulatory State" (nuhmeograph, 1975), 

• pp. 17-29.. 
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to be hired to represent the consumer interest. The Province of Alberta's 

Public  Utilities Board bas  accepted.  the  principle of awarding costs to 

intervenors, who participate in rate hearings under its jurisdiction. 

With respect to. policy-type hearings such as were discussed above,: 

the CRTC in Canada has, for a nuMber of years,held informal. hearings 

of  this type, to which the public  is invited to comment on policy goals, 

sudh as the Canadian content rulings of the Commission or local programming 

offered by cable television.companies. In January of 1976, the federal 

government announced a new rail passenger service policy which outlined • 

some basic guidelines which the government felt had to be met by the 

passenger rail system and then instructed the CTC Rail Committee to under-

take a series of special policy hearings on the question and draw up a 	' 

specific list of recommendations that would achieve the broad  guidelines 

outlined by the government. 

• 

 

None of the above examPles are mutually exclusive alternatives. 

In conjunction with special policy hearings, there might also be a strong 

case for funding consumer representations either through government or 

by the Board awardings costs. And neither of these possibilities is an 

argument against appointment of a public or consumer advocate to.  partici-

pate in policy and/or rate hearings. The merits of, and trade-offs 

between, the various  op 	Lions  that have been tried elsewhere should be: 

looked at. The special emphasis that is placed on the policy hearings 

contes  about because Of the emphasis on goal specification and the opinion 

that definition of goals should be made distinct from rate hearings. 

Sudh a distinction might greatly facilitate rate hearings, which now 

spend a great deal of  tinte  addressing questions of goals and objectives 

because there is no other vehicle for this purpose., 



The role of the Company would be to carry out the planning 

necessary to achieve the goals that had been set. This would be done 

in consultation with the Board. At an earlier stage, the Company might 

also propose goals for the Board's consideration. The Company would, 

as at present, be responsible for formulating the tariff and submitting 

it to the Board for approval. It would also be responsible for gaining 

Board approval for any other actions which the Board might require. 

Mbst importantly the Catipany would be responsible for the, efficient 

 running of the telephone system. Nothing in the proposed process would 

interfere with present management perrogatives as long as the goals 

of the system were being met. 

The entire process would be closed ended with the monitoring 

stage leading directly back into the goal formulation stage as feed-

back on goal achievement and realism of goals was obtained. 



-Chapter 4  

_Recommendations  for  Nova Scotia  

Throughout this studv, there have been a number of major conclusions 

• advanced. These are: 

a) that there is a need to develop a specific list of tariff 

• goals which represent the results with respect to avail-

ability and quality of telephone service which are being 

•aimed for 

b) that the tariff itself is the primary instrument for achiev-

ing goals 

that tariff principles, although useful, are of importance 

only insofar as they facilitate goal achievement by setting 

up rules of construction for the tariff which aid in trans-

lating goals into a specific tariff structure 

d) that the present list of Company enunciated tariff objectives 

are in theory and/or in practice principles of rate making, 

not goals 

that in specifying a goal relating to adequate provision of 

service, both cost of service and value of service information 

is necessary for a rationalization of the goals and resulting 

tariff agreed upon 

that internal subsidization, to the extent that it is present 

in the system at the noment, should be rationalized in terms 



of this same net benefit analysis and permitted only where 

the total system benefits or total economy benefits exceed 

the benefit to the private subscribers who are the immediate 

recipients of the improved service. This requires a greater 

understanding of the externalities of telephone service and 

haw they operate than is found at present. 

g) that the allowed rate of return of the Company should be seen 

not only as a goal fram the Company's point of view but also 

as an instrument for ensuring continuing provisidn of service 

and efficiency of operation, in a cost minimization sense, 

by the Company. 

that monitoring of goal achievement and of Company performance 

is an important function of the Board 

I)  that there should be more explicit input from other segments 

of society on priorities within the telephone system and 

between the telephone system and other parts of the 

economy 

j) that standing above all of these conclusions is the overall 

need for promoting the efficient allocation of scarce 

resources. It is this consideration which leads to the two 

overall questions asked in Chapter 3: 

a) Is the committment of resources to the telephone 
system being used within the telephone system 
to achieve the greatest net social benefit? 

and 



b) Is the committment of resources to the telephone 
system realizing a greater net benefit than if 
those resources were committed to another part of 
the economy? 

These conclusions lead to a series of recommendations. 

Recommendations 

a) With respect to goal formulation, goals should follow from an 

explicit consideration of the net benefit, including social 

benefits, of experaing one part of the telephone system over 

another. Ideally there should also be an ordering of overall 

social and economic priorities so that expansions of the 

telephone system cr---_,r1 be compared with expansions in other parts 

of the economy, with full recognition of any trade-offs 

involved. Goal formulation should involve increased  con-

sultation  by the Nova Scotia authorities with regulatory and 

government authorities in Other jurisdictions. The telephone 

system in Nova Scotia is not a self-contained entity; policy 

decisions made in other jurisdictions may have a potentially 

major impact on Nova Scotia, just as decisions taken in Nova 

Scotia will have an drpact outside the Province. 

b) As part of the goal specification process, the Board should 

conduct special policy hearings of the type described in 

Chapter 3 in order to 

a) define goals for those areas left to its discretion, 

within its legislative mandate 

b) interpret any goals that may have been defined by 

government, 



c) allow for Company and public input on the desirability 

and implications of possible goals and 

d) assess the implications of the goals proposed. The , 

Board might also wish to consider other means of 	• 

assisting effective consumer input such as funding 

of consumer representation and/or establishment of 

• a public advocate's office. 

c) More consideration should be given to the cost-of-service prin-

ciple than is the case at present. This does not mean that all 

prices should be set in terms of cost-of-service. What it does 

mean is that if evaluation of expansion decisions is to be 

rationalized, both cost of service and value of service con-

siderations must be taken into account. This implies the need 

to commission a study which will explore the nature of the 

externalities of telephone service and assess the possibility 

of measuring such externalities. It also implies the need 

to have the Company produce cost separation statistics. There 

may be a need for a study to be undertaken to determine the 

theoretical, technical, and financial problems the Company 

would face in providing cost separation data. The CTC Cost  

Inquiry Study  has resolved many of the cost separation issues 

and provides a good working model as a starting point. Such 

cost and benefit data wouhl also identify the internal sub-

sidization presently occuring and allow for its rationalization 

in terms of the system's goals. 



d) There are. a nimber of potential benefits that could result ' 

•from introducing more usage sensitive pricing into the 

system, on a planned basis, over time. Usage sensitive 

pricing coMbines both value of service and cost-of-service • 

considerations and could enhance the use of the tariff as à 

demand-restricting instrument. A type of usage sensitive 

, pricing is already in use for toll service, but there is 

little detailed information available at this time on usage 

sensitive pricing for local service. The Board may wish 

to comnission a studv Of the costs and benefits to-the 	, '• 

• Company and to sUbscribers of introducing more usage,sensitive 

'Ipricing in those parts of the gystemwhere it is not cur- 	• 

rently•in use. 

e) The setting of a fail- rate of return to the Company should  

•be viewed not only as a goal for'the Company but as an 

instrument for adhievement of the system goals. It-should 

thus be concerned with the role of rate of  return in ensur-. 

ing a continuing provision of service at an-adequate level, 

and as a device for promoting efficiency of resource use 

by the Company. Specific rules,should be drawn pp to govern 

rate of return determination. 
1 

The Board may wish to commission a study of the implications 

for the Company of the various possible approaches to rate of 

• 1 
For recommendations on sudh rules see Appendix C 



return determination. Such a study might also consider the 

implications, with respect to goal achievement, of there 

being certain services of the Company whose prices are 

unregulated. 2 

f) The process of monitoring goal achievement and Company 

operations is integral to both the good formulation process 

and the tariff determination process. In this regard, the 

previous recommendations relating to the externalities of 

the telephone system and cost separation studies would be 

important not only to goal specification but also to the 

monitoring of goal achievement. 

The Board should also explore the implications that 

would follow from the development of a detailed working 

simulation model of the telephone system, as described in 

C apter 3. The development of such a model should involve 

direct Board participation, to ensure maximum usefulness 

from the model in the Board's decision-making role. 

g) The tariff, which would be the primary instrument for goal 

achievement, should be formulated by the Collpany in line 

with the plan for goal achievement agreed upon by the 

2 
It may be acceptable to segregate the Coi*Jany's operations into regulated 
and unregulated categories and not regulate specific prices in the latter 
group. Regulating the prices of the former group and the overall rate 
of return of the Company would then implicitly serve to regulate the 
unregulated services taken as a group. 



Company and the Board. The tariff should be Scrutinized by . 

the Board, as at present, in the context of rate hearings. . • 

• These hearings should continue to be open to participation 

by the 

• • 	h) To the extent that  the Public  Utilities Act as bas  been 

• shown in Appendix A, contains certain ambiguities with res-

pect to the powers of the Board and the limits of the  

. Board's jurisdiction, the Act should be reviewed and any , • • 

affibiguities present shculd be eliminated or reduced. as 

mudh  as' possible.  

The overall effect of these recommendations would be to .provide a 

decision-making framework for regulation Of telephone service whiCh 

would.  explicitly consider the issue of optional resource allocation and 

proyide a rationalization of the conduct of the telephone system in 

these terms. It is recognized that some of the recommendations might 	. 

involve major changes in the rresent tariff. It is also recogized that 

the Board cannot ignore its legislative mandate to insure'that prices 

are not "unjust, unreasonable, or ynjustly,discriminatàry". Although it 

is,not felt that the recommendations which have been made above violate 

this mandate, iti,s.obvious that any dramtic and sudden  departures 

frcm'present practice would create at least temporary inequities. 	. 

Itis possible, however, to treat most of the recommendations as : 

separate items, i.e., it is quite possible to act on some of the recom7- 

mendationsi . or parts of them, without acting on all of them. More • con-

sideration of cost of service, for exaMple, could be started by concentrat-

ing on the many special services and equipment offerings for which costs 
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are already available while further study is done on the viability of 

doing cost separations for basic service. Indeed, many of the recom-

mendations are couched in terms of more study before any action is taken 

and when action is taken, it should be done so as to cause a minimum of 

disruption. 

All of the recommendations have, as their intent, to more explicitly 

rationalize the decision making process. Any  nove in this direction will 

serve to enhance telecomnunications regulation in Nova Scotia. 



APPENDIX A 

Relationship between Board of ColdAissioners of Public Utilities and 
Maritime Telegramh and Telemhone Company Limited as constituted by 
the Public Utilities Act, Revised Status of Nova Scotia, 1967, 
as amended.* 

• 

 

The  purpose: of this appendix is to discuss certain matters which • 
are of interest when one examines the relationship between the Board of' 
Commissioners of Public Ut.ilities, hereinafter referred to as "the Board", 
and Maritime Telegraph and Telephone Company Limited, hereinafter referred 
to as "the Company", as constituted by the Public UtilitiesM-t, Revised • 
Status of Nova Scotia, 1967, as amended, hereinafter referred to as 
"the Act". Those matters relate primarily to  issues of interpretation 
and Construction of the Act and parts thereof and in that context it 
should be stated at the beginning that, while every attempt is made here 
to be as  exhaustive as possible, regular reference tà the relevant sources 
of  information is advisable- • 

It would be beyond the scome of this opinion and quite presumptuous 
as well to attempt accurate Predictions as to the way in mhich a court 
in Nova Scotia mould interpret or give meaning to the Act or a part 
thereof. The courts here tend to  lirait  their explanations of statutes 
in ways which accord with the particular problems, facts and situations 
coming before them rather than make overly general pronouncements. This 
means that an opinion such as the present one is best off by simply 
recounting in a general way  sorte of the applicable rules of interpretation 
and construction and then making some hopefully educated guesses as to 
what mould be done with various contents of the Act. 

Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes (12th edition, 1969) contains 
a number of statements worth cuoting to establish a basis for this 
disucssion. Case references are for the moment omitted. 

"The first and most elementary rule of construction is that 
it is to be assumed that the mords and phrases of technical 
legislation are used in their technical meaning if they have 
acquired one, and otherwise in their ordinary meaning, and 
the second is that the phrases and sentences are to be 
construed according to the rules of grammer." (at p. 28). 

"The rule of construction is 'to intend the Legislature to 
have neant mhat they have actually expressed.'". (at p. 28). 

This Appendix was prepared by Mr. Simon Dtibinsky, 
L.L.M. It was reviewed and commented on by Professor Don Clark of 
the Faculty of Law, Dalhousie University.  The final  opinions expressed 

. are entirely those of Mr. Dubinsky. 
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"The desirability or undesirability of one conclusion as 
compared with another cannot furnish a guide in reaching a 
decision. lelere, by the use of clem- and unequivocal language 
capable of only one meaning, anything is enacted by the 
legislature, it  must  be enforced however harsh or absured 
or contrary to common sense the result may be." (at p. 29). 

"Just as the literal rule prevents the undue restriction of 
wide language, so also it precludes the undue extension of 
narrow language." (at p. 30). 

"It is a corollary to the general rule of literal construction 
that nothing is to be added to or taken from a statute unless 
there are adequate grounds to justify the inference that 
the legislature intended something which it omitted to 
express." (at p. 33). 

It  goes without saying that the solution of a particular 
problem of interpretation will often be determined by which 
principle or principles the court chooses to apply. But 
since there is not in English law any settled hierarchy 
governing the order in which the various canons and presump-
tions of construction are employed, the existence of these 
principles does not make it possible to predict with 
certainty the result which will be reached in a given case." 

"Moreover, where the question is whether the words of an Act 
do or do not apply to particular facts, the court or tribunal 
may be assisted by legal principles or by so-called rules of 
construction, but these cannot solve the question!" (at p. 39). 

"In order properly to interpret any statute [it is necessary] ... 
tb consider how the law stood when the statute to be construed 
was passed, what the mischief was for which the old law did 
not provide, and the remedy provided by the statute to cure 
that mischief." (at p. 40). 

"The so-called 'golden rule' is really a modification of the 
literal rule ... 'It is a very useful rule, in the construction 
of a statute, to adhere to the ordinary meaning of the words 
used, and to the grammatical construction, unless that is at 
variance with the intention of the legislature, to be collected 
from the statute itself, or leads to any manifest absurdity 
or repugnance, in which case the languagemay be varied or 
modified, so as to avoid such inconvenience, but no further." 
(at p. 43). 

"A construction which would leave without effect any part of H 
the language of a statute will normally be - rejected." (iat p. 36). II 

... the main part of a section must not be construed in such 
a .way as to render a provision to the section redundant." (at p. 38),Il 



" 'If the choice is between two interpretations, the narrôwer 
of which would fail to achieve the manifest purpose of the 
législation,  we should avoid a construction which would 
reduce the legislation to futility, and should rather accept 
the bolder construction based on the view that Parliament 
would legislate oniv for the purpose of bringing about an 
effective result.' 7' (at m. 45) 

"Every clause of a statute is to 'be construed with reference 
- to the context and other clauses of the Act, so as, as far as 
possible, to make a consistent enactment of the whole statute" 
-(at p.. 47) 

"Statutory language is not read in insolation,.blit in its 
context." (at p. 47). 

"In the interpretation of statutes, the interpreter may 
call to his aid all those external or historical facts which 

• are necessary for comprehension of the subject matter, and 
may also consider wheE2er a statute was intended to alter the 
•law or to leave it exactly where it stood before" (at p. 48). 

... the modern rule is clear: the Parliamentary history of 
législation  is not a permissible aid in constrang a Statilte:" 
(iat p. 50). 

" 'I am quite aware', said Lord Coleridge, 'that dictionaries 
are not to be taken as authoritative exponents of the meanings 
of words used in Acts of Parliament, but it is a well-known rule 
of courts of law that words should be taken to be used in 
their ordinary sense, and we are therefore sent for instruction 
to these books..." (at p. 55). 

"Care must, however, be exercised in the use of such works ... 
And dictionaries are for consultation 'in the absence of 
any judicial guidance or authority' ... 'it is often fallacious 

• in considering the reaning of a phrase consisting of two 
words ('unfair competition') to find a meaning which each has 
separately and then infer that the two together cover the 
coàbination so arrived at. -The two together may ... have 
acquired a special reahing of their OWn."-  (at pp. 55-56). - • 

"The practice which bas been followed in a matter in the past 
may influence the interpretation to be paaced on legislation." 
(at p. 56). . 

A first issue to be tackled is that of the rights, powers, and 
duties of the board.  For  this purpose a diVision may be made, . 
loosely speaking,  betWeen the discretionary elements of the board's 
jurisdiction and non-discretionary elements thereof. The former 
incorporates . the.rights and powers of the board, that is, what the 
board may do;  the latter its duties,  i.e.,  what  the board must do. 



Firstly, the discretionary elements. The board. may: 

(1) be sections 2(4) and 2(5), have commissioners up to the age 
of 70 years during their good behaviour; 

(2) by section 2(6), receive advice from an electrical expert if 
one has been appointed by the Governor in Council; 

(3) by section 2(7), employ the persons it may require or deem 
advisable; 

(4) by section 5(1)- have the wide  use of a member of the staff 
of the Department of the Attorney General, and require that 
person to represent the board in and intervene in all actions 
and proceedings related to the Act of any act, order or 
proceeding of the board, to commence and prosecute all actions . 
and proceedings.directed by the board, to expedite-the conclusion 
of all such actions and proceedings and to do such other things 

. as may be reasonably required by the board; . 

(5) by section 8, be the user of a telephone; 

(6) by section 10, operate with a quorum of two - usuallY or with 
a quorum of one in certain circumstances; 

(7) by section 11, authorize one of its commissioners to investigate 
and report to the board on any  natter in the board's jurisdiction; 

(8) by section 12, act regardless of a vacancy in its numbers; 

(9) by section 13, make assessments against public utilities to 
cover the expenses of the board; 

(10) by section 15(1), sue a public utility for the proportion of 
the hoard's expenses assessed to such public utility; 

(11) by section 17, "... make all necessary examinations and 
enquiries and keep itself informed as to the compliance by 
(the said) public utilities (over all of which it has general 

•  supervision) with the provisions of law and ... obtain from 
any public utility all information necessary to enable the 
board to fulfil its duties."; 

(12) by section 18, whenever it shall believe that any rate or charge 
is unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory, or that any reasonable 
service is not supplied, or that an investigation of any  natter 

 relating to any public utility should for any reason be madC 
on its own motion summarily investigate the same with or without 
notice." 



(13) by section 19, exclude a public utility Which is in the'telephone 
or telecommunications business frcm the scope  of the  Act. 

(14) by section 20, consider potential legislative changes in respect 
of the property of operations of any public utility, hold hearings 
in respect thereof and transmit bills concerned therewith to 
the Attorney General; 

(15) by section 21, publish annual reports; 

(16) by section 22, publish the value of property H ... actually used 
and useful for the convenience of the public ..." including 

• 	that of a public utility; . 

(17)• by section 24, subject to approval thereof by the Governor in 
Council, make amend and revoke its rules and regulations; 

(18) by section 25, regulate "... all poles and pole lines ... and 
compel conformity therewith by a public utility; 

(19) by section 26, prescribe records for and their  method of keeping 
by a public utility; 

(20) by section 27, prepare blank forms for use in carrying.out the 
. 	purposes of the act; 

(21) by section 28(1), examine and audit all records; 

(22) by sedtiàn 28(2), through its agents, etc., inspect "... any 
books, accounts, papers, or records and memoranda ..." of a 

: public  utility; 

(23) by section 29(1), "... inquire into and determine the extent, 
condition and value of the whole or any portion of the property 
and assets of any public utility used and useful in furnishing, 
rendering or supplying a Particular service to or for the public ..." 

(24) by section 29(3), prescribe methods for calculating depreciation; 

(25) by section 30, throm onto a public  utility the expense of a 
valuation of such public utility; 

(26) by section 31, make a revaluation of the property of a public  
utility; 

(27) by section 31(1), compel the furnishing of certain items and 
cooperation in a valuation by a public utility; 

(28) by  section 33, require the presentation  of  a wide variety of 
information; 

(29) by section 34, approve new construction of a value over $5000; 



(30) by section 35, deternline a public  utility's method of depreciation 
and its rate of depreciation; 

(31) by section 36, restrict uses of a public utility's depreciation 
fund and approve securities to be purchased by a public utility; 

(32) by section 37, regulate the depreciation accounts of a public  
utility; 

(33) by Section 39(3) , direct amortization of certain sums allowed in 
a rate base; 

(34) by section 39(4), revise a rate base; 	. . 

(35) by section 41, ".. •  make from time to time such orders as it 
deems just in respect to the tolls, rates and charges to be paid 
to any public utility for services rendered or facilities 
provided, and amend or rescind such orders, or make new orders 
in substitution therefor."; 

(36) by section 42, determine the return of a public utility as the 
board  deems "... just and reasonable ..."; 

(37) by section 43, compel every public utility to comply with the Act, 
municipal ordinances or regulations relating thereto, and its 
charter duties; 

(38) by section 44, inquire into any neglect or violation of the laws 
or regulations in force in the province by any public utility 
doing business therein; 

(39) by section 47(1), ask specific questions to a public  utility 
and require specific answers thereto; 

(40) by sections 47(2) and 47(3), require completion of certain forms 
and provision of certain items; 

(41) by section 49, permit and prohibit the abandonment by a public  
utility of "... any part of its line or lines, or works, ..."; 

(42) by section 50, permit or prohibit overlapping service; 

(43) by section 51, hold a hearing regarding interference by one 
public utility with another public utility, and grant or with-
hold approval where utilities disagree; 

(44) by section 41(6), "... order a public utility to serve any 
particular territory not then served; provided, however, that 
no such order shall be made if, in the opinion of the board, 
it would place an unreasonable financial burden on the public 
utility."; 



(45) by section 52(2), permit variations of pressure and frequency; 

(46) by section 56, annoint an inspector where a customer is 
dissatisfied; 

(47) by section 58, control sale, assignment or transfer of the whole 
or part of the undertaking of a public utility; 

•(48) by section 59, apnrove the assignment,—transfer or lease of 
a franchise. 	• 

(49) by section 60, approve- the compensation obtained by a public  
utility for a service neiformed by it; • 

(50) by section 61, approve the rules and regulations of a public  
utility; 

(51) by section 62, compel oublication of the rates of a public 
utility in the office of such public utility; 

(52) by section 63, dete-re whether conditions of various persons 
are substantially similar for the purpose of rate equality; 

(53) by section 64, prescribe changes in schedule foiras;  

(54) by section 65(1), in certain stated circumstances, approve an 
interim rate schedule; 

(55) by section 66 (1), approve equipment changes; 

• (56) by section 68, upon giving notice and holding a hearing, - rescind, 
alter or amend any order fixing any rate or rates, tolls, - 
charges or schedules, or other 	. 

- (57) by section 69, approve and control certain security issues; 

(58) by.section 69(9), deternine price and terras of new share offerings; 

(59) by section 70, determine whether an arrangement between a 
public  utility and its employees for the division or distribution 
of its  surplus  profits'is reasonable and just; 

(60) by section 71, require keening in the office of a public utility 
of the books, etc., of such public utility; 

(61) by section 72(2), require a public utility to permit use of 
certain of its equinment by another public utility; 

(62) by section 73, direct erection of poles in cities and towns; 

(63) by section 75 (1), inspect the books, etc., of a public utility; 



(64) by section 76, at any hearing or enquiry, hear evidence upon 
oath, compel attenance by witnesses, compel production of 	- 
papers, books, or documents, and levy penalties for disobeying . 
a subpoena; 	. 

(65) by section 77, make an order appointing a person to make at any 
time any examinations, investigations or tests for the purpose 
of ascertaining whether service reasonably safe and adequate 
and in all respects just and reasonable is being supplied by 
a public utility and order the public utility to pay the 
remuneration and expenses thereof; 

(66) by section 78(1), upon finding in an investigation resulting 
from a complaint of certain numbers of persons that any rates ;, 
tolls, charges or schedules are in any respect unreasonable or 
unjustly discriminatory of that any regulations, measurements, 
practice or act whatsoever affecting or relating to the operation 
of any public utility is in any respect unreasonable, insufficient 
or unjuStly discriminatory, or that the service is inadequate 
or unobtainable, order such rates, tolls, charges, schedules, 
regulations, measurements, practices or acts changed and order 
the furnishing of reasonably adequate services and facilities; 

(67) by section 79, set a ti re and place for the hearing of a conplaint; 

(68) by section 81, vary the requirements of a notice of hearing; 

(69) by section 82(1), cancel rates, tolls, charges or schedules 
and contracts in relation thereto, where the same are found to 
be unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, unjustly discriminatory, 
preferential or in violation of the act; 

(70) by section 82(2), determine and substitute for any regulation, 
time schedule, act or service that is unjust, unreasonable, 
insufficient, unjustly discriminatory, preferential or in 
violation of the act; 

(71) by section 82(3), make provisions in respect of reasonable 
extensions of lines of services; 

(72) by section 85, consider itself not bound by the finding or 
judgment in respect of a question of fact of any court in any 
suit, prosecution or proceeding, "... but such finding or 
judgment shall in proceedings before the Board be prima  facie  
evidence only." 

(73) by section 86, determine questions of fact which are involved 
in suits, prosecutions or proceedings then pending in any 
court; 

(74) by section 87, control the costs of its proceedings; 
1 

(75) by section 88(1), make one of its decisions "a rule or order of 
the Supreme  Court of Nova Scotia"; 



(76) by section 92, cause the obtaining of evidence by depositions; 

(77) by section 93, act like a commissioner under the Public  Inquiries 
, Act; 	 • 

(78) by section 99, on its own mtion or at the request of the Governor 
in Council state a case in writing for the opinion of the 
Appeal Division of the Supreme Court where the question is one 
of law; 

(79) by section 111(2), use such additional, • implied and incidental 
powers which may be Proper or necessary to carry out, effect, 
perform and execute all the powers given it specifically in 
the Act. 

Next, the non-discretionarv elements. The Board must: 

(1) by section 2(2) 
of the Board; 

, have a clerk mho keeps records of proceedings 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

'(10) 

(11) 

by section 2(3) 
of duty; 

, have its members sworn to faithful performance 

by section 2(7), pay the wages, salaries and compensation of 
its employees; 

by section 3(2), deduct from the salary of every member and 
employee of the Board amounts for superannuation; 

by  section 3(3), defray superannuation allowance; 

by section 5(3), pay to the Minister of Finance the sum of $3000 
for the use of a lawyer from the Attorney General's department; 

by section 6, be free of interests in any public utility; 

by section 14(1), annually estimate its expenses and apportion 
responsibility therefor among public utilities; 

•by section 29(2), in raking a valuation, determine the value of 
the property and assets lœing valued on the hasis of the prudent 
original cost thereof, determining therefrom the amount of the 
accrued depreciation of such property and assets; 

by section 32(2), after a valuation, "... keep itself informed 
of all extensions and improvements or other changes in the condition 
of the property ..." of a public utility; 

by section 38, in fixing rates, tolls and charges to be paid to 
a public utility for any service, include proper allowances for 
depreciation; 

• 



(12) by section 39(1), fix and determine a separate rate base for 
each type or kind of service furnished rendered or supplied to 
the public by a public utility; 

(13) by section 29(2), in establishing a rate base, determine the 
value of the physical assets of the public utility in accordence 
with the provisions of the Act; 

(14) by section 40, segregate into distinct classes or categories 
the types and kinds of services of a public utility where it 
furnishes, renders or supplies more than one type or kind; 

(15) by section 44,.enforce the provisions of the Act and all other 
laws relating to public utilities; 

(16) by section 51(6), refrain from ordering a public utility to 
serve a particular territory if such order, in the opinion of 
the Board, would place an unreasonable financial burden on the 
public utility; 

(17) by section 69(4), after hearing and upon being satisfied that 
a proposed issue by a public utility of its shares, stocks, 
bonds, debentures or other evidence of indebtedness is to be 
made in accordance with law and for a purpose approved by the 
Board, approve the proposed issue to such amount as it deems 
proper and prescribe the purpose to which the same or the 
proceeds thereof shall be applied; 

(18) by section 70(3), supervise and regulate any arrangement by which 
a public utility divides or distributes its surplus profits 
with or among its employees; 

(19) by section 78(1), hold a public hearing or enquiry before making 
an order in respect of a complaint; 

(20) by section 79, notify a public hearing of a complaint having been 
made in respect of such public utility; 

(21) by section 80(1), give a public utility and a coi*aainant ten 
days notice of the time and place of a hearing; 

(22) by section 83(1), give a public utility notice of natters 
under investigation in a hearing; 

(23) by section 94, keep a full and complete record of all proceedings 
had on any formal investigation; 

(24) by section 96, furnish upon request certified copies of its orders. 



In light of what was said at the commencement of this opinion 
and keeping in mind both the stated rules and principles of inter-
pretation and construction and section 111(1) of the Act, it would be 
foolhardy to say what in fact are the bounds and effects of these 
discretionary and non-discretionarv elements. One must be extremely 
aware of one's biases and perceptions in viewing these elements. 
An enthusiastic approach would be that the Board has tremendous 
reserves of ability to act to control most aspects of the operation 
of a public utility and to do so upon behalf of the consumer; a 
restricted approach would he that the Board is intended to discipline 
only unusual, irregular  or excessive activities of a public utility 
and otherwise to facilitate the maintenance of the status quo. 
Either or variations thereof miert be possible depending on how one 
sees the function of the Board. Nevertheless and notwithstanding the 
hesitancy of the remarks above, I would give the opinion that the 
legislature appears to have created a board capable of very wide-
ranging activities and actions. Presumably, its statute reflects 
its intention but I would be cautious of expecting a court - or even 
the legislature itself- to echo that opinion. 

In the context of this c-'iscussion, it is useful to have the above-
described discretionary and non-discretionary elements grouped in a 
fashion which, rather than rerely enunciating and enumerating same, 
discriminates amongst them on the basis of certain common characteristics. 
This is a step which in the vacuum may be valuable because it might 
promote a more sensible and unified approach by those attempting to 
understand the workings of the Act. It is one which, however, in the 
real world is to be undertaken with extreme care for two very cogent reasons; 
firstly, the Act does not engage in such an exercise and therefore it 
lacks legislative sanction; secondly, the courts have not to any 
significant degree engaged in such a lumping process and therefore it 
lacks judicial approval. Accordingly, it is to be recognized that the 
immediately following arrangement is given merely as a loose and 
admittedly imperfect example of the many possible variations. 

I) Administrative Action Which the Board is Empowered to Take. 

(i) ss. 29, 31 - valuation and revaluation of the company's 
property and assets; 

• (ii) s. 41 	- determination of tolls, rates and charges; 

• (iii) s. 42 	- determination of the "just and reasonable" 
return on its rate base to which the company 
is entitled; 

(iv) s. 51(6) - ordering the company to provide service 
to a particular area where this would not 
impose upon the company an "unreasonable 
financial burden"; 

• 
2) Matters for ,.;hich the Approval of the Board is Required  

	

(i) s. 34 	- new construction, improvements, etc., 
costing more than $5,000.00; 



s. 49 	- abandonment of service; 

(iii) s. 50 	- overlapping services; 

(iv) ss. 58,59 - sale or assignment of any part of undertaking; 

ss. 60,65 - schedules of rates, tolls, and charges to 
customers; 

(vi) s. 61 

	

	- rules and regulations made by the coupany 
concerning compensation for its services; 

(vii) s. 66 

	

	- changes in type of equipment used in 
exchanges; 

(viii) s. 69 	- share and other security issues; 

(ix) s. 70 

	

	- distribution or division of surplus 
profits among employees; 

3) Adjudicatory Powers of Board  

(i) s. 51(5) - resolution of disputes between public 
utilities as to which should provide 
service to a particular territory; 

(i1) s. 72(2) - disagreement between public utilities as 
to whether one should allow another to use 
its poles, wires or other equipment; 

(iii) ss. 78(2) 
- 84 	- resolution of complaints by customers; 

4) Legislative Powers of Board  

(i) s. 20 

	

	- making recomendations to the Attorney 
General for legislation; 

(ii) s. 23 

	

	- making recommendations to the legislature 
in certain circumstances; 

(iii) s. 24 	- generally; 

(iv) s. 25 

	

	- erection, maintenance and repair of 
equipment; 

(v) s. 29(4) 	- valuation; 

(vi) s. 37 	- depreciation; 

(vii) s. 82(2) - substitution of new regulations for any 
found after investigation to he in any 
way in violation of any provisions of the 
Act; 

5) Responsibility of the Board to 'police' the Act  

(i) ss. 18,43 
44,47 - of its own motion; 	; 

(ii) s. 78 	- upon complaint by customers; 



6) Powers  of Board to Call for -Information, Plans, Accounts, etc.  

(i) ss. 17,28(2),32,33,45,47,75,76; 

7) Matters - Involved With the 'Internal Wrking  of 'the Board.  

'(i) ss. 2-16. 

At this point it might be useful to examine the issue of the rights, 
powers and duties of the Company. The most important fact to be remembered 
at this point is that the Company has relationships facing in different 
directions with differing bodies. One is with the general public, the 
consumers of its product, and is set forth at length in its creating 
statute - An Act to Incorporate the Maritime  Telegraph and Telephone 
Company, Limited, Stats. N.S. 1910, c. 156, as amended. Because it 
does not deal with the involvement of a direct nature between the Company 
and the Board as does a second relationship, it is, however interesting 
to devotees of telecommunications regulation, outside the scope of 
this memorandum. That second relationship is the one created or 
contemplated by the Act. 

There is no question but that an enumeration in the style above 
of the discretionary and non-discretionary elements of the Company's 
relationship to the Board Tenuld be a useful exercise. It might also 
be a somewhat tedious one in the sense that to a large if hardly total 
sense, there is an overlapping which occurs. Many of the things which 
the Board may or must do involve its compelling the Company to do 
something which by inference thus creates a duty for the Company. A 
few create rights for the Company. Thus, in the interests of brevity, 
it is here merely suggested that the interested reader night be well 
served by examining the sections of the Act noted above. 

•  The next point to be dealt with is the interpretation of certain 
words and phrases which occur in the Act and in which particular interest 
has been expressed during this study. These will be dealt with and 
handled individually so far 	 possible. No particular opinions are 
expressed as to what internretations whould be put on the sdbject 
expressions by the courts of Nova Scotia; the reason for this is, 
hopefully, obvious. 

Perhaps one of the most crucial expressions for consideration is 
"telephone message". There does not appear to have been in Canada a 
case in which this expression bas  been subjected to legal scrutiny. 
Accordingly, one is thrown back on attempts to determine its meaning 
based upon other resources. The problem with this is that of the sum 
of the parts not necessarily being equal to the sum of the whole. A 

definition of each of the component words may not give one a definition 
of the composite phrase. Nevertheless, consideration of the parts is 
hopeful. 

There appears to be no Canadian authoritative statement on the 
meaning of "message". In the context of wireless telegraphy, an 
Australian case  says, 



"It is difficult to enumerate all the forms of message which 
may be used by mankind. A, message may be communicated by 
spoken or written words, by notches cut in a stick, by 
audible or visible symbols which are not ordinary words or 
not words at all, but to which a meaning can be attached 
by those who understand the relevant code. Direct conversation 
is not usually regarded as a message, though a more or less 
formal oral deliverance to a number of persons is often, 
with a well-established extension of the more ordinary 
meaning of the word, called a message. [In the context and 
language of the particular Wireless Telegraphy Act there 
under consideration] a message is something which is trans-
mitted and which may be received. There is a distance 
between the transmitter and the received, and the function 
of the appliance referred to in the Act is to assist in 
bridging that distance... Thus the essential characteristic 
of a message appears to be found in comuunication from a 
distance, as distinguished from direct conversation between 
persons who are face to face. As a general rule such 
communications are made for the purpose of conveying 
'information, news or intelligence..." 

These remarks in R. v Brislan, Exp. Williams  (1936), 54 C.L.R. 
262, at pp. 269, 271, 272, while interesting, are not binding or 
conclusive for a court in Nova Scotia. 

The English case ofA.G. v. Edison Telephone Co. (1880), 6 Q.B.D. 244, 
may be authority for the proposition that "message" might include a 
conversation through a telephone. 

For two potentially differing viewpoints on the definition of 
various words, one can turn to either The Oxford English Dictionary, 
an English publication, or Webster's New International Dictionary of  
the English Language,  an American publication. If nothing else, this 
turning in two directions reflects an ever-present philosophical 
dilemma for Canadian law. The Oxford  defines a message as "a 
communication transmitted through a messenger or other agency; an 
oral or written communication sent from one person to another ... 
often applied to a communication sent  by telegraph" while Webster's 

 is somewhat similar: "anv notice, word, or communication, written or 
oral, sent from one person to another". 

Unlike "message" the word "telephone" does appear to have beén • 
defined in a Canadian court. In R. v. Gignac,  "telephone" was found, 
in its original meaning, to refer7-to an instrument, apparatus or 
device for conveying sound to  a- distance, and, in its present-day 
meaning, to connote an apparatus for reproducing sound, especially 
that of the voice, at a great distance. It would also seem that there 
is very persuasive authority that a telephone is, in fact, a form of 
telegraph. The following excerpt is from A.G. v.  Edison  Telephone Co.,  
which, while decided under the English Telegraph.Acts of 1863 and 1868 
and the English Post Office Protection Act of 1884, does deal with the 
issue in a useful general fashion. 	. 



"The result of the definition seems to be that, any 
apparatus for transmitting messages by electric signals is 
a telegraph, whether a mire is used or not, and that any 
apparatus of mhich a mire used for telegraphic communication 
is an essential part, is a telegraph, mbether the communication 
is made by electricity or not. It mould include on the one 
hand, electric signals made, if such a thing were  possible, 
from place to place, through the earth or the air; and, on 
the other hand, a set of common bells worked by wires pulled 
by hand, if they were so arranged as to constitute a code 
of signals ... The various affidavits filed give a 
complete history of the mord 'telegraph' and show that, from 
the first invention of semaphores till within the last few 
years, no contrivance of the sort did literally mrite at a 
distance, but that the word was applied to a variety of 
contrivances mhich, by signals perceptible sometimes by 
the sense of sight and sometimes by the sense of hearing, 
conveyed intelligence to great distances in a much shorter 
time than a letter could be carried." 

This, of course, leads one directly into the "rather adventurous' 
statutory construction" of the Judicial Committee Of the Privy Council 
in the case In re Regulation and Control of Radio Communications in  
Canada (1932) A.C. 304, at. pp. 315-6, where, after sustaining federal 
PlUalction over broadcasting for a more conventional reason, the . 
Privy Council said, 

"But: further, as already said, they think broadcasting 
falls within the description of 'telegraphs [a previously 
determined federal preserve]." 

Needless to say, the possibility that the telephone is an item falling 
somewhere within the federal as opposed to the provincial jurisdiction 
has tremendous ramifications for, among others, the Company, the Board 
and the consumer. It should, however, be recognized that when this 
matter eventually  cornes  before the courts of Nova Scotia and Canada, 
the federalists and the provincialists will do battle on the fields of 
sections 91 and 92 of the British North America Act. A not insignificant 
skirmish will nevertheless be fought over whether, despite the then 
current state of the industry, a telephone is a form of telegraph. 

The Oxford  describes a telephone as being man apparatus for 
reproducing sound, especially that of the voice, at a great distance, 
by means of electricity; consisting, like the electric telegraph, of , 

transmitting and receiving instruments connected by a line or wire 
which conveys the electric current." Webster's  definition is to this 
effect: "an instrument for reproducing sounds, especially articulate 
speech, at a distance. The mechancial, or string,  telephone is a 
device in which the voice or sound causes vibrations in a thin 
diaphragm, mhich are directly transmitted along a wire or string 
connecting it to a similar diaphragm, thus reproducing the sound." 



Because of the potential connection in conceptual and legal 
terms between 'telephone' and ! telegraph' it is useful to canvas the 
meaning of that latter word. The landmark case is the Reference Re  
Regulation and Control'of Radio Communication  which dealt with the 
issue whether radio broadcasting fell within federal or provincial 
jurisdiction as a result of there being granted to the provinces by 
the British North America Act exclusive legislative jurisdiction in 
respect to certain specified matters, among which are ... 

"... local works and undertakings other than such as are 
of the following classes, -(a) lines of steam or other 
ships, railways, canals, telegraphs and other works and 
undertakings connecting the Province with any other or 
others of the Provinces, or extending beyond the limits of 
the Province..." 

The federal jilrisdiction prevailed as reflected in the words of 
Viscount Dunedin, 

"Their Lordships have therefore no doubt that the under-
taking of broadcasting is an undertaking "connecting the 
Province with other Provinces and extending beyond the 
limits of the Province." But further, as already said, " 
they think broadcasting falls within the description of 
'telegraphs'. No doubt in everyday speech telegraph is 
almost exclusively used to denote the electrical instrument 
which by means of a wire connecting that  instrument  with 
another  instrument  'rakes it possible to communicate 
signals or words of any kind. But the original meaning of 
the word 'telegraph', as given in the Oxford Dictionary, 
is: "An apparatus for transmitting messages to a distance 
usually by signs of some kind.' Now a message to be 
transmitted must have a recipient as well as a transmitter. 
The message may fall on deaf ears, but at least it falls 
on ears. Further the strict reading of the word 'telegraph', 
making it identical with the ordinary use of it, has already 
been given up in Toronto Corporation v. Bell Telephone Co. 
of Canada." 

Webster's  defines "telegraph" thusly: "An apparatus for 
communication  at a distance by means of preconcerted signals; in 
the broadest sense, any apparatus, system, or process for communication 
at a distance other than the ordinary ones of speech, letter writing, 
etc. - now commonly restricted to those employing electric trans-
mission." It can thus be seen that the determination of the neaning of 
"telephone message" will not be a simple exercise. The range of 
possible conclusions is wide and will undoubtedly trigger legislative 
attempts at definition of many facets of the wondrous world of 
telecommunications. 

The word "line" appears not to have received the scrutiny of 
the eye of the law in Canada. It has, however, a host of neanings in 
the dictionaries - and ones that are both wide and applicable to the 
present discussion. 



The Oxford  defines "line" as follows: "a telegraph or telephone 
wire or cable ... a telegraph route, a telegraphic System ... a 
regular succession of  public conveyances plying between certain 
places ... a direction or course of movement ... a course of action, 
procedure, life, thought, or conduct ... a department of activity; a . 
kind or brandh of business occupation ... an order received by a 
traveller or agents for goods; the goods so ordered ..." 

• 
Webster's  sees it thisway: "... figuratively, a plan or method 

of making-  or doing something 	course of conduct, thought or 
policy; method ... the course or direction followed ty -anything in - - 
motion or regarded as in notion ... a department•of industry or trade ... 
one's individual field of intellectual or artistic activity or 
interest ... a nuffiber of public  conveyances, as carriages or vesSels, 
plying regularly under one management over a certain route ... 
sequence in manufacturing or assembling operations ... a supply or 
stock of various qualities and values of the same general class of 
'articles ..." 

•This brief examination shows that inclusion of words in a random 
fashion in legislation leaves open the possibility of argument of a 
sort which is more time-consuming than helpful. The legislature 
took the trouble in the Act to define "telephone line"; a little 
further effort would have settled the meaning of "line". 

The word "work", in its context as a noun, has been judicially 
examined in Canada. In YbDougall  v. Penticton (1914), 20 D.L.R. 247, 
it meant, in the light of a particular contract, "undertaking". 
In Patterson  v. Rourke, (1923) 2 D.L.R. 328, it had, in relation to 
a clause in the Saskatchewan Workmen's Compensation Act, a connotation 
of being something having geographical boundaries. In Society of  
Sisters of Sion  v. Saskatoon  (1931) 2 W.W.R. 553, it mas held tomean 
the goal or objective or notive of a particular association and not 
the activities in which it was engaged. In Ruthenian Sisters of the  
Immaculate Conception  v. City of Saskatoon,  (1937) 2 W.W.R. 625, it  
was said that it may nean the action or exertion put forth to accomplish 
some end or itnav mean the product of or the result of some action 
or exertion. 

The Oxford  defines "work" thusly: "something that is or was 
done; what a person does or did; an act, deed, proceeding, business 
... something to be done, or something to do; what a person (or 
thing) has or had to do; occupation, employment business, task, 
function ... action of a person in general; doings, deeds, conduct ... 
action of (a person or thing) a particular kind; doing, performance, 
working, operation ... the result of the action or operation of some 
person or thing; 'effect, consequence of agency' ..." 

Webster's  bas  "work" this way: "exertion of strength or 
faculties for the accomplishment of something; physical or intellectual 
effort directed to an end; ... that which requires or has required 
such exertion or effort; employment; occupation; ... the matter on 
which one is working; that on which one spends labour; the thing 



occupying one; task, duty ... the material, or piece of material, 
which is or is to be operated upon at any stage in the process of 
manufacture  ... that which is produced or anything accomplished by 
exertion or toil ... manner of working; workmanship; management; 
treatment ..." 

It is obvious that "work" has as far-ranging and therefore 
changeable a character as "line". Again the need is for a precise 
understanding by the draftors of what is involved in the area being 
regulated. 

The word "undertaking"  bas  received several judicial examinations 
in Canada and appears to a fairly settled meaning. In the Radio  
Reference  case, Viscount Dunedin opined, 

" 'Undertaking' is not a physical thing, but is an 
arrangement under which of course physical things are 
used." 

This was followed in Deauport  v. Quebec: R.L. and P. Company, (1945) 
1 D.L.R. 145, where it was held to refer to the whole of the 
works of a railway col*any including its steam railway, tramway 
system and autobus system. 

The Oxford  defines "undertaking" as: "an action, work, etc., 
undertaken or attempted; an enterprise ... the action of taking in 
hand ..." 

• Webster's  describes "undertaking" this way: "act of one who 
undertakes, or engages in, any project or business ... anything 
undertaken; any business, work, or project, which one engages in, or 
attempts, an enterprise ... a promise or pledge; a guarantee; 
specifically, any promise or security required by law ..." 

Once again, broad meanings. 

The expression "public utility" is in a somewhat different 
category than those previously surveyed. It has a definition for 
the purposes of the Act incorporated within the Act. The terms of 
that definition would themselves likely require interpretation and 
construction. A demonstration of the difficulty of that exercise is 
the case of Northern Alberta Natural Gas Development Co.  -v.  A. G. Alberta 
re Public Utilities Act (1921), 56 D.L.R. 388. In the Alberta 
Public Utilities Act of that time, the expression "public utility" 
meant and included every corporation other than municipal corporations ... 
"that now or hereafter own, operate, manage or control any system, 
works, plant or equipment for the conveyance of telegraph or telephone 
messages or for the conveyance of travellers or goods over a railway, 
or street railway, or tramway, or for the production, transmission, 
delivery or furnishing of a water, gas, heat or light power, either 
directly or indirectly, to or for the public ...". A company had 
not  got beyond the stage of expending some money in the way of 



exploitation in the area from which it expected its supply of gas. 
One judge said that, in those circumstances, the company had never 
operated and was not ready to operate a "public utility" within the 
meaning of the Act; a second judge in the same case, said the company 
was a "public utility" because it owned or controlled works, plant or 
equipment for the production or furnishing of gas to or for the public. 

It mill, hopefully, be seen from the - expressionsabove that • 
there is à major  problem with the Act in that it fails to specify its 
intentions and assuMptions and thereby causes anyone interested - 
therein, frbm a citizen to a judge, the agony and waste of ascertaining 
a meaning before one  can  determine effect .  An exercise of the sort 
seen above is likely required for numerous other expressions in the 
Act,  two such being "rate base" and "sùbstantially similar conditions". 

. It is undeniable that this is -the. stuff of whidh large legal fees and. 
public confusion are born. 

It is thus with a hopefully heightened appreciation or the 
. difficulties involved in understanding the Act and in obtaining 
universal acceptance of its terminology, that one can proceed to 
examine certain sections of the Act about which interest has been 
expressed. 

Section 23 is interesting for several reasons. Firstly, it is 
difficult on its face to understand in a plain and reasonable fashion, 
looking as it does more spontaneous than considered. Secondly, it 
has the potential for interpretation of saying much and saying little, 
giving and taking in the same breath. A bit of poetic license may 
explain these comments. The portions in quotations are a re-arranged 
version of all of the phrases in the section; the portions in parantheses 
are a possible though not necessarily exclusive translation of the 
quoted portions. 

"The powers, rights, nrivileges and obligations secured 
to or imposed upon any public utility ,  by any statute, or 
by any contract or agreement made under the authority of 
any statute, shall not be subject to the provisions of 
this Act ..." 

[This Act does not apply to certain attributes of a public 
. utility ...] , 

"Sùbject to this Act ..." 

[unless this Act says that this Act applies to those 
- certain attributes of a public  utility ...] 

"and nothing in this Act contained shall authorize the 
Board to alter, enlarge or diminish such rights, powers, 
privileges or obligations or to impair the obligations of 
any contract ... 

[the Board cannot change those certain attributes ...] 



"except any contract or agreement relating to rates, 
tolls, charges or schedUles which the  Board  is authorized 
by this  Act  to regulate and control ..." „ 

[the Board may change some of those certain attributes 
provided that suCh attributes relate to rates, tolls, 
charges or schedules and provided that this Act permits 
such changing ...] 

"But the Board may at any time inquire into any such 
rights, powers, privileges or obligations ..." 

[the Board may ask questions about those certain attribute's ...] 

"in so far as the exercise or observance thereof affects 
the public interest ..." 

[as long as the use . bythe publià utility of those certain 
attributes touches the public]  

"and may make such recomffiendations to the Legislature in 
connection therewith as may be deemed just and proper." 

[the Board  may communicate its conclusions to the Legislature] 

It may be evident that, assuming the "translations" to be reasonably 
accurate in their parts and sum, a modicum of vagueness attends 
section 23. Its precise meaning and its application to the Company are 
matters of conjecture as well as considerable work. 

Section 33 is more logical and succinct than section 23 although 
it also suffers from a length and grammatical looseness not to be 
recommended. So far as its meaning and effect are concerned, one 
should remember the earlier references to an enthusiastic approach 
and restricted approach. Still, on its face value, it would appear 
to give the Board virtually total power to obtain any data it desires 
from a public utility. 

Section 49 is, of course, dependent for its role upon the 
meanings ultimately given to "line" and "work" in the context of , 

the Act. Nevertheless, it would appear that whatever those things 
are, they cannot, once they have been operated by a public utility, 
be abandoned until a certain procedure has been followed. That 
procedure, which is not set forth chronologically in the section, 
requires that the public utility give notice of the abandonment (or, 
presumably, the intention to abandon) to the Board and to the dity, 
town or municipality involved, that the Board hold an inquiry in 
respect thereto, and that the Board give its consent in writing 
therefor. 

Section 63(1) if fraught with problems of interpretation and 
application and, even if the Board were inclined to make regulations 
of the sort contenplated, is unlikely to be of more than limited 
value once new fact situations are encountered. 



Sections 88, 89 and 97 raise a difficult question for consideration 
and that is what manner of recourse to the courts of Nova Scotia lies 
from an action (or lack thereof) bv the Board. It mould take a 
treatise in itself to ansaer this question either fully or in a form 
such as would be required if this issue ever found its way to the 
courts for determination. Nevertheless the area is not barren of 
jurisprudence. I shall attempt here to raise some of the questions 
and suggest some tentative answers. 

SectiOns 88 and 89 provide that the Board has discretion to 
make any of its decisions a rule or order of the Supreme Court. .The 
question which ought to be considered is that of the purpose of such 
a step. It is arguable that it has two possible purposes: enforceability 
or permitting of an appeal. It  may  very well have been the intention 
of the legislature to use zcction 88 as the section for ensuring 
enforceability. If, however, that was its sole intention in respect 
to section 88, it is also  argh1e that it has, by its words, created 
a pathway for appeal. Mile it  bas  to be recognized that as a general 
rule, a right of appeal is not inherent, the legislature has provided 
through the Judicature Act and its child, the Civil Procedure Rules, 
for appeals from rules and orders. The right of appeal may therefore 
have been given by inference or reference. The reply to this suggestion 
is, of_course, that section 97 alone creates the opportunity for 
appeal. In a enactment which makes a virtue of redundancy, such a 
reply is not fatal to the possibility of an appeal from a decision of 
the Board which has been made into a rule or order of the Supreme 
Court. . 

• But, assuming for the moment a definitive resolution of the 
•intention of the legislature in respect of section 88, what is to 
happen in the event that the Board chooses (as it may) not to turn one•
of its emanations into a rule or order of the Supreme Court? 
Section 97(1) says that an aPPeal shall lie to the Appeal Division 
of the Supreme Court from any order of the Board upon any question as 
to its jurisdiction or upon any question of law. Note the very narrow 
usage of the word "order". Missing are very important possible 
additional words such as "judament","finding of fact; "opinion", 
"decision" and "ruling". This is not an academic distinction for the 
word "order" is a legal term of art with specific neanings approximating 
"authoritative direction with penalties for failure to comply." It 
is limited in its scope, vet it must be found to permit an appeal. 

The "kicker", however, comes when one realizes that success in 
having some aspect of the Board's activities raised for consideration 
by a court may be barren of fruit. The court will likely be 
disinclined to substitute its opinion for that of the Board. There 
are many judicial pronouncements on the subject but perhaps in closing 
it would be useful to quote one: 



"That a Court should leave matters of policy and of 
administration to the Board appears to nake good sense. 
This is more than a matter of modest self-denial. It 
springs from a recognition that the Court is  nt a rate- 
making body; that a public utilities board of trained 
personnel and with expert assistance in technical areas has 
been specifically created for that purpose; and that in 
general it can perform such tasks much better than the 
Court. That does not mean that the Court should hesitate 
to assert all the powers that it lawfully possess [sic] 
on appeal. It reans only that it should not seek to extend 
those powers into  questions of administrative policy or 
discretion." 	City of Portage EaPrairie and Inter- 
City Gas Utilities Ltd. (1970), 12 D.L.R. (3d) 388 at p. 391-2. 

The purpose of this appendix has been to discuss certain 
matters which are of interest in the relationship as constituted by 
the Act between the Board and the Conliany. They are many, varied and 
capable of raising intense discussion depending on one's approach 
to statutory interpretation. The pitfalls abound. Perhaps an 
examination such as this can best serve to emphasize that in a world 
in which citizens are becoming increasingly active in furthering 
their own interests'and in which they are being allowed to do so in 
previously inconceivable ways, the precise use of language becomes 
more, not less, important. 



APPENDIX B 

STATISTICAL SUPPLErFILT  

The  purpose of this appendix is to.set out certain statistics 

relating to the telephone system in Nova Scotia. Specifically, 

there will be a presentation; and examination, of statistics • 

relating to selected t -e-iff items, the Company's rate base, 

raté of return, debt ratios*, cost of effibedded debt, and market . 

value/book value ratio, the Company's operating revenues, and 

a commentary on the various studies which the Board ordered the 

Company to undertake, or have  undertaken, in the 1975 decision.- 

There are a variety of other statistics relating to the • 

telephone system in Nova Scotia which it would be Possible to .• • 

reproduce in this-appendix; statistics relating to such items as 

construction expenditures, quality of service, indicators, growth 

in number of telephones and telephone calls, size of plant and 

equipment and operating expenses.: to give.just a partial listing. 

These statistics are not being reproduced, however, because to . 

do so would serve no useful purpose. Figures on the construction 

programme, for example, would indicate the nubber of dollars 

the Company has been spending for new construction. But without 

a set of goals which indicate optimal levels for the size of the 

total system and its various narts and which.  specify the desirable , 

 quality of service, the figures mould not indicate whether•the 



construction expenditures have been too large or too small. . 

Detailed information on the incremental cost and benefit of 

each investment project would be necessary in order to evaluate 

the new construction expenditures in terms of resource allocation. 

In general, most of the statistics which  are now readily 

available from the Company are difficult to evaluate without the 

framework of an explicit specification of the system's goals. 

Furthexi e  to properly evaluate and monitor goal performance it 

would be necessary to have statistics which are unavailable at 

the moment. These statistics, which would include such items 

as cost separation data and characteristics of demand, would 

be provided in the model that has been discussed in Chapter 3. 

The purpose of providing statistics on selected tariff items 

since 1952 is to give soffe indication of the magnitudes of the 

prices involved and the range in variation in charges over time 

and between different classes of users at a specific point in 

time. Comparative fugures for the other Atlantic Provinces are 

also shown. In general, the specific prices of different service 

offerings have not been quoted in the main text. 

Statistics which show various indicators of the Company 's 

financial position are provided so that the analysis on rate of 



return can be placed in better perspective. Statistics-  are 

shown on: 

1) the Company's conposition of rate base for the years 1963- 

1974 and the rate of return on rate base for the years 1950- 

1974, along with a description of the rate base calculation 

. process mhich is currently used. 

2) the Company's.rate of return on average common.equity for 

the years 1965-1974, with Company projections to 1977. 

• Comparative figures are shown for other Canadian telephone 

coepanies for the yee -rs 1968-1974 and for certain other 

Canadian utility industries for the years 1971-1974. 

3) the Company's rate of returnontotal invested capital 

for the years 1965-1974, with Company projections to - 1977. 

Comparative figures on rates of return on total invested 

capital for other Cenian telephone coupanies are shown 

for the years 1968-1974 along with  figures for certain other 

Canadian utility industries for the years 1971-1974. . 

4) the Company's debt ratio for the years 1950-1974. Comparative 

statistics are shown for other major telephone companies in 

the Maritime Provinces for the same years. 

the Company's market value/book Value ratio for the years 

1950-1975. 



Statistics on the Company's total operating revenue for 

the years 1951-1975 are provided to indicate the magnitude of 

Company earnings and their growth over time. They are also 

broken down by source to show the relationship between local 

service, toll service, and other sources of Company revenue. 

Comparative figures for New Brunswick Telephone  Company are 

provided for the same years. Toll service is priced on a usage-

sensitive basis while local service is not. A comparison of 

the growth rates of revenues in these two categories is thus 

potentially relevant to any discussion on the implications of 

introducing usage-sensitive pricing into some or all local . 

service offerings. 

Finally, a conmentarv is provided on the various studies 

which the Board ordered the Company to undertake in the 1975 

decision. This commentary is included because of the potential 

implications of some of these studies on telephone regulation 

in Nova Scotia and for sone of the recommendations being made 

in this report. 
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TABTP.  1  

II SELECTED TARIFF ITEMS -MT& T 	. 

11 ITEM 	

Monthly-  	% Increase  Rates 	_ 

1952 1965. 1969 1974 1975 52-75 65-75 69-75 74-75 

II 	

$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	. $ 	. 	% 	96-., 	% 	. 	% 

One Party Residential 	4.10 5,10 5.60 6.55 .8.95 	96 	58 	-44 	23 

fate Group 5 

One Party Business 	7.00 10.00 11.25 13.35 16.70 	139 	67 	48 	25 
Irate  Group 5 

TWo Party Residential 	3.10 4.10 4.60 ,5.55 7.05 	127 	72 . 	53 . 27 
te Group 3 

ilwo Party Business 	5.00 7.00 7.95 9.65 12.15 	143 	74 	53 	26 
Rate  Group 3 

IL-17Type B SS6 Button 	6.00 5.00 5.00 5.50 6.60 	10 	32 	32 	20 

1r17 Type E-1 Line Term 	.75 3.00 3.50 4.35 5.20 	593 	73 	49 	20 

E-8 Service Request- 	4.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 22.50 	463 	275 	125 	50 

r

(

usiness  Main Phone 
one time charge) 

E-8 Service Request - Business 	1.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 22.50 2150 	275 	125 	50 

Itssume Equirent in Place (one 
ime 

mr-43 Service Request - Residence 	3.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 15.00 	400 	200 	114 	50 
rain Phone (one  time charge) 

-8 Service Request - Residence 	1.00 5.00 7.00 8.00 10,00 	900 • 100 	43 	25 

1(5 
 urne  Equipment in Place (one

•  ime charge) 	.•' 	•, 	 . 

tisc. Eqpt - Oubside Phone 	3.00 3.00 3.25 3.75 4.-25 	42 	42 	31 	13 

risc. Eqpt. - 1 Lamp visual signal .30 	.30 .35 .45 .50 	67 	67 	43 	11 

Misc. Eqpt. - 3 Lamp visual signal .60 	.60 	.65 	.80 	.85 	42 	42 	31 	6 

Cont'd .„ 
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1 
M T & T Pate 56-Increase - 1 

1952 1965 1969 1974 1975' 52-75 65-75 69-75 74-7 

li 

ITEM 
$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 	$ 

o 
-6 . 	.0 	 -0 	 96 

	

-7 	-7 
- 	43 

	

-6 	23 

	

-25 	20 - 

27 

19
1 

20 

. 80 
52 
38 

1 16 

. 80 
32 
33 
20 

29 

181 
20 
20 

1 

93 
59 

. 48 
18 

381 34 
32 

83 	60 
76 	50 
66 	37 
16 	-2 

3911 
40 
361 

1 

MBTR '1 'Cont'd 

TO11-Station to Station-Day 
Initial 3 Minutes 

10 miles 	• 71 miles 
171 miles 
360 miles 

Toll-Station to Station-Evening. 
Initial 3 Minutes 

10 miles 
71 miles 

171 miles 
360 miles 

	

.15 	.15 	.15 	.21* .27* 	80 

	

.60 	.65 	.75 	.84* .99* 	65 

	

1.10 1.15 1.20 1.32* 1.59* 	45 

	

1.65 1.55 1.50 1.50* 1.80* 	9 

	

.15 	.15 	.15** .11** .14** 	-7 

	

.45 	.50 	.35** .42** .50** 	11 

	

.80 	.85 	.65** .66** .80** 	- 

	

1.25 1.20 	.75** .75** .90** -28 

Toll-Person to Person-Day-
Initial 3 Minutes 

• 
10 miles 
71 miles 

171 miles 
360 miles 

*** *** 
.25 	.35 	.40 	.56*** .77***  208 	120 

	

.90 1.00 1.25 1.49**1.99***  121 	99 

	

1.45 1.75 2.15 2.42** .19***  120 	82 
2.20 2.55 3.05 3.25 3.60 	•64 	41 

50,11-Person to Person-Evening 
Initial 3  Minutes 

10 miles 
71 miles 
171 miles . 
360 miles  

*** *** 

	

.25 	.35 	.40 	.46*** .64***  156 

	

.75 	.85 1.00 1.07**1.50***  100 
1.15 1.45 1.75 1.76** .40***  109 
1.85 2.15 2.55 2.50 2.50 	35 

Customer Dialed 
Lowest Possible Rate, Customer Dialed 
Lowest Possible Rate 

Source: MT & T General Tariff, 1952, 1966, 1970, 1974, 1975 

** 
*** 

1 

1 

1 
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TTEM 

3 Minute Long Distance 
Call, DayS, 71 Miles 

TABLE 2  

COMPARISON OF SE1..1'I-1.)  TARI oto flung - A.9-.TANTIC  CANADA 

1952 - 1975  

NE"ATFOUNDLAND 
M T • & T 	 NB 'I'LL, 	"ISLAND TECI 	 TEL  

• $ 	 $ 	• 

1952 	.60 	.60 	.60 ' 	. 	.60 
1965 	.65 	.65 	.65 	.70 
1970 	.75 	.65 	.75 	.80 
1974 	.84 	.85 	.- - 	.90. 	.84 
1975 

3 Minute Long-Distance- .- . 
Call, Dewest1Ratëi ' 10 .Miles . 	 . . 	. 	. 

1952 	,15 	.10 	.15 	.15 
1966 	' 	.15 	• 	. 	.15 	.15 	-. .15 
1970 	.15 	. 	.15 	.20 	. 	.25 
1974 	.11 	.18 	.23 	' 	.251 
1975 	.14 	.23 	.23 	.36 

Ybnthly Charge, One Party 
Residence, Rate-Groupwith 
5001 Telephones  

1952 	4.10 	4.00 	4.25 	NA 
1966 	5.10 	5.10 	5.35 	ISIA 
1970 	5.60 	5.50 	5.85 	NA 
1974 	6.55 	5.50 	6.65 	NA 
1975 	8.05 	6.20 	6.65 	N.A. 

Mbnthly Charge, TWp Party 
Business, Rate Group with 
.2000 Telephones (1000 in 
1952). 

1952 	5.00 	4.50 	3.85 	NA 

1966 	7.00 	7.30 	7.00 	NA 
1970 	7.95 	7.75 	7.85 	NA 
1974 	9.65 	7.75 	9.85 	NA 

1975 	12.15 	10.05 	9.85 	NA 

Cont'd 	 
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&  T 	NB  TEL 	'ISLAND  TEE,  

$ 	$ 

NEWFOUNDLANI 

TEL 

1 

1 

1 

1 

TABLE 2 • Cônt d  

1 

ITEM  

One Time Charge, Business 
Main Phone Service Request  

1952 	6.00 	4.00 	4.00 	7.50 
1966 	6.00 	6.50 	6.00 	5.00 
1970 	10.00 	10.00 	8.00 	6.00 II 
1974 	15.00 	10.60 	12.00 	6.00 
1975 	22.50 	10.00 	12.00 	15.00 II 

One Time Charge, Residence 
Main Phone  ServiceRegiest  

1952 	5.00 	3.00 	3.00 	7.50• 

1966 	5.00 	5.00 	5.00 	5.00 
1970 	7.00 	7.00 	6.00 	6. 00  II 
1974 	10.00 	7.00 	9.00 	6.00 
1975 	15.00 	10.00 	9.00 	15.00 

1 

One Time Charge Assumption 
of Residence Equipment in 
Position • 

1952 
1966 
1970 
1974 
1975 

- 
YOnthly Rate, One Lamp 
Visual Signal 

	

1.00 	1.00 	NA 

	

5.00 	3.00 	3.00 	i\r2\  

	

7.00 	7.00 	6.00 	NA 

	

8.00 	7.00 	9.00 	NA 

	

10.00 	9.00 	9.00 	ffl 

. 
1952 	. 	.30 	. 	.30 	. 	.30 	.NA 	II 
1966 	.30 	.40 	.30 	.  
1970 	.35 	.45 	.35 ' 	. 	.- 	NA 

1974 	.45 	.45 	.45 	.  
1975 	.50 	. 	.45 • 	.- 	NA 	.. 

Monthly Rate, 6 Button 
Telephone 

1952 	NA 	 3.50 	NA ' 	1.75 11 
1966 	4.00 	5.70 	4.00 	2.00 II 
1970 	4.00 	7.30 	4.00 	2.50 
1974 	4.50 	7.30 	4.50 	2.50 
1975 	5.40 	5.15 	4.50 	4.05 II 

1 

Source;  MT & T Internal Data 
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SETPCTED TARIFF ITEMS 

•Comments Tables 1 and 2  

M T & T. 

The items shown were selected in part because they have 

been included in all tariffs since 1952. It is interesting to 

note that the increases  from  one hearing to the next vary sub- 

stantially fran item to item. This may be because of differential 

rates of technological advance.  • It may also be due to application 

by the Company of intuitive or explicit understanding of the 

price elasticity of - the various items. Certainly the use of 

discounts on long distance rates must be responsible for Some of 

the growth in long distance revenues. 

Atlantic Canada Companies  

Making comparisons a7cna telephone companies may be 

misleading because at anv Point in time, the different cowpanies 

•may be at different points in the regulatory cycle. Thus two 

identical rates today may diverge tomorrow. For examole, 1975 

rates of M T & T are apparently firm until late - 1976, mbile NB Tel 

1975 rates were increased effective March 1976. Similarly, the 

M T & T rates shown for 1952 remained substantially  in effect until 

1965. In New Brunswick, rate increases were sought in 1953, 1958 

and 1962. 



A further point of difficulty lies in the different rate 

group limits used. The 1975 M T & T nonthlv charge for a residence 

phone in a rate group having 5001 subscribers is $8.05, NB Tel 

charges $6.60 for a group with 5001 subscribers and Island 

Telephone $6.65. But the upper limits at those prices are as 

shown below. 

M T . & T  NB Tel 	Island Tel  

Mbnthly Charge, Residential, 	.$8.05 	$6.60 	. $6.65 
with 5001 sübscribers. 

Upper Limit of this rate group 	15,000 	9,500 	8,000 

Subject to the above caveats it appears that the four major 

telephone companies in Atlantic Canada charge roughly similar rates. 

Such differences as exist are explainable in terms of the regulatory 

cycle or, in terms of the upper and lower limits of rate groups. 



TABLE 3 

M T & T RATE BASE 1963-1974  

Allowance for 
' 	Wbrking Capital 	. 

Telephone Plant 	Accumulated 	And Materials 
in Service 	Deoreciation 	And Supplies 	Rate Base 

($'000) 	($'000) 	. 	($'000) 	($'000) 

1963 	$94,386 	$(24,489) 	$ 625 	$70,522 

1964 	103,719 	(26,835) 	625 	77,509 

1965 	111,758 	(29,616) 	. 	625 	82,767 

1966 	124,487 	(32,314) 	625 	92,798 

1967 	140,084 	(35,511) 	625 	105,198 

1968 	155,784 	(37,696) 	.625 	118,713 

1969 	166,772 	- 	(41,902) 	625 	125,495 

1970 	178,849 	(45,938) 	625 	133,536 

1971 	198,825 	(50,789) 	625 	148,661 

1972 	220,544 	(58,785) 	625 	162,384 

1973 	246,402 	(65,483) 	625 	181,544 

1974 	298,420 	(72,774) 	625 	226,271 

'Source: Peat, Marwidk, Mitchell & Co., Report on Composition of Rate Base, 
Halifax, 1975. 

I .  
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TABLE  4  

RATE OF>RETURN ON RATEBASE -MT& T  

Rate of Return 
OrLFatelliase* 

96 

1950 	 5.5 
1951 	 3.9 
1952 	 4.9** 
1953 	 5.8 
1954 	 5.8 
1955 	 6.4 
1956 	 6.1 
1957 	 5.6 
1958 	 5.8 
1959 	0 5.7 
1960 	 5.7 
1961 	 6.2 
1962 	 6.1 
1963 	 5.4 
1964 	 5.6 
1965 	 5.7** 
1966 	 6.3 
1967 	 6.6 
1968 	 6.3 
1969 	 ** 
1970 	 7.3 
1971 	 7.4 
1972 	 7.6 
1973 	 7.4 
1974 	 6.7** 

* The figures  shown exclude mobile exchange service. 

** IndicateS year in vMich major rate hearings were held. 

Sources: M T & T Internal Data 
E. CI.  Hicks, Memorandum on Financing and Earnings Requirements, 
Halifax, 1975. 



COMMENTS - TABLES 3 and 4 

The rate base approach to regulation, as currently used by 

the Board, defines the rate base as depreciated value of telephone 

plant in service plus allowances for working capital and for 

materials and supplies. 

Telephone plant in service is valued at original installed 

cost as defined in Circular 2A issued by the Board. Outside plant 

materials and supplies are Priced at average cost and are allocated 

among classes of depreciable assets based upon actual usages 

determined in 1963/1964. Direct and supervisory labour is charged 

at full recovery rates based on reported hours worked. Direct, 

indirect and corporate overheads are comprehensively capitalized. 

An allowance ofr funds used during construction is charged to plant. 

This allowance is based on a weighted average cost of capital. 

Plant retirements are handled by removing from both  plant and 

depreciation accounts an =cunt equal to the original cost of the 

item. This is in accordance mith Circular 2A. 

Capital contributions by customers are treated as reductions 

to capital cost and hence to plant in service. 

The allowances for working capital and for material and supplies 

shown in Table 3 were set many years ago. There is no necessary or 

likely relationship between these allowances and actual working 

capital and material and supplies needs. As of the 1975 hearing, 

the allowances were changed. The allowance for working capital is 



now determined as one and a half times the average monthly 

expenditure. The allowance for materials and supplies is 

now determined as the average monthly level of materials and 

supplies in the previous year. The combined effect of these 	- 

changes has been to raise these items in the rate base from the 

$625,000 figure shown in the table to $12,730,527 for 1975. 

The "group plan" method is used to account for depreciation 

with three statistical methods being used to estimate service life: 

life span studies, equal life group studies and judgement. 

Mbre detailed information on composition of rate base may be 

found in a 1975 study by Peat, Ybrwick, Mitchell & Co. The 

Board, in an order dated September 30, 1974, directed the COMelly 

to retain independent accounting experts to examine the rate base. 

Table 3 shows the composition of the rate base at year ends from 

1963 to 1974. 

Table 4 shows the rate of return on rate base excluding mobile 

exchange service for the years 1950-1974. The rate of return has 

fluctuated considerably year to year. There is typically ,  a 

significant  nove  upward in the period immediately following a 

major rate hearing. 



TABLE 5 

RATE OF RETURN ON CON EOUITY  

NATURAL 	 . 

ISLAND 	BELL 	. GAS. 

M T & m 	NB u:1-1, 	TEL 	CANADA 	' UTILITIES 	PIPELINES  

% 	% 	% 	(1 

	

-13, 	% 	Q.  

1966 
-1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 	. 
1976 MM 
1977 MM 

	

9.0 	NA 	NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 

	

9.1 	NA 	NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 

	

8.4 	7.9 	7.0 	8.2 	NA 	 NA 

	

8.1 	8.1 	7.7 	7.9 	NA 	NA 

	

9.9 	9.9 	6.7 	8.5 	NA 	 NA 

	

10.2 	10.5 	12.0 	8.8 	13.1 	17.7 

	

10.4 	11.0 	12.3 	9.5 	14.4 	18.1 

	

10.1 	10.8 	12.3 	9.7. 	14.9 	18.0 

	

8.9 	9.3 	7.3 	9.7 	19.0 	14.1 

	

9.5 	NA 	NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 

	

12.7 	NA 	NA 	 NA. 	 NA 	 NA 

	

7.9 	NA 	NA 	 NA 	 NA 	 NA 

Simple Average 	9.4 
1968 to 1974' 

9.7 	9.2 9.1 	NA 	 N 

Sources:  E.J. Hicks, op.cit.  
M T & T Annual Reports. 
C.W. Hayward, Reauired Ranae for Return on Common Equity, Maritime Télegraph  
and Telephone Company Li7ited,  Halifax, 1975 



I. 

o 
o 

NA INA 
NA 

N I 
NA 

8.7 
8.9 
9.5 
9.0 
NA 

1 

NA I 

PIP PIP 

8.2 	7.5 8.0 	NA 

NATURAL 
ISLAND 	BRLrI 	C-AS 
TEL 	' CANADA 	UTILITIES 

O 	 % 
MT &T  

96 

NB TEL  
96  

TABTR 6 

RATE OF RETURN ON TOTAL INVESTED CAPITAL  • 

1966 	7.2 	NA 	NA 	NA 	NA 
1967 	7.3 	NA 	NA 	NA 	NA 
1968 	7.0 	6.8 	6.3 	7.0 	NA 
1969 	6.9 	7.0 	6.7 	6.9 	NA 
1970 	8.0 	8.3 	6.7 	7.2 	NA 
1971 	8.4 	8.6 	8.3 	7.4 	8.8 
1972 	8.7 	9.1 	8.4 	7.7 	8.6 
1973 	8.6 	9.2 	8.7 	8.0 	8.8 
1974 	8.4 	8.6 	7.7 	8.0 	9.5 
1975 	8.9 	NA 	NA 	NA 	NA 
1976 (EME') 	10.2 
1977 (EST) 	8.8 

Simple Average 	8.0 
1968 to 1974 

Sources:  E.J. Hicks, op.cit  
M T & T Annu.al Reports' 
C.W. Hayward, op.cit. 
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COMMENTS - m1BLES'5 and 6 

Common Equity  

Table 5 compares the returns on equity obtained by a variety 

of different telephone companies and by other utilities. Time 

series shown vary because a nier of different sources have been 

used. 

It is clear that the returns earned by telephone utilities 

are substantially lower than those obtained by the natural gas 

and pipeline utilities generally. Within the telephone industry, 

/IT & T ranks, on average, somewhere below NB Tel and somewhere 

above Island Tel and Bell. The number presented and indeed 

the whole concept of examining returns on common equity, are 

subject to grave theoretical problems. 

In the first place, both the equity figures and the returnS 

include amounts attributable to non-regulated activities. Thus 

the mix of regulated/non-regulated activities may play a larger 

part in determining the returns shown than do any true variations 

in regulated return on regulated equity. 

In the second place, equity holders purchase stock at 

market value, not at book value. Book value expresses the 

historical cost of purchasing treasury shares plus the amount of 

earnings retained by the company. It is not an accurate 

measurement of the value currently placed on shares of a company. 

Accordingly, a rate of return on book value of common equity is 

meaningless as a neasurement of the return currently required by 

shareholders. 



Assets Employed 

Table 6 compares the returns on total invested capital 

obtained by a variety of different telephone companies and by 

other utilities. The data presented are subject to the same 

two difficulties noted for Table 5: they include amounts•

related to non-regulated actIvities and they serve as no 

indication of current investor expectations. 

The M T & T return lies, on average, below that of NB 

and above that of Island Tel. 

Tel 



91A331- ,F,  7 

DEBT RATIOS OF  MAJOR TFLEPHON-E  COMPANIES IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES  

(Long term debt as % of Long Term debt plus shareholders equitV) 

Maritime 	 Island 	 NB 

Tel & Tel 	 Tel - 	 Tel 

1950 	32 	30 	29 
1951 	46 	30 	27 
1952 	45 	37 	• 38 
1953 	41 	51 • 	36 
1954 	41 	. 	51 	35 
1955 - - 	. 	' 45 	- - 	-: • 50 	34 
1956 • 	'41 	45 	43 
1957 	40 	44 	38 
1958 • 	40 	50 	. 	41 
1959 	40 	50 	, 	. 40 
1960. 	44 	48 	'39 
1961 	43 	49 	36 

1962 	39 	53 	42 
1963 	' 	43 	48 	' 	38 
1964 	40 	45 	• 	42 
1965 	44 	48 	39 
1966 	40 	35 	. 	43 
1967 	42 	39. • 	- 	- 	43 
1968. 	44 	42 	46 
1969 	45 	45 	'. 	44 
1970 	49 	' 	47 	48 
1971 	50 	54 	. 47 
1972 	47 	45 	• 	41 
1973 	• 	52 . 	53 	. 	' 45 
1974 	55 - 	53 	52 

Source: Hudson H. Janisch & Paul B. Huber, A Critique Of Provincial  Regulation  
of Telecommunications in the Atlantic Provinces,  Dalhousie University, 
1974.0.3.14 

MT & T Annual Reports 

C.W. Hayward, op.cit.,  Table 8 



COMENTS TABIR 7 

Table 7 shows the ratio of long term debt to long term 

debt plus equity for three major telephone companies in the 

Maritimes. 

The trend in all three companies shown is to use an increasing 

proportion of debt. This perhaps reflects a continuing inability 

to generate sufficient internal funds to support rapid expansion 

combined with an equity investment usage which appears to 

preclude continuing large inputs of new equity. In addition, 

of course, the arguments for a higher debt ratio usually made 

by intervenors at each rate hearing may have had an effect on the 

financial policies of the companies. The figures take on further 

meaning only if there is some optimal long term debt/long term 

debt  plus  equity ratio to which the figures can be compared. 



TABLE 8  

A COMPARISON OF YEAR-END MAR= AND BCOK VALUES -MT & T COMMON SHARES - 1950-1975. 

Ratio of 
Market Value 	BCok Value 	Market to Book 

1950 	17 3/4 	13.33 	1.33 
1951 	16 1/2 	13.07 	1.26 
1952* 	15 3/4 	13.06 	1.21 
1953 	15 1/2 	13.62 	1.14 
1954 	18 1/2 	13.27 	1.39 
1955 	20 	13.52 	1.51 
1956 	16 3/4 	13.87 	1.21 
1957 	17 	14.04 	1.21 
1958 	17 3/4 	14.29 	1.24 
1959 	17 	14.32 	1.19 
1960 	17 1/2 	14.50 	1.21 
1961 	21 7/8 	14.74 	1.48 
1962 	20 3/8 	15.08 	1.35 

1963 	21 	15.23 	1.38 
1964 	21 1/2 	15.52 	1.39 
1965* 	22 	15.76 	1.40 
1966 	22 	16.37 	1.34 

1967 	19 1/2 	16.66 	1.17 

1968 	18 	16.88 	1.07 
1969* 	16 1/2 	17.10 	.96 
1970 	18 3/4 	17.64 	1.06 
1971 	22 	18.19 	1.21 
1972 	22 1/2 	18.84 	1.19 
1973 	18 	19.43 	.93 
1974* 	•15 	19.66 	.76 
1975* 	15 1/2 	19.98 	 .78 

* Indicates years in  vthichrajor rate hearings x'aere held. 

Source: M T & T Internal Data. 
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CO1',2,WITS - TABLE 8  

Table 8 shows yem- and market and book values of  M T  & T 

common shares for the period 1950 to 1975. Note that the market 

to book ratio bas  varied from 1.51 (at 1955 year end) to .76 

(at 1974 year end). The ratio was above 1.0 in 22 of the 26 

yeFirs shown, and was above 1.1 in 20 of the 26 years. 

The analysis of Appendix C suggests that a ratio of less than 

1.0 indicates the need for a higher rate level while a ratio 

significantly in excess of 1.0 indicates the need for a reduction 

in the level of rates. On this basis, the rate level probably 

should have been increased in four of the last 26 years', and 

probably should have been decreased in 20 to 22 of those years. 

This analysis is supported by the testamony at the 1975 

Hearing of Mr. Hayward who stated that the then ratio of less than 

1.0 threatened dilution of equity if shares had to be issued at 

that ratio. It follows that any issue at a ratio above 1.0 would 

result in the opposite of dilution: a windfall profit to share-

holders. 

It is interesting to note that the market to book ratio 

approach may be used as a test of the efficacy of the regulatory 

process. That is, if windfall profits to shareholders and 

unanticipated dilution of equity are to be avoided, the regulatory 

process should as a result of each major rate hearing, pull the 

ratio towards 1.0. It can be seen that the ratio moved closer 

to 1.0 after the 1952, 1969 and 1975 hearings (in 1975 the nove  was 

marginal), but moved away from 1.0 after 1965 and 1974. 

1 



TABLE 9 

OPERATING REVENUES -MT & T MD N.B. I.  

Tdotal Gross Operating % of Total  GrrO8S Operating Revenues* 
Local Service 	Long Distance  

M T*& T 	N.B. Tel 	M T & T 	N.B.  Tel  

1951 	6,388 	. 	5,794 	. 63 	.53 	36 	45 ' 
1952 	. 8,076 	6,335 	- 	65 	53 	. 	33 . 	45 
1953 	9,317 	7,588 	66 	• 	•56 	- 	32 . 	42 
1954 	10,017 	8,230 	65 	. 56 	• 	33 . 	43 
1955 	10,862 • 	9,042 	. • 63 	55 	35 	44 
1956 	11,741 . 	9,849 	.. 	. 	.62 	54 	. 	36 • - 	45 
1957' 	12,607 	10,630 	62 	- ' 	53 	• . 	37 • 	45 . 
1958 	13,615 	12,128 	* 61 	• 	53 	38 	• 	. 45 • 
1959. . 	14,859 	13,861 	59 	53 	' 	39 	46 
•1960, 	16,238 	14,869 	• 	58 	52 	• 	40 	• 	46 
1961 	17,537 	16,182 	• • 	58 	52 	- : 39 	45 
1962 	- 	18,829 	17,232 	• 	: 	• 	57 	• 	• 51 	. 	39 	46 
1963 	• 20,066 	• 19,067 	56 	49 	• • . •40 	. . 	48 
1964 	- 	. 22,234 . 	21,701 	- 	54 	. 	46 	• - 42. 	• 	51 - 
1965.  	- 24,395 	24,454 	53 	. 44- 	. 	44 • 	-53 
1966 	28,700 	26,914 	53 	43 	• 44 	54 
1967 	. 	'32,462 	- 	29,441 	52 	43 	. 	. 45 	54 • 
1968 	35,350 	32,112 	52 	• • 43 	46 	54 
1969 	38,613 	35,522 	51 . 	,.- 	41 	46 - 	• 	55 
1970 	44,174 - 	40,956 . 	52 	41 	' 	45 	55 

.1971 	48,507 	44,751 	51 .- 	. 41 	46 	. 	54 - 
1972 	55,085 • 	49,764 • 	49 	40 	48 	. 	55 , 
1973 	62,507 	55,624 	47 	40 .. • 	50 	56 
1974 	. . 	. .73,797 . 	63,926 	. 45 	- 	. 	39 	51 	. 	56 
1975 • 	91,270 	77,035 	44 	39 • 	52 	56 

Does not add to 100%. Balance is "Other.Revenue" 

Source: M T & T Internal Data. 
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M T & T 	N.B. Tel  



CCtreNTS - TABLE 9 ' 

Table 9 compares the operating revenues of MT & T and 

N.B. TeL  Total Gross Operating Revenues do not include a 

reduction for uncollectable accounts. The percentage split of 

total between local and long distance revenues does not add to 

100%. The difference between 100% and the total of local and 

long distance is "Other Revenue." 

The two companies have grown at similar rates over the 

past twenty-five years with M T & T having slightly greater 

revenues than N.B. Tel in all but 1965. The patterns of revenue 

source are quite different however. 

In NEW Brunswick, long distance revenues have historically 

been a higher proportion of total revenues than in Nova Scotia. 

Long distance revenues of N.B. Tel first exceeded local service 

revenues in 1964; this did not happen with MT & T until 1973. 

The greater proportion of long distance revenue in New Brunswick 

is due in part to higher collections from the Trans-Canada 

Telephone System (calls from Nova Scotia to central Canada 

generate some revenue for N.B. Tel, calls from  Ne Brunswick  to 

central Canada generate no revenue for M T & T). Differing 

configurations of local calling areas may also have an impact on 

the proportions. The trends for the two companies are, however, 

similar over time. Long distance has been gaining an increasing 



share of total revenues for both conpanies over almost all of the 

entire period shown. Given that long distance calling is priced 

on a usage-sensitive basis while local service typically is not, 

these trends are significant. They indicate that revenue groTeth 

has been most rapid in the area using usage-sensitive pricing. 



TABLE 10 

NOTE ON STUDIES REQUESTED - 1975 DECISION 

In a decision issued November 19, 1975, the Board directed 

the Company as follows: 

1. TO review the question of interest on overdue accounts 
and submit a report on the sùbject before JUly 1, 1976 0  

2. Tb review and study the tariff items relating to 
advance payments, deposits and disconnection of service 
with a view to proposing revisions so as to ensure 
uniformity and cross referencing. An application for 
revision is to be  made ,  to the Board before July 1, 1976. 

3. To apply to the Board for revision of tariff rules, 
regulations, definitions and descriptions so as to 
eliminate duplications and interpretation problems and 
to "regularize the conditions, directions and procedures 
contained in the Tariff"* The application is to be 
made he.fore July 1, 1976. 

4 0  To file with the Board before July 1, 1976 

- A detailed outline of the objectives of the construction 
program proposed for the years 1977 to 1981. 

- A detailed treatise on the distinction between "telephone 
message service" and non-regulated services. 

- An analysis of existing tariff objectives and possible 
alternatives. 

- A study reviewing the nature of and justification for 
capital contributions by subscribers. 

- Proposed guidelines for future BAS (including an ' 
indication of likely EAS exchanges, the concept of 
varying rates to reflect cost, optional BAS etc.). 

* 1975 Decision, p. 82. 



COMMENTS - TARLF, 10  

The various studies listed in Table 10 were requested by 

the Board. In most cases, reasons were not given for requesting 

the studies. It can be assumed that the Board wishes further 

clarification and analysis_of existing rractices. 

This report has discussed,among other things, the need to 

re-examine the tariff  objectives, alternative  methods of financing 

the system, EAS guidelines, the definition of "telephone message 

service", the relationship between regulated and unregulated 

service offerings, the extent of usage-sensitive pricing, and 

exapnsion of the system size. The studies ordered by the Board 

are all potentially related to these items. 



APPE_NDIX C 

Alternative Approaches to Rate of Return Determination  

One of the t arif f objectives proposed by the Company and accepted 

by the Board is the opportunity for the Company to earn a fair rate of 

return. This objective, in similar wording, forms part of the statement 

of purpose of virtually all telPrlommunication regulation processes in 

North America. * It has a history in Nova Scotia to.at  least 1919.
1- 

Like many of the other objectives, however, longevity and broad 
• 

•acceptance does not lead to specificity. The objective of a fair rate of 

return raises the question of what proportion of the revenues of the 

Company should accrue to the shreholders of the Company. An examination 

of various sources in Nova Scotia and other jurisdictions on fair rate 

of return to telecommunication utilities, suggests substantial disagree-

ment on the meaning of the phrase. 

As an example of one approach, Company witnesses have stated that 

the rate of return on common eauity should relate to returns available 

on other investments of similar risk, should be sufficient to attract 

reqpired investment and should raintain investor confidence in the 

financial integrity and credit worthiness of the Company.
2 

1 There is a formal statement of this objective by the Company at the 1919 
rate hearing. There is some evldence of earlier antecedents elsewhere. 
For example, the A.T. & T. annual report of 1908 discusses the "proper 
return on capital". L.L.L. Golden, Only By Public Consent, (New York: 
Hawthorne Books, Inc., 1968), p. 32. 

C. William  Hayward, Required Range for Return on Common Equity Maritime  
Telegraph & Telephone Company Limited (Text), Halifax,. 1975 p. 2 et seq. 
(Presented as Exhibit H/14 to the 1975 Rate Hearing). 



Using a different approach, the position has been in some other 

jurisdictions that a rate of return should be set so as to keep the market 

value of the common shares of the regulated telecomunications utility 

approximately equal to the book value of its common stock. 3 

Between these two positions are a number of other possible approadhes 

to the estimation of a fair rate of return. The earnings/price approach, 

the capital asset pricing approach, the discounted cash flow approach 

and the interest rate plus riSk premium approach are alternative methods 

that have been advocated elsewhere. Each of these will be briefly 

reviewed. Emphasis will be placed on the comparable investment approach, 

used currently' by the Company and approved by the Board, and on the 

Market Value/Book Value approach which is reconnended for adoption. 

The Earnings/Price:Approach  

One approach to determining the fair rate of return to equity holders 

is the earnings/Price approach, also known as the cost of money formula 

approach; it examines the relationship between historical earnings and 

historical  market  price. In theory, the relationship describes the return 

on eguity which is required by investors in the stock. If expected 

earnings increase, then market price should increase to compensate and 

bring the return back down to required levels. Similarly, if expected 

earnings decrease, an automatic decline is expected in share price in 

order to maintain the required return on new shareholder investment. 

3 
Snavely, King & Tucker Inc., Canadian Transport Commission Telecommunications  
Cost Inquiry Report of the Consultants, Washington, D.C.; 1974, Vol. III 
p. 72. The equation of market to book value would be subject to certain 
adjustments related principally to cost of stock issue and the effect on 
the market of new stock issues. 



This approach assumes a, static relationship between experienced earnings 

•and experienced market values.
4 
For a time, it was widely accepted in 

many jurisdictions but it has beoome apparent that the necessary condition 

•of a static level of actual and expected earnings, stock prices and 

dividend payout rates has not existed over long periods of time in Nova 

•Scotia or elsewhere. 

This point is highlighted by F. K. Welch: 

The use of earnings to price ratio in determining a 
fair rate of return for regulated industries has had 
a spotty history.... It seemed for a while, in the 
mid-forties, that a universally fair and workable, 
if not exactly foolproof, tool for arriving at the 
troublesome rate of return allowance had been 
discovered. 

But,-alas, the emergence Of- the runaway }DWI  market 
of the mid-fifties  suddenly  made the unadjusted 
earnings to price ratio untenable and eventually 
somewhat ridiculous. 5  

Although a situation night be hypothesized in which the relation-

ship between earnings and market price remained nore or less constant 

Over  long  periods of time, it does not seem likely that such a situation 

will exist in the real world in the foreseeable future. Thus, the cost 

of money formula must be examined as an historically interesting, but 

currently untenable, approach to determining fair rate of return. 

4 
Snavely, Ring & Tucker Inc., Canadian Transport Commission Telecomituni- 
cations Cost Inquiry Report of. the Consultants,  Washington, D.C.; 1974, 
Vol. III, p. 63. The euuation of market  to book value would be subject 
to certain adjustments related principally tà cost of stock issue and 
the effect on the market of new stock issues. 

5 F.K. Welch, "A. New Approach to Earning-Price Ratio Formula" in Public  
Utilities Fortnightly,  Vol. 81, P5, 29 February, 1968, p. 49. 



The Capital Asset Pricing Arcroadh 

The risk attached to the utility's equity stock relative to the 

risk of other equity issues in the market place is another approach. 

This capital asset pricing approach develops a scale of returns for 

alternative investments at various levels of risk. Once the utility's 

position on this sCale hasleen determined, the fair rate of return:is 

obvious. Theoretically this,reIative risk approach:to determining fair 

rate of return_is qpite acceptable. 

... it ... obviously essential to the public 
interest• 

	

... that the rate of return also create 	, 
• 	 those conditions of public utility.credit under- 

which the risk Will be appraised by the investor - 6  • 
as a fair one in competition with other industries...  

However, there are praCtical difficulties attached to  use  of SuCh 

a scale. Classically, two required points on the scale are the return , 

expected on a risk free inves-bment and the return expected on a diver- - 

sified portfolio of all available common stocks. Since  .the  existence of 

a risk free investment is dotibtful, the determination of return on slich-

an investment is at best hypothetical. Furthermore, determination of the. 

expected portfolio return presents problems of both measurement and 

weighting. Since neither of the_key reference points on the scale can 

be found with any great degree of confidence, the scale itself is ' 

inevitably suspect. 

6 0.B. Wilcox, address to the American Gas Association of New York, 
26 May 1920, quoted in Walter E. Lagerquist, Public Utility Finance, 
Chicago: A.W. Shaw Company, 1927, p. 244. 



Also, the positioning of the utility's stock on the scale is doubt-

ful. Nbt only does the reasurement of historic risk of the stock vary 

depending on the period of time being considered,
7 
but the projected risk, 

depending as it does on unknown investor perceptions, cannot be measured 

with any precision. 

Hence, the capital asset pricing approadh is not precise enough to 

permit its use as a deterMinant of a fair rate of return. 	- 

The Disœunted Cash Flow ApProach  

The Discounted Cash Flow approach is also referred to in same of the 

literature as the Investor Denand approach. It involves determining the 

discount rate at which the present value of future dividends is equal 

to current market price of the equity stock. The obvious practical 

difficulty with this theoretically valid approach is that the stream of 

future dividends cannot be foreseen with precision. The stream of future 

dividends is a function of both effl-nings and dividend payout policy, 

either or both of which may be expected to change over time. While it 

is true that the impact of distant dividends may be safely ignored if 

the discount rate is large enough, the ability to predict dividends even 

over a very few years is limited.
8 

The discounted cash flow approach, while conceptually sound, is too 

7 
Snavely; King & TUcker Inc., op.cit.,  p. 66. 

8 
Recent market action in Bell Canada common and Bell Canada warrants 
suggests that a sUbstantial number of investors had made bad predictions 
about the dividend rate, even thOugh they were attempting to predict 
no further than three months out. 



10 

reliant on estimates of the future to be acceptable. as a method of deter-

mining fair rate of return. 9 

Interest Rate/Risk Premium Aproach 

The Interest Rate/Risk Premium approach estimates the required 

return on equity by adding a risk factor to the interest rate paid on 

current debt by the utility. The concept is concisely statedi by 

N. Knowles Davis: 

There are two compensations for the use of capital. 
One is pure interest. This is rent for the posses-
sion and use of funds where no risk is involved, 
either in the continuation of the interest or in 
repayment of the obligation. The other is compensation 
for risk, or the added compensation required to offset 
the risks involved. 10  

The risk factor is to be determined by comparing historical return 

on the utility's debt to historical return on the utility's equity. The 

risk factor thus derived is, of course, an indication of historical risk. 

The difficulty with this approach is that the current or future risk 

premium may not correspond to past risk premiums. To elaborate on this 

poobint, consider the risks involved whidh "added" compensation is required 

to offset. 

9 In 1968, the U.S. Federal Power Commission rejected this approach as 
being too conjectural. For a discussion of this finding, see Edward 

2 Falck and Harry L. Albrecht, nrrc Ruling on Return Allowance for Gas 
Companyies", in Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. 82 07, 26 September 
1968, p. 27 

N. Knowles Davis, "Rate of Return and the Federal Power Commission", 
in Public Utilities Fortnightly, Vol. 79, #4, 16 February 1967, p. 17 
et seq. Of course, as pointed out above, the real world existence of 
a risk free investment is, at best, doubtful. However, the risk premium 
might be considered as a payment for the incremental risk of moving 
frmn a debt to an equity instrument. 



The equity risks for which a oremium should be paid mould have to 

include the following: 

a) Risk of obsolescence (technological risk). This risk clearly varies 

from time to time and from type of utility to type of utility. The 

current fate of railroads and exclusively telegraph utilities in-

dicates that technological risk does exist even in apparently secure 

utilities. Such examples also point out an interesting characteristic 

of technological risk: the nature and degree of risk is often not 

apparent until the technological change is upon us. It is thus 

difficult to protect against obsolescence except by Improvements 

to existing technology. Whether this is adequate protection is 

not known.
11 

This uncertainty makes assignment of a technological 

risk premium highly arbitrary. 

b) Failure to adequately provide for replacements. This risk is 

substantially offset by the allowance of depreciation as an expense. 

It is possible, however, that the depreciation allowance may be 

inadequate due to overestimation of the life of certain equipment 

items or due to inflation (see below). It may alSo happen that 

user preferences reduce the life of eqipment. Thus any massive 

trend to touch-tone handsets might result in retirement of dial 

handsets before they were fully depreciated.
12 Having identified 

11 
The development of a diesel locomotive did not adequately protect the 
railroads against technological change in the form of aircraft and an 
improved inter-urban highway system. Whether the broader research 
net cast by Bell Labs will result in a better protective catch is 
questionable. 

12 This possibility is advanced as a Major reason for differential pricing 
policies on coloured phones, touch-tone, etc. 



remain. 

•  the nature of the risk does not allow a projection of its magnitude 

into the future. An appropriate risk premium in this regard cannot 

be determined. 

c) Risk of operating loss. This riemight also be termed the risk of 

incompetent management. Shareholders,  managers, the public and 

regulators would all like to believe that utilities are well run. 

Tb a remarkable extent, this belief is well palced  in Nova  Scotia 

and elsewhere. But there is no prima facie reason to believe that 

all utilities must aIways be well  run. Thus, risk exists.  • Any 

•  quantification of the risk of operating loss mould, however, be 

highly arbitrary. 

d) Cyclical fluctuations in economic conditions. Clearly the existence 

of such fluctuations is 'certain. What rakes measurement of the 

appropriate risk premium difficult is that the timing, magnitude 

and duration of the auctions are unknown. 

e) Risk of inflation. This risk may be particularly important when 

combined with regulatory lag. As with other risks, however, 

determining the magnitude of the premium to be paid for assumptiva 

of this risk is difficult and it is not obvious why regulated 

companies should be any better protected frmn inflation than any 

other part of the economy. 

It Éhould be apparent from an enumeration of the risks for which, a 

preuium is to be paid that the magnitude of the risks cannot be determined 

with any substantial degree of precision. But even if it was possible 

to place a precise value on assumption of these risks, difficulties would 

- 151 - 



All of the risks ultimately relate to the ability of the utility to 

generate operating income over the short and long run. Clearly the major 

beneficiary of such income is the provider of equity capital. Conversely, 

the equity investor bears most of the risk. But the debt investor is 

also at  sorte  risk for the ability of the utility to pay interest on debt, 

and eventually to repay  the  debt itself, may be impaired should operating 

income fall  sufficiently. 

Thus, the current interest rate which the utility must pay on debt 

issues reflects some "risk mranium" over what would be required to be paid 

for a hypothetical risk-free debt-issue. This can be designated rdsk 

premium  R. The overall risk might be designated 17 _2 , with the incremental 

risk associated with holding equity ratherthan debt being R2 . Knowing 

the value of RT  and knowing that PT  = R1  + R2  does not define the value 

of either Ri  or R2 . Thus, the appropriate risk premium for equity is 

not known even if all of the risks can be quantified. 

Comparable Investments Approach  

The Comparable Investments approadh now in use by the Company
13 
 is 

considered by it to be the most appropriate way of determining a fair 

rate of return. This approach has been used in many jurisdictions, as 

well as in Nova Scotia, over a long period of time. 

The essence of the approach was put very succinctly to the Board 

13 Hayward, op.cit.,  p. 1.. This approach has also been advanced by Bell 
Canada. See Bell Canada Application "B", Exhibit B-73-116, Evidence 
of J. Rhoads Foster, cited in Snavely, King & Tucker Inc. 



Board of 
evidence 

14 

in the 1975 rate hearings by a witness called by the Company. 

... the common shares  of 	& T must  compete with other 
forms of investments including five year notes, debentures, 
mort gages, long term bonds, and debentures as well as 
other utility dhares. 14  

This approach was referred to in Chapter 2 in the discussion of the 

emphasis placed on the Company's capital attractiveness at rate - 

hearings. 

Notwithstanding its wide currency and historical acceptability, this 

approach presents a number of difficulties.
15 The "fairness" of a fair 

rate of return using the comparable investments approach is doubtful. 

Because the regulatory process uses a return on rate base approach, 

the utility ends up being allowed to earn its fair retimn on embedded as 

well as new capital. Allowing a return comparable to that earned by 

nonregulated companies provides existing shareholders with an unwarranted 

earnings appreciation not available to shareholders of unregulated  corn-  

panes. 

To compare return on equity to that earned by other regulated 

companies is not valid because this would make the regulatory process 

circular: the return allowed to Awould depend on the return allowed to 

B, C, D, and E; the return allowed to B would depend on the return allowed 

to A, C, D, E; etc. Thus, the return could only be compared to that of 

non-regulated companies. 

Commissioners of Public Utilities, 1975 M T & T Rate Hearing 
presented by J. W. Ritchie, p. 29 (mimeograph) 

15 These are 
op. cit., 

discussed'in some detail in Snavely, King & Tucker Inc. 
p. 66 et seq. 
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The use of book value as a basis for comparing returns, as advocated 

by Company.experts, 16is  rot  approuriate since investors are primarily 

concerned With market rather than book value. • The market value reflects 

not only the historical price paid for equity and the historical earnings 

retained by the Company, but the investor's expectations of future 

earnings. 

The use of market value rather than book value for comparative  pur-

poses  is also subject.to  problems. There is•no reason.to  believe prima . 

facie that the return to shareholders of a regulated telecommunications 

company should be similar to the return available to shareholders in 

any portfolio of non-regulated companies-or agy non-regulated'industry -

or any individual non-regulated firm. Whether a similar retUrn is 

(justified will depend on the risks involved.. 

• 	As is pointed out in the discussion  of the interest rate/risk 

premium approach, the precise assessment of•risk is difficult if not 

impossible; hence the identification of non7regulated firms having risks 

comparable  to those of a given regulated utility will present problems. 

Even if a firm with a similar.overall level of risk could be found, 

the nature of the risks and hence their likely future impacts would be 

different. It is concluded that the comparable  investment approadh is 

- not an acceptable way of determining a fair return to shareholders. 

Market Value/Book Value Approach  

This approach uses the ratio of the market value of ccuulon stock 

16 
Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities, 1975 Rate Hearings, op.cit., 
pp. 23-30, 



to its book value to determine whether or not the allowed rate of return 

is adequate. The principle behind it is as follows: if the market to 

book ratio was greater than one (i.e., if the internal rate of return 

exceeded the external rate of return), for a firm in an unregulated 

industry, then the finn would raise money through stock issue and invest 

it in projects. It would continue to do this until either the cost of 

raising money increased and/or the internal rate of return available on 

new projects decreased and the returns were equal (i.e., the market to 

book ratio became 1). 

Note that the incentive to continue investing arises from the 

difference between internal and external rates of return. The incentive 

to eventually stop investing arises from the fact that the return on 

incremental new projects in due course .win fall below the average in-

ternal rate of.return and thus approximate the external rate of return. 

But in a.  regulated firm, the regulatory process fails to distin-

guish between incremental and embedded investments and thus makes it 

possible to earn the same return on new as on old projects. Thus, the 

self-regulating mechanism which operates in the unregulated environment 

does not limit investment in a regulated firm.. As long as equity can be 

sold at above book value, each new stock issue confers a windfall gain 

on existing shareholders in the form of an increase in book value which 

carries with it an increape in earnings.
17 

To prevent or discourage overinvestment, many regulators examine 
proposed  investirent  projects, the cost of which exceeds some pre-
determined amount. In Nova Scotia, this amount is currently $5000. 
A more direct approach to the problem would be desirable; that is, 
the incentive to overinvest should be removed by using some form of 
market to book ratio test and by an analysis of the costs and benefits 
of the proposed investment project. 
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The fairness of a return on equity by reference to the market to 

book ratio of stock is an acceptable principle. However, it is difficult 

to determine what ratio would be appropriate and how a mechanism to use 

tell ratio might be structures. 18 

Clearly, the interest of shareholders is impaired if the ratio falls 

below one. Hence, one guideline for regulators would be that the allowed 

return on rate base would have to be high enough to ensure a market to 

book ratio no less than one. 

TWo of the issues that remain however, are, (1) should the ratio be 

allowed to exceed one, and, if so, why and by how much, and (2) over what 

time period should regulators attempt to maintain the ratio at an accep-

table level. 

As was pointed out above, any ratio greater than one tends to en-

courage overinvestment and results in a windfall benefit to existing 

shareholders. Since such a windfall cannot accrue to shareholders in 

non-regulated firms, it constitutes a unique benefit to owners of a re-

gulated natural monopoly. As such it should be considered unacceptable. 

Nothwithstanding the windfall nature of the gain to existing share-

holders, it may be desirable to allow a ratio somewhat in excess of one. 

In the first place, the cost of issuing stock will funnel some of the 

gain out of the hands of shareholders. In the second place, as was 

suggested in Chapter 2, the Board could use the rate of return to pena-

lize bad management. Conversely, same incentive could be offered for 

competent management. Just as it should not be the role of regulation 

to ensure a return sufficient to shelter incompetent management from 

18 Snavely,  King .&  Tucker Inc., op.cit.,  p. 72 



the displeasure of sharehOlders, so the regulatian.process should allow 

shareholders some of the fruits of competent management. Accordingly,.: 

the appropriate ratio might be somewhat in excess of one.
19 

 

The ratio should be the primary determinant for judging the over-

all financial integrity  of the  Company. 	• 	
. . 

If P/e>1,.then rate levels are too high. 

If P/e<1, then rate levelsare -too low.- 

If P/re =..1, then rate levels  are about  right.
2
0 	• 

TO avoid any possible I.JLoblems of circularity (that is, of in- 	. 

stalling a process whiCh would directly influence the market and in turn 

be directly influenced by the rmrket), the ratio would-be used as an in-

dicator of the.direction in whiCh rates should move and as a retrospective 

indicator of the efficacy of the regulatoryprocess. Each time the Company 

appeared for a rate revision, the Board would examine the history of the 

ratio since the.last revision and would attempt to adjust so as to bring 

the ratio to an acceptable level. 

There is, however, a further problem. At the moment the Company is 

involved  in the provision of both regulated and unregulated services. . 

Thus, the rate of return on the rate base for regulated services must  be ' 

determined independently of unregulated services."-  If such a determination 

19 The problem of assessing managerial competence and determining its 
adequate reward has been ignored. This is an area of difficulty in 
the market to book ratio approach which requires investigation. 

20 The CC  Cost Inquiry Study rejected the use of the ratio as the primary 
determinant of the allowed rate of return. Their alternative proposal, 
however, ultimately reduces to using it precisely in that fashion. 



creates a level of rates for regulated services which causes P/e to fall 

below the acceptable level, then this indicates the possibility that the 

unregulated services are not profitable and that there is subsidization 

taking place of the unregulated services by the regulated service. 

It is concluded that the best available method for assessing whether 

or not the rate of return to equity is fair is to see whether the ratio 

of market to book value is above or below a previously determined accep-

table level. This method should be used when the Campany applies for a 

rate revision; it should not be used to make continuous or automatic 

adjustments to rates. 
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